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ABOUT THE COVER

Doug AMerson (note the rare and
prized Scandinavian spelling) shows
us a Tmveller: The New Era aerial
encounter from somewhere In or
near the Regency. This exotic tab
leau shows an air raft of typically
untuly Vargr who hate beRg I& out
of a good scrap (or Is ft that they like
a plate full of good scraps to be left
out?). The title? "Dog Fight," of
course.
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Down tbe Cracks
If you live long enough. it will
occur to you lhat life is one big crack
into which fall all sorts of things that
you hadn't wanted to low I r e of.
There are many fdk wisdom renditions of his truth, and one of my
fav~ritesis, ""Lifeis what happensto
yw while you had other ptans."
Every once In a whlle, things slow
down enough to l a w you to try to
clean uo m e o f ~e stuff hat didn't
go righi the first tima. In that spirit I
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nalelyl M I through some crack h e
first d m . The MegaTraveller follo

Assignment: VigiImte contained
seven starship designs that represented the work of Rob Dean, for
which hewas unfortunatelynot a&ited at the.time.The A: V adventure
was b a d on some ideas and settings IntheDiasporaseetorthatwere
written by Chuck Gannm, and although I obviously remembered
Chuek Gmnon In the YigilmtecredIts, I somehow failed to realize that
Rob Dean had produced the starshii In Chuck Gannon's material.
Thase designs, which formed the
basis of the visuailzatims created
by Rick muis!, myself, LaMonl
Fullertan, and Stew Bryant, were
an obvbusly i w r t a n t part of the
adventure. With the appearme8 of
Ray Van Tllburg's painting of the
Gmd Shlp 'Viggle" on the cover of
Challengesg,IunderstandthatRob
was again saddened al the oversight, and he was right to feel that
way. I hope that this late contxtion
can serve as a satisfactory apotogy.
With the recent publication of #le
-hip
design rbles far Traveller:
The Hew Era In Brilliant knees. 1
hope wa can b k fbrward to seeing
Rob's name anached to many new
shp designs.
I .alw understand that Rob and
his wib have just k r n e the parents of ababy boy, William Stewarl
Dean. Congratulations,
On a related issue, we have received a gent number of letters in
the pastfewmths, partkularlyfrom
Travellerfws.Time being vyhat It is
(in short supply), I have not been
able to respondto as many of these
letters as 1 wwld like, and if you ar?.
one of those who is still awaiting a
r.@y, please accept my apology for
the delay, and my assurancethat if I
wuldanswerthernall;l would.Thank
yw tor your obvious enthusiasm,
and I haven't given up ye!,

Modern- and future-era roleplayinggames are often criticizedbecause hardware is just too easy to acquire and
thus can reduce the amount of character interaction. To encourage your Twilight: 2000, Mere: 2000, Dark
Conspiracy and even Cadillacs and Dinosaurs characters to interact more effectively, below are examples of
hardware which is more difficult to obtain. These items may engender more complex roleplaying in your gaming
group by forcing characters to cajole, threaten, seduce or otherwise interact with NPCs in order to locate and pay
for them. In the case of the more obscure equipment in the iWhy-the-heck-would-anyone-want-this-junV
category, a true roleplaying challenge is presented as the PC develops peculiar persona traits explaining the
attachment he has to his "plastic submachinegun." Rock and roll!

Express (Semiautomatic)
The popular Desert Eagle pistol is also available with a
thunderous .50 caliber "Action Express" round.
Ammo: .50 AE

Wt: 1 kg per box of 50
Twilight: 2000 Price: $1 00 per case ( - 4 R )
Merc: 2000 Price: $60 per case (WS)

Twilight:2000 Price: $1 450 (-/R)
Merc: 2000 Price: $1 200 (WS)

Desert Eagle 50

SA

3

2-NII

1

7

6

-

12

Wt: 20 kg per case of 500
Twilight: 2000 Price: $250 per case (--I-)
Merc: 2000 Price: $200 per case (-IR)

S,S6mm SCF
(S.Sbmmx4Smm/l.6mm
Wt:5 kg per case of 1000,0.6 kg per 24-round magazine
Twilight: 2000 Price: $1200 per case (-I-)
Merc: 2000 Price: $ 1 000 per case (-/R)

Ares FMC Folding;
(Submachinegun)
Concealable as an unremarkable, rectangular plastic box
26cmx8cmx&m in size, "re Ares FMG is usefulfor undercover
duties. It can be unfolded, cocked and fired in two seconds (takes
a five-second turn to prepare). A fashionable, blue plastic
version of the weapon was featured in the movie "Robocop 2."
Ammo: 9mm P
We2.8 kg (32 rounds), 2.7 kg (25 rounds), 2.6 kg (20 rounds)
Mag: 32/25/20 box
Twilight: 2000 Price: $1 800 ( - 4 R )
h r c : 2000 Price: $1 500 (WS)

Weapon
ROf
Ares FMG Fdciing 5

Dam

2

Pen
Nil

Blk Mag SS &st Rng
3 201253 2
3 830

Folded

Spectre NI-4
(Submachinegun)
This handy-to-use weapon features large-capacity, fourcolumn magazines. The Spectre is a recent design. A folding
stock is included, and a front grip aids in control.
Ammo: 9mm P.
Wt: 3.8 kg (50 rounds), 3.5 kg (30 rounds)
Mag: 50/30 box
Tuliight: 2000 Price: $900 (-IR)
Merc: 2000 Price: $750 (WS)
-i?ecO'L

Weapon
Specbe M 4

Twilight: 2000

ROF
10

Dam

2

Pen
Nil

Blk Mag SS Brst Rng
2/330/50 2
8 30
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Weapon
Steyr ACR

ROF Dam
3
2

Pen
I-Nil

-RecuiIBlk Mag SS &st Rng
3 24
1
2 75

Steyr ACR (Assault Rifle)
Aradical design for an advanced combat rifle, the SteyrACR
fires an extremely high-velocityflechette round. Similar in configurationto the H&K G11, the ACR is also a bullpup weapon in
a moldedsyntheticstock. Unlikethe G I 1, the Steyr is contoured
in an ergonomic fashion to fit the firer's hands and shoulder.
The 5.56mm SCF (syntheticcased flechette) has a muzzle
velocity of 1500 meters per second. The round operates like a
discarding-sabot tank shell and is fin-stabilized to give a long
effective range. The light weight of the projectile produces
almost no recoil, but the lethality of the flechette is suspect.
Ammo: 5.56mm SCF
Wt: 3.5 kg
Mag: 24 box
Twilight: 2000 Price: $800 (-I-)
Merc: 2000 Price: $650 ( e m )

R M Model 500
(Sniper Rifle)
Similar to the RAI Model 300, this weapon is designed to fire
the .50 BMG round and includes a dual muzzle brake and flash
hider.
Ammo: .50 BMG
Wt: 15.3 kg
Mag: 1i
Twilight: 2000 Price: $6000 (-I-)

500

SA

9

SA

9

2-2-3 5
2-24 5

1
1

9

-50

5

-90

All sniper rifles come with a scope. With the scope, add 15
meters to the basic range for aimed shots. M the scope is later
damaged or lost (or for quick shots), this modifier is not added.

R N Model 308
(Sniper Rifle)
This riile is designed as a long-range, high-powered sniper
weapon. tt is supplied with an adjustable b i p d and buttsto&. A
telescopic sight is provided. The Model 300 is available in two
calibers, 7.62mm and a special 8.58mm round which is a
modified .416 Rigby riile round. Statistics for the 8.58mm round
are listed in brackets below.
Ammo: 7.62mm N (8.58mm)
W: 6.7 kg (6.8 kg)
Mag: 5 box (4 box)
CX.'$8400 (-43) [$9600 (-I-)]
.'$7000 (WS)[$8000 (--/R)]

ROF Dam Pen Blk Mag SS &st Rng
RAI Mode13007.62 SA 4 2 3 N i l 5
5
5 - 60
SA 4 2-3-Nil 5 5 3
75
RAI Modd3008.58 SA 6 2-3-Nil 5
4
6
75
SA 6 2 3 N i l 5
4
2 - 95

-

.With the scope, add 15 meters
All sniper riflescomewith a
to the basic range for aimed shots. if the
is later damaged or
bst (or for quick shots), this modifier is not added. SZ

reckenridgeCounty used
to be a quiet rural area,
the main source of business coming from farming and the surrounding
Albright State Forest. But
that was before drugs
moved in. Since the late
1980s, drug dealers first used the rugged terrain and forest thickets to farm
marijuana, than started airdropping
small amounts of cocaine. The dealers
and growers were quite secretive, and
since the county sheriff's department.
was minuscule, nothing was ever done
in terms of large police actions. But in
the mid '90s, the drug business exploded when a Columbian cocaine cartel moved in. Soon the streets of
Mathusen, the county seat, wereteeming with bikers, urban gang members
and other sleazytypes, includinga large
number of transients who camped out
in the state forest.The current county
sheriff is paid by the main gang to look
the other way, and the local police now
deal only with the unruliness in the city
streets. But a prominent businessman,
Dean Whaley, is fed up with the situation and has contacted the PCs to destroy the cancer that has infected his
hometown.
Whaley has promised the team a
total of $120,000 to "take out" the leaders of the gang and their lab, now
housed in aformer hunting lodge in the
state park. He will provide room and
board in his home for the team members while they're in town.

BACKGROUND
Albright State Forest is over 14,000
acres of rugged pine forests, ravines,
trails and meadows. Parkattendance is
way down due tolhe poor US economy,
lower funding, and the presence of the
drug gang. Having a police force on the
take doesn't help either.
Luckily, one of Whaley's allies is
Deputy Mitch Ivanson. A former marine, he is supposed to be on the gang's
payroll, but has instead been giving his
take to Whaley (to help pay for the
team) and collecting information. He
would have liked to take out the gang
himself, but he knowsthegang is heavily
armed, and he is not stupid. Gathered
intelligence indicatesthefollowingfacts:
The gang is under the control of a
mid-level Columbian cartel member,
Juan Vannesquae, and is headquartered in a private lodge about 29 miles
inside the park via a dit? road.
@ There are a total of 36 gang members, including the four "chemists" and
Vannesquae's lieutenants, along with
@

seven female companions. There are chuting drums of pure liquid cocaine
also an indeterminate numberof pickup into the forest to be picked by groups of
men out in the woods.
transient "campers."
@ Visible weapons range from semi@ Most of the high countyofficials are
automatic pistols l o assauil: rifles and on the gang's payroll, including the enSMGs. The gang seems lo have plenty tire sheriff's department except for
of ammo.
Ivanson.
@ A lot of the transient guards are
lvanson and Whaley believe the last
paid with money and drugs, so they bit of info is the reason no major law
might be easier to overpower.
enforcement agency has investigated
The road to the lodge is heavily the drug problem in the county.
guarded by better-armed men.
* The following tactical facts are re* Drug drops are carried out by para- vealed by consulting the local county
@

land title office: The lodge is located on
a bridge overlooking a small river, fairly
accessiblefrom below (Average: Climbing or Difficult: Agility). The estate
grounds cover about 100 acres. The
compound consists of a two-story, 19room lodge and four outbuildings, garage, covered shooting range, barn and
generator shed.
Building permit records from the
county courthouse will disclosetheoriginalfloor plans, apool and deck addition

(1973), and a built-in solar energy system (1982).

WllLDEWSS
The rugged terrain, dense flora and
relatively few main roads make the
Albright State Forest a perfect area for
Vannesquae's mode of smuggling in
his cargoes-shock-proof drums in
HALO rigs dropped from 25,000 feet
and picked up by the transient element
recruited by Vannesquae.

Hobo C2amps:These camps consist
mainly of 2D6 ragged and filthy people
lounging around a small fire amid
mounds of trash and smelly bedding.
One to four will be women. One to three
will be on guard outside their camps.
Their main job is to spot the drop-off
plane (signaling with two flares), retrieve the parachuting drum, then take
it to the main compound. Only the transients who find the package first get
paid ($300 and "samples"), so quite a

--
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few bloody fights have erupted. However, these lackeys are poorly armed
with only knives, axes and one to four
handguns. A strong showing by the
PCs might convince them to give up
quickly.
Combat in the Forest: The thick
vegetation provides excellentcover and
some sound absorption. Gunshots and
loud yelling will be heard for 2D6x100
meters, heavy weapons and explosions
twicethat. Sounds of hand-to-handcombat will carry only a few dozen meters.
Trails are usually only only three to 10
feet in width.

Ravine to river

Merc: 2000

-, ,

There are plenty of vines available
for snares and traps.

C0MP"BrnD
The lodge was built and owned by a
wealthy steelmaker in 1912. Itsat empty
for 13 years until it was bought in 1972
by a prosperous local, but the gang
took it over in 1989. The gang's leader,
Vannesquae, begantaking out the other
pot growers in the area and started
flying incoke.Then Vannesquae began
hiring a gaggle of homeless squatters
to pick up his airdrops out in the roughest part of the Albright wilderness.

Shooting Range: There is a 20%
chance that one or more of the gang
members will be using this facility to
combat boredom. If shooting is going
on here, distant gunshots will go unnoticed.
Barn: This was first used as a horse
barn, then a marijuana drying shed,
and now a garage for five luxury cars
that belong to Vannesquae and his officers. They include a Jaguar SX10, a
BMW 995, a 1999 Dodge Superviper
XL, a'97 Lexus (266, and Vannesquae's
armored Mercedes, which is equipped
with a computer, cellular phone and

defensive oil-discharger. There are,
however, three guards with AKRs on
constant watch here.
Generator Shed: A 500-kilowatt
generator and 100 liters of fuel are
located in here. A lackey comes out
once a night to check up on it.
The wilderness provides a good bi
of cover with thick foliage, so any guard
who happens to look out would require
Formidible: Observation to spot the
team, barring loud noises or gunfire.
There aretwo armories in the lodge and
the shed, which contain a total of three
Italian M12 handguns, with about 3500
9mm rounds and 2500 5.56P rounds.
They also have 29 dynamite sticks and
four HE grenades.

LODGE
Once was what a pristine and wellkept forest vacation home has slowly
turned into a dilapidated dump. The
gang has not done any maintenanceto
the lodge and the other buildings. Broken windows and bullet holes scar the
outside, and trash is strewn across the
compound. Loud music blastsfrom one
of the open windows. The covered
shooting range is littered with spent
bullet cases and shredded targets. An
occasional1D6 guards walkfrom building to building.
Front Porch: One to three bored
guards are here at all hours.
Foyer: The main entry with a small
fireplace against the north wall.
Great Hall: Taking up most of the
center lodge, this room has slate granitefloors, rough hewn log walls, a large
fireplace and damaged furniture. It also
has a TV set which two to four gang
members may be watching.
Sun Room: Added on by the previous owner, this room has an eightmeter-highfloor-to-ceilingwindow, and
terra cottaflooring which provides passive infrared heat at night. The greenhouse addition is cluttered with broken
panes and clay pots (noise!). There is
always at least one guard in here at
night.
Kitchen: Vannesquae has two servants cooking for the gang; they sleep
in the side room, are Novice NPCs, and
will hide if an attack is underway. Meals
are served at 9 a.m., noon, and 6: 30
p.m.
Dining Hall:An eight-meter-longoak
table dominates this room.
Upstairs Quarters: These rooms
are where gang members sleep and
relax. One to two gang members will
spend theday kicking backwhile boomboxes blare out the broken windows
and two to four sleepers snoreaway the

Mere: 2000

night, weapons within easy reach. The camp, then saunter back into town like
senior members and the head chemist nothing happened, they will find themuse the bigger corner rooms. Occa- selves under arrest for murder and robsionally, the lower-grademembersbring bery as Burns does not want to go down
in female hoboes.
with Vannesquae.
Bathrooms: Dorm-style showers
But if the team keeps the action up at
and toilets, with frosted windows.
the lodge relatively quiet, or mordiMaster Bed Chamber: This is the nates with Ivanson, they have a good
most elegant personalroom inthe lodge chance of taking the entire department
(in a tacky '70s kind of fashion), and without bloodshed.
Vannesquae has claimed the room for
If not, the PCs will have aroyalshoothim and his consort, Channa, with its outwiih the localcops resultingin either
waterbed, velvet shag carpethvall cov- complete victory, prison, or becoming
ering, paintings, and 36-inch TV and fugitives from the law, not to mention
VCR. A gold-plated .357 Magnum (five widespreaddamage tothetown. Deputy
rounds) is on the nightstand, along with ivanson will then take the a matter into
various drug paraphernalia and extra his own hands and contact state aukeys to the Mercedes. Channawill sur- thorities.
render, but then attack unwary PCs
with a hidden switchblade.
rnISHIP\TG
Office: Vannesquae's private office
is a former den converted to a makeOnce the PCstake care of the gang's
shift business center. He will be here leaders, most surviving' members will
75% of daylight hours, either behind flee the area in panic, trying to carry as
the desk or pacing the floor arguing much cocaine as they can get a hold of.
obscenely over a cellular phone.
Whaley and Evanswill providethe team
Porch and Pool Area: An odd- with sanctuary until federal authorities
shaped redwood deck fits around the clean things up. Remember, the US
backside of the lodge and surrounds government frowns on internal merc
the backside of the new pool. Van- actions. However, turning Vannesquae
nesquae, hisofficersortheir ladyfriends over alive to authorities will bring
usually lounge here during warm days. $30,000, even renown, and acontact at
There is a two- to five-feet clearance the DEA. The cars in the barn are, of
underneath the porch, except where course, available for "confiscating."
the pool is.
BasementJLab: The
stairs down here are located underneath the
main staircase. There is
a heavy door (STR=25)
SECOND FD1T16N
at the bottom leading to
ROLF PLAYING IN TWF AFTFRLIFF
the lab. This is where the
55 gallons of pure cocaine extract is turned
"its premise is unusual, its characters
into several thousand
exciting, and its mechanics fun . .
"rock" doses. The lab is
I heartily recommend this game."
occupied by the "head
Lester Smith, Dragon Magazine 7 186
chemist" and his five assistants, along with 1D6
guards. Entry points are
the stairwell, acoalchute
and four small windows
at the ceiling level. The
room has another added
danger--the amount of
flammable materialused
in processing.

1
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TROUBLE
BACK T O W
Meanwhile, back in
town, Sheriff Glenn
Burns and his corrupt
deputies are preparing
totake action. If theteam
members attack the

Port!nnd, OR 972 13
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Whaley will pay the team upon comple- Justice Department, but also vendettas
from several mob leaders.
tion of the mission.
Mob Enforcers: Level: Veteran.
Skills: CRM=3,OBS=3, Persuasion=4,
VARIIANTS
Refereescan substitute real national MC=3. Weapons: Pistols, SWIGS,blackor state forests, counties and cities for jacks, knives.
The drug cartel leaders have signed
a more realistic game or for having fun
in their own local areas. Basic NPCs a pact with various Middle East terrorist
would remainthe same. Otherscenario groups. Now, in trade for heavier arms,
the cartel has started infiltrating Libyan
options include:
o Turning the drug dealers into Ma- terrorists into the US via their Albright
fia-backed heroin importers. Add 1D l 0 base. Now include 306 Libyans each
more mob enforcers (Veteran NPCs) armed with eitherAKRMs or AKRs, one
armed with Uzis and 9mm automatic to three grenades and I D 6 RPG-7
pistols. Not used to the country, these ATRs.Add 1D l 0 more AKRs and 6D1O
guys wander around the compound kilos of Plastique explosives. The Libyavidly looking out for "lions, tigers and ans are restless due to their recent
bears" (or snakes). Add 1 to their Ob- insertion into "evil Amerikan and have
servation rolls for city slicker paranoia. pretty itchy trigger fingers. Defeating
Defeating these guys will land the PCs the terrorists and turning the survivors
up to $75,000 and contacts at the US over to authorities will get the team an
additional $100,000, exoneration for
past legal infractions(i.e., this and other
mercjobs) and contacts at the CIA, FBI
and US State Department for other
possible missions.
Libyans: Level: Experienced. Initiative: 3. Skills: CRM=5,Observation=4,
HW=3 Stealth: 3.
J u s t priortotheassault,headchemist Whitledge suffersacompletechemically induced mental breakdown; now
heseesthe localdenizensofthe county
as "monstrous beings from an alter-

The stage is set for thedrama and suspense with the Corporation Building
and the Research Facilityfrom SGS. Both products are fully detailed in 25mm
scale, offer descriptive text and information, a 3 D perspective view, and include
a referee's master overview of each structure. The Corporation Building and
the ResearchFacilityare thefirsttwovolumesofSEEKERGaming Systems'
"BuildinaComolexSeries."acollectionof buildinasdesianedfor usewith roleplaying iarnes set ~nboth the near and far future
#I01 Corooration Buildina $12.95
#lo2 Research Facilitv $12.95

-
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dimensionseeking to conquertheworld
and devour his immortal soul." After
killing one to two of his own assistants,
he is planning to dump over a 110
gallons of highly potent liquid cocaine
and 95 gallons of other toxic materials
into the local reservoir in order to destroy themalieninvasion."Thisall comes
from his journal sitting on a lab
countertop. The team, after taking control of the lodge,will have to race him to
the lake to avoid a mass poisoning
which could kill hundreds. He is driving
asmall four-wheel-drive ATV (treat as a
motorcycle)with the chemical drums in
a cart towed behind. Watch what the
PCs hit, as any stray rounds could
cause a toxic spill or, worse, a large
toxic explosion. Only fast talk (Formidible: Persuasion) or a well-aimed
bullet will stop him.
* The PCs can be government
agents, either with the FBI, the DEA or
Delta Force. In this case, treat Whaley
as the state agency coordinator and
lvanson as an undercover agent. The
main plan will be to capture the accomplices in the woods, then attack the
main compound. The PCs will be assisted by members of the state militia in
arresting and holding any prisoners
taken. PCs will have to abide by law
enforcement restrictions, rather than
just blasting the bad guys to pieces. C2

Knights in shining armor and fair
damsels in distress. Gallant heroes
and cunning villains. Step back into
the era of chivalry, romance, and
swashbuckling adventure with Kings
Rook - medieval fortification floor
plans
for use
any role#4001 -S12.95
play~nggame

Enterthe universe of PAR5ECS1",which combines a series of science fiction stories, illustrations, and data files to create the setting for
adventureandintrigue. Ideally suitedforboththe
reader and the gaming enthusiast, the
materialIs
adaptab!e any ro!e-playing
Same SYsfem New worlds new adventures
new challenges
PAR5ECS1\': Foundat~on
Cnrnmn Fph-Mar 91
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hile between jobs in
Deneb Sector, tho PC8
are contacted by a man
namedMakkar Hanlman.
Haniman is the minister
for space of the Deltrine
1 Khanatetarnuntryonthe
ph&Gila(hneb 1504).
He is boking for sxperiend Indiviuon a bw-tech space program.At
lo east onecharacter with ShIp's
Boat or Pilot skill i
s required; other
Spaee and Space Tech skills are usalul, as are Instrudion, NavalAPchieet,
Physis, and Zero-G.
Haniman Is offering 50,000 credits
per person for a one-year contra&.
Player characters with Space skill levels of 3 or more can get 60,000. If the
adventurers have a ship, Hanimnn can
pay a b n u s d 100,000 d l t s . He will
furnishtransport to Gila aboard a Vargr
far trader.
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GIIA
SYSIUI
The planet GilaorbiCs a K5V star with
a K5 dwarf companion. The primary
has three planets and an asteroid belt;
the companion has f i e planets. There
are no gas gianis, and only Gila Is

inhabited.
Pknet Glla: Gila is the innermost
planet of the primary star, occupying
otbit I.
f h e UWP Is €463674-6; trade
elasslfiations are Nonlndustrtal and
Rkh. Gila has twa moons. both size S.
one in O M 9, the other in Orbit 50.
Gravhyis0.82 standard.they ear length
is 122days, the day length is 20 hours,
the axial tilt is Mu,and tho air pressure
is 0.76 standard,
Gila is a hot p h e t 4 a y t i m e temperatures at the equator normally run
abut 79" C (158* F). Most of the ppulation llves in the polar regions. Hardy
native life forms thrive in the desert,
while imported species dominate the
cooler portionsoftheplaneLTheoceans
are intensely sally.
Gila's fewexpmts include meat and
grain, petrochemicalsand phosphates,
p r o c e s d foods, building materials,
and excellent TL6 computer software.
Technology: In the most advanced
regbns(thePolar FreeState,Tanqueru,
DeltrineandLiarba),thecommon tech
level is 6, vergingan 7. The ot her states
are TL5, and in the desert the wandering tribes are TL2 or 3. There are =me
exceptions: Energy production in the
advanced states ls TL7, as k most land
and air transport. Water transport is
onlyTW.The advancedmuntrieshave
been able to equip their best rnjlltary
units at TL7 standards.

m m u l SmlATION

Ropubllcof W&Asetf-perpetuatlng bureaucracy ( 4 w level C) with
330,000 people. tl is the chief rival of
gions of the planet and antinually Tanqueru for planetary domination.
Government is handled by a rnassiue
struggle for dominance. They are:
Polar Free State: A participatory bureauerebey; there Isan e k b d proddemocracy (law level 4) with 280,000 dent with little actual control. Lirba
people.All governmentald d s b n s are quietly supportsthe Deltrine Khanate's
made by popular meetings and refer- efforts to oppose Tanqueru, while pbtendums. Separated by ocean from the ting to annex Situsia. Usarba has
other countries, the Polar Free State nudear weapons and la In a race wtth
tendsto be isolationist. Despitea lrong Tanqueru to devebp fusbn bombs.
Ralrlo Laague:A republic(lawlevel
paclist lobby, the PFS does have
7) with 400,000 people. Despite being
nudearf ission weapns.
EmpEm of Sllusla: A civll-senrlce wealthier and more ppubus than the
bureaucracy (law level 8) with 330,000 other states, the Pralrle League is only
people. It is the weakest d the major a medium power due to laggard techpowers, as it lags behind the others nobgy. An elected parliament serves
technobgleally. The generaltech level all funefbns of government The parliafor Silusia is TL5, with impofled TL6 ment Is greatly concerned about
equipmentforthearmy. Government Is Tanqueru aggressbn and has openly
by a massive elite bureaucracyserving come out In suppwt of the Pettrine
the heredhyempemr, who has lmle w space program.
Gila is a bahnked world. Seven
major p e r $ control the valuable re-

no remaining authority. Silusia's chief
foreign-poli goal is simple survival.
Abneamong the nationsof Gila, Silusla
has a large Vargr minoti. They make
u p h u t lS%oftheppulatbnandare
thoroughly integratd Into society.
Unbn of Tnnquwu: A salf-perpetua t i q oligarchy (tawlevel4)with130,000
people, It is the preeminent power on
the planet and recently conquered the
neighbaring League of Vow. The government is a republiedominatedby the
Union Party, an organization intent on
unifylngthe planet underTanquerurule.
Tanqueru wntroQ the only functional
s t a p r t on Gila and consequently has
a monopoly on Pff-world trade. The
Unbn hasfissbn weapons and isworking on fusion tambs.
Lmgwof b w Formertya~ I Ydemo~aeykR mw mtmlled by
Tanquenr( L a w W I * 3 3 0 , 0 0 0 ~ .
ThegovemmentisclperaaedbyaTanqueruappointedUnifkdhCoudHweistechnobglcally tdwad. A rebel movement
still bEdtlegthe oonquerm and hastid q~
much d the Unhk rniita~y.
DoltrlnaKhaato:Aheredhry monarchy (law level8) with 200,000people.
The Khan is the chief executive, assisted by a legislative Council of
Chleftans and bcal Councils of Elders,
Lawonfomrnentis heavy-handed,with
passprts requlred for travel within
Dehrine, and a complete ban on personal weapon ownership. Sincethe fall
of \lore, Deltrine has taken an activist
stance against Tanqueru imperialism.
A major part of this Is the space program, Intended to end Tanqueru's monopoly on interstellar goods. The
Khanate has recently developed fbsbn w m p n a .

Jnkmdw Mfalrr
Tanqueru mntrols tho only starport
M Gila; a type E faciti built and operated by the Lamas Trading Company.
This effectively gives Tanqueru a monopoly on d-world technobgy, and in
return, Lamas Trading haa nearly total
control oi trade wrth Gib. Tanqueru
charges a hlgh tariff on imports and
does not let any high-techproductsout
of the country.
One result d this Is that Tanquenr
has been able to import TL9 annaments to fit out a mechanized divrsbn
with grw APCs and laser-armed grav
tanks. This made t b conquest of %re

possible and has alarmed the other
pawers. Tanqueru has nat h e n ableto
import any h a n d strategic weapons.

rrmrc Trading Corp
LTC is a subsidiaryof DelgadoTrading, UC.The company Is b a d at tho
subsector capM and operabes a fleet
of subidked merchants in the area
LTC sells hghquality g&
to Iwvtech planets fnexchangefor resources
and handcrafts. The company has an
?arrangement" with the Vagr corsair
band based at G z o n b o e H n exchangefor n d attacking LTC ship and
not raiding Glla, LTC prwldes the w r salnwith information aboutrivalcarporate shipping and Deneb naval movements.
Tha
atTanquetuCoaperated by
LTC;whhtheycannotpwentothersh~
from using h e port wmpany vessels get
first priority on Landing and fueling. There
areafewreperBrt&nkhsafthepwtwlm

will onb work WI LTC ah@
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Abndd40Vagrplratwib~
nearby rtt Gzonlcsoeg (hnes 0803).
They hevetwoshb.tlfarWanda
4-n
palrolcrulsor.Atmodm&
b a n d b a l s a b o d a t ~ * k n

~narrrWintheaflasy80Pm.
The tamTradlmmlveaGlla
w b n a n y alem the Vargr when a
particularly valuable aargo Is belng
trmeported abard r rival mmpany's
ship. LTC also pays wt p r o t d n
money to the -maits to koop thorn

-

qukThoMdrefudinOfadlWoaat
Gila haa made tho plreluctant bo
aperate tn ?he s f l m , but MM-LTC
ships must still wny abut emnturkrg them.

SPACEPROGRAM
TheckilW pontlealbalanceonGlla
Is abwt to ba u r n : the DeMne
Khanate b bulldirq e spwmhlp The
shlp~theflmtsteplna~tomate
astarportf~lilyantheknumoonand
end tho CTC-Tanqwrumomply. the
plan also emrbbna kdldlng a l u w
defense shtbn lo qml Vargr &a.

Thb would also make Dettrlnethe peminent power on G k It la hymhmt
Wthe projwtroqubs nooutsklr help
or importedt e c h m ~ l Itkwould

bealmpletd hireaspaeeshlpandbrrDld
!be base, thb would losve Ddbhe dspadent on oubfders,
Noodlesafrr say,Tsnqueru, LTCand
the Vagr don't Ilke thb plan. Tanqwnr

~ a ~ lgo
o tlo war wer the m m UsatbaandthsPrabJoLoagwsuppMt
tho pmjeet, and the bulk of Rnqwnr'a
army Is stlll tied up In Vare. But

Taquenr's~setviee,~odbyLfC
andthe~r,~anfryfasBoptheprojed

-wP
F
O
W klsw the W

h qmm
progm Is hdquarlard h the far
nurthem reachosofthoowntry, atan
alr Oorce bewe on the dt f l d t ~The
mmmtelvllhatknIsamuphdphob

phmmhlng wtthmnb on the Brlne
Riwr.
~Hm~tthoabsaMorulw
atthe b,
but t b Pmwill b e g h a
iatt degree of authorit): dependhg on
thekskilts.fhoroaro abord1200pePple
atthobasoworklngontheroekotprogram, plwr another 400 rdr fom uup
pottmrrkemanda~onofarmy

troops for mu*.
~ ~ ~ ~ l y w r y t i g h t ; w are requiredto antor or l e a v o h h.
All mPI b eenaored. b b t w o h m Ove

Inoldafrfcmhnadrs,butaerdor
personnel getto lhre In bumtraileFs.
The PCs will probably sham a W b r .
The base la wmrundd a he&vlly

11113.

Deltrine's high law level means that
PCs will have to surrender any
personalweaponow the poli,To avoid
this, t h y must get Haniman's permission, or eketry tobribeor intimidatethe
the

There are a number of interesting
situations the PCs can get involved in
during their contracts.
Rocket Sclenllas: If the players
have the time and the right mindset, the
referee may simply let them design the
Dettrine spaceship, usingthe rules presented in the HardTlmes supplement
(or in "OneSmall Stepnand "Two Small
Steps: by Charles Gannon in Challenge 45 and 47). The budgel limit is
the price of the ship describd above.
The ship must ba able to reach orb$
and return with at least one man onboard.
The Rlght Stuff:There are six asmonauts preparing for the flight. Just
beforethe rocket is scheduledto go up,
a bamb blast rips through thelr quarters, killing or injuring all six. Training
new msmonautswill take months, and
who knows what other sabotage might
happen during that time. The obvious
solution is for one of the PCs to go up
instead. The character must be in sood
physical shape and should have as
many a p p l ' i l e skills as possible. The
other PCs must find the saboteur before he strikes again.
All Systems Go: On the eve d the
launch, Tanqueru k n e h e s a lastditch
effort to stop tho pjed. A group of 20
commandosdisguisedasdeserttribesmen attacks the base. They are armed
with laser rifles ard havia two airlrafts.
They will try to destroy the wmmand
center and !he rocket, using satchel
charges.
If the PCs havea ship, then someof
the Vargr pirates will be hired by LTCto
raidthebase. ThePCs mustfight off the
enemy ship, and perhaps learn who is
behind the attacks.
New Frontler:The PCs may elect to
remain with the p r a m &or their initial
contacts are mmpleted. There are a
numberof jobs they can perform: hiring
starmera to protedqainst Vargr raws,
helping design and build a moon ship
and moon base, and stopping future
efforts by LTC and Tanqueruto halt the
project. The PCs may decide to gather
evidence against Lamas TWing Gorp
to present to the Domain of Deneb
government; this will not be easy, par-

Recruiting-2, Intermgation-1,Mmin-1,
Instrudbn-2.
FlIgM LeaderDehrln Shunkk, mo
monlrut: Shunkii Is one of six cosmonauts selected from the Deltrine Air
NKS
Dugarln VI: The young Khan of Force. He is considered to k the best
Dehrine has naturally had the finest of the six, and the most likely to be flrst
education and upbringing available in intospaee. Shunkle hasthe normalego
his realm. He is in superb mental and for a flghter jack. He is short and why,
physieal condition, and Is exceedingly and not particularly handsome.
handsome. His Majesty is a restless,
9999A9, age 28,2 terms.
innovative man, who came up with the
Skills: Jet AimaftS, JGT-I, Cas p a program idea after a trip to orbit rousing-I, Vacc Sub1, Mechanical-1,
aboard an LTC vessel while still a boy. Electronics-1, Communications-1.
9BCaA0, age 32,3terms.
'RWb M a : bmodaiathehead
Skills: Gun Combat (rifle)-1, Blade of LTC qxratbns on Gila and directs
Cornbat(foi1)-2, AW-2,Tactics-2, Medi- thacompany~sofficesinTanqueru. She
cal-1, Leader-3, History-1,Admin-2.
must carefully guard the ampany's
Wdtw Hanhmb Drllrh. I#nlaD# Interests, pfayfng off the Oomaln of
Fw SF:
Haniman h a served the Deneb, the Vargr andlocalehmentson
Khan's family his ernire & in a variety d Gila against each other. So f ar she has
psk Heinitiallythorrghlthemp succeeded, but the DeMne space programwas~kOjiShnotion,brrtas~gram is about to upset her deliite
hehass3akedhisreputat#nandprestige arrangements. Lemoda is very small
on itso m e . Haniman is a tall, $Lender and slender, and Is very attractive.
old man with a bng beard an an ak d
696CBA.age 3 4 4 terms.
t r e m d u s dignity.
Skills: Grav Ve hide-0, Computer-I,
584B9C, age 43,6 terms.
Vacc Suit-1,Pilot-2, Fogery-3, PistolSkills: Wheeled Vehicle-1, Pistol-3, 2, Streetwise-2, Admin-2, EleetroniaEnginwing-1, Leader-3, Computer-1. I . R

ticulatly since LTC and its parent cornpany may well try to eliminate the adventurers.

pace Is btg. Really big.
Anytime ittakesseconds
for a light barn to get
fromonepbtoamther,
you know you are talking
'big.one problem science
Win has always had to
deal with was how to attack hostiletargets across dbtanees of
light-seconds, or even slgnlflcant fractlons of a IIght-second. One trasltional
answer has been hers. This M i d o
takes r bok al some of the actual
technkl problems which have to be
addressedwhen lasersare used amass
the sorts of distances encompassed by
science-fidin stories and games,
Our benchmark scale is the lightw n d , thedlstancathat lighttravelsln
one second, roughly 300,000 kilometers (I86,00Omiles}.TotakeaomeGDW
games as reference points, Star
W u k r used800,000-kllomater hexes
and one-mlnute turns, a result of t b
phenomenalspeedof stutterwarpships
in the 2900 AD universe. W o r movementgrmestendto havesmallerhexes
scales and tonger turns. W y d q used
300,000-kilometer hexes and 100minute turns. Megallaveller used

25.000kilometer hexes and 20-minute
turns. llaveller The New Era uses
30,000-kilometer hex= (lko of a lightsecond) arid 30-minute turn.
Based on t h e w wales, ilIs posslble
to calculate the sped of a vessel movIng one hex per turn. (Most ships move
faster than that, but one h a per turn
gives us a good b l l n e comparison
numkr.)
Star e t u l s ~36,000,000
:
kmlhour.
Mayday: 180,000 kmhour.
kgalhvmlkr: 75,000 kinhour.
'Raveller:
New Era: 60,ObO kml
hour.
These numbrs will b useful In examining the target solution -ern
later.

DEUVEREDENEBGY
A common picture In science-fidbn
movles Is the laser firhg a a target,
hitting it, and then being a large expbslon, juat as H an exploding mund had
beenfired at it. Inthe dozensofflrnsof
laboratorylasersyou've probablyseen,
however, you probably r w t M that the
beamjust punchesthroughmetalplates
without much attendant pyroteehnb.
Whlch Is a more accurate model for
combat lasers in space?
Interestingly enough, Holtywood's
portrayal is dose?b the mark Laboratory laser experiments ate alldone with
fairly low-power lasers. Very hlgh-enegy lasers with very bbrt pulse times.
however, do morethanjust burnthrough
the target, they produce such a dram a t t and suddan elevation in the surfaca tempera?ureof the target that i!
v a p r i i e s and expkdes away from the
hi,just like in the movies, and propagates a shock wave Into the target.
%,very high-energy lagarswithshort
pulse times cause expbsions where
they hit as t hey dumptheir energy. How

suming A was able to deliver its full
output over the distance flred, which
we'll ewer in a minvte) with a ' h e
sec#nd pube would actually delhrer 10
megajoules sf energy to the target.
How much Is 10 megajoules? hLsthe
equkralentdrol~ghlytwo
Wlqrams (fwr
pounds) of TNT. That Is, one paund d
TNT ganerates 2.5 mllllon joulas
(megapules) of energy when # exphdes, and so a 25mugawatI beam
p m j m the equivalent of 10 pounds
(roughly five klbgrame) d high ex+
she per second.

-ON
Penetration b pretty easy to calculate based on existing data Experlments with laboratory lasen haw
shown that a beam with a delivered
power density d 2 megawatts per
square centimeter can punch throlgh
one-haif inch of aluminum in h a than
half a second. Some simple oxtraplatlon from thls ghree us a penetration
valuefor hrersdreughly one centimeter of steel penetratedp r Imegajoulo
of deliveredenergy (assumingthe barn
ha^ a auffidently high power density,
whkh WB will assume fmm now on,ae
we wlll alwap be taking b u t very
shon pulses and wry hlgh w n ) .

HIITJNG THE TARGET

Hitting the target Is simuhaneousiy
vety easy and exhaordinarily d'iwlt.
First, the easy par!-mathematieal
p r e d i i n of where !he target will be.
M a leave aside the question of relsUve target v e l d y for now, as that is
mathemdieally unlrnprtant. ll a target
Is travelling at a constant wkity, il is
as easy to pmdlcl its psition at the
moment the laser w i l arrive as A the
target was attbnary.
What is important is how far tho
much of an expbsbn? Actually, thsd's target can shift tha ppedleted loeatbn,
pretty easy to calculate, A watt ls a and that is a fundion of ~~eeleratbn
measure of power over time. A watt and time. A shlp's predicted endpoint
acting for one sewnd produces one only mwes by a b v t five meters perG
joule of energy. So a laser wlh a con- d accelerationper second. Atone lightof rawe, thsre is a t w o - s m d
tlnwus output of lOo&megawatts (as- s-nd
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lag between detection and arrival of an
offensive laser beam (one second for
the return leg of the sensor data, one
second for the outgoing beam). The
actual lag varies with the range to the
target, which affects how far the endpoint of the target can move, as reflected in the Change in Endpoint chart
on page 26.
Another way to look at this is to think
of it in terms of hull radii. If the target
cannot alter its projected endpoint by
one hull radius, you can mathematically guarantee hitting it. The table below shows the hull radiiof spherical hull
ships by order of magnitude of displacement (which work out to progressive doublings, approximately, of hull
radii). Displacement is expressed in
standard Traveller displacement tons
(14 cubic meters of volume).

Taget Sizes
Tons Radius Class

Combining these two charts (and
extendingthe first one a bit) we can get
the acceleration values necessary to
avoid a sure hit at various ranges and
for various sized ships. Surely this has
some interesting applications to a ship
combat system. Note that a gigantic
ship with just a 1G maneuver.drive still
can't get out of the way of a laser at 2.7
iight-secondsdistance,orover800,000
kilometers. Nothingcan avoid being hit
at 0.1 light-seconds (which is a powerful argument for the kind of detonation
laser missiles used in 2300 AD, which
blow up out at two- or three-hex range
to pump an X-ray laser, but more on
that later).
Refer to the Range chart at right.
Remember that these are best case
numbers for the target. They assume a
sphericalship (whichwill havethe shortest distance to move to get out of the
way) and they further assume that no
time is spent positioning the ship for
acceleration. If the shipalways accelerates in one direction, of course, this will
soon become predictable and of no
value. Also remember that these are
not ranges where the ship is safe; they
are ranges at which it is no longer
guaranteeddead meat.
But now comes the hard part-engineeringan accuratetarget tracking system. I think we can agree that at most
ranges up to a light-second or two the
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math of hitting a target is pretty simple.
One of the variables we dumped out of
the equation early on was relative velocity difference, because mathematically it is easily dealt with. The engineeringtaskof dealing with it is another
story.
In the Traveller: The New Era ship
combat scale (30,000-km hexes, 30minute turns), a ship moving one hex
per turn (that is, a ship coasting along
at a very leisurely velocity) is moving
at 60,000 kmlhr, or 17 kilometers per
second.
So suppose the target is not maneuvering at all-just coasting along. You
can predict to the meterwhere it will be
when the laser pulse arrives. Let's say
you can deliver 1000 megajoules of
power in aone-squarecentimeter laser
dot (a dot 1.I3 cm in diameter) at the
receiving end, and it's all delivered in a
nice short pulse one-thousandth of a
second long (a 1,000,000-megawatt
laser with a pulse time of one-onethousandth of a second, which ain'ttoo
shabby). You point, fire, and hit!
However, that target is moving at
17,000 meters per second, which
means that for the one-thousandthof a
second that your laser pulse is focused
on it it moves 17 meters. We'll give you
the benefit ofthedoubt andsay that the
target is 17 meters long and so none of
.the beam misses. However, your laser
dot is no longer one centimeter square;
it isnowaline 1.13cm wideand 1700
cm long, which reduces your incident
power density all along that line to 0.6
megajoules persquarecentimeter. This
may heat its hull up, but it isn't a high
enough power density tocause serious
structural damage.
What does this mean? It means that
it's not enough to mathematically predict where the target will be and aim
there. Instead, the ship'stargettingcomputer must know where the target will
be at the start of the pulse, where it will
be at the end of the pulse, and actually
traverse the laser during the one-onethousandth of a second that the beam
is emitted, and do so with an accuracy
of plus or minus acouple centimeters at
a distance of anywhere between tens
of thousands and hundreds of thousands of kilometers.
As engineering problems go, the
Great Pyramids were child's play compared to this. The angles are so microscopic (at a range of one light-second
the arc covered by 50 meters is 1/
559,000th of one degree!) that it's absolutely impossible to imagine engineering tolerances good enough to allow for any sort of mechanicaltraverse.

So immediatelywe have to assumethe
traverse is all internal to the beam reflector, that the traverse consists of
minute bending of the beam while it is
being pulsed. Okay-still a tall order,
but at least that's somewhere short of
the miracle of the bread and fishes.
A tougher problem is GIGO--garbage in, garbage out. To make all of
these precise mathematical calculations, you have to have precise range
and bearing information for the target.
Seeing roughly where this 17-meter
object is at 100,000 kilometers or more
is do-able, but getting exact resolution
at that range is pretty tough.
Resolution is a function of a lot of
things, but a real basic limitation is the
number of receiver elements in relation
to the area examined. For example, if
you examine an area 20 meters across
and collect that information in an antenna that has 100 receiver elements
across, you are not likely to be able to
resolve anythingfiner than 20 centimeters across. This is the same sort of
resolution limits imposedby the grain of
photographicfilm orthe pixel density of
a computer monitor.
The logical way to deal with this is a
very tight beam sensorwhich looks at a
very limited chunkof space. it will have
excellentresolution,but hardly any abil-
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ity to scan a large area (for the very simple. The bigger the diameter, the
reasonthatits focus isso tight). Thinkof tighter the focus.
Range: Also simple. Dispersion inscanning the heavens through a long
straw. Therefore, a fire control sensor creases with the square of the range.
These three variables, along with the
array would have to consist of a number
of sensors of increasing resolution and discharge power of the laser, interact
decreasing field of view. The lowest according to the following formula: I =
focus sensors would search for a target (P+[L+DJ2)+R2
Where: I = Delivered Power Density
and, once it had its approximate location, hand off the target to the next (wattstcm2), P = Discharge Power
sensor, which would know where to (watts), L = Wavelength (cm), D = Mirlook and get a better fix on it and hand ror (focusingelement) diameter (cm), R
it off to the next one and so on until a = Range (cm).
Why do we say that we have slammed
sensor with a good enough resolution
(probably a laser itself) could lock on into a brick wall? Take a minute and
and point the weapon. These is an figure out how big laser mirrors have to
expensive proposition, but again do- be to deliver significant power over the
distances we are talking about. Let's
able.
One final engineering aspect that it assume we want a laserthat can punch
will be very difficult to overcome will be through a respectable amount of armor
vibration. with the sorts of microscopic at a range of one hex (30,000 km). For
angles involved with fixing a one-meter armor, let's say that a reasonably proor 10-meter target at ranges of over tected starship has the same armor as,
100,000 kilometers, any vibration at all say, a contemporary MIA1 tank the
will throwthe calculations off by kilome- equivalent of 60 cm of steel, which we
ters, and it will be very difficult to avoid know from our penetrationcalculations
vibration in a warship with an active will require 60 megajoules of energy.
power plant and which may be maneu- Let'sfurtherassumea pulsedurationof
vering at high Gs. Insulation and gyro- one-one-thousandthofasecond, which
scopicstabilizationcan help, but micro- meansthatwe need adischarge power
scopic vibration will be impossible to of 60,000 megawatts and a delivered
eliminate altogether and will inevitably power density of 60,000 megaadd back an element of luck and ran- watts+cm2. We'll assume a UV laser
with awavelengthof 0.2 microns (2x1
domness to any fire control solution.
centimeters).
In the units in the formula above, our
BE- FOCUSING
Now we come to the area where knownvalues are: I= 6x7 OtO,P = 6x1OtO,
contemporary science slams into a brick L = 2x105,R 3x109.
Solvingfor mirror diameter, the equawall. All light disperses over distance,
even laser light. Lasers have the ad- tion becomes: D =
We get a mirror diameter of 60,000
vantage of starting focused, and poweriul focusing elements can hold that cm, or 600 meters. Not only is a lens or
focus for longer. The key variables are mirror this size at variance with the
wavelength, diameter of the focusing standard science-fictionimageof space
lasers, it also raisessome seriousqueselements, and range.
Wavelength: The longer the wave- tions about ship design issues, particulength of light used, the greater the larly with regard to streamlining. There
dispersion. This is why lasers will usu- is, it seems, some fertile ground here
ally use the shortest wavelength of light for science-fiction authors. In the case
possible. At present our reflecting sur- of Traveller, however, we have byfaces are not quite up to reflecting co- passedthe problemby proposing some
herent ultraviolet laser light (in fact, rapid and dramatic advances in beamthey have to be protected from being focusing technology, using a combinadestroyed by the powerful UV laser tion of artificially constructed crystal
beams), but they soon will be and this light tunnels and both electronic and
will be the wavelength of choice for gravitic light bendingfiocusing.
space combat lasers. (Once reflecting
ENERGY STORAGE
technology is sufficient to handle coherent X rays, they will supplant UV
This is the last aspect of space lasers
lasers.) Visible light lasers, by the way, we'll deal with. Above, we have diswill probably remain weapons of choice cussed some pretty huge output powfor ground combat, as UV and even X ers (in the thousands of megawatt
rays shed power quickly in an atmo- range), but for very short discharge
sphere and long focus ranges are not times. There is no need (and even less
required for ground-based systems.
practical capability) for a ship to conFocusing Element Diameter: This is tinuously generate power levels of this

-
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sort. Instead, the logical solution is a
power plant of much loweroutput which
pumps an energy storagesystemwhich,
when it reaches full charge, discharges
its energy in a short, powerful pulse.
In this case the important variable is
not the power level of the discharge
(watts), but the total energy of the discharge (joules). If the energy of the
discharge is 60 megajoules, a 1 megawatt powerplantcan producethis much
energy in 60 seconds, store it in a
storage system, and then release it
when needed.
How big would such acapacitor have
to be? That depends on the sort of
storage technology used. Capacitors
are the traditional mechanismfor shortterm storage of energy, but energy
weaponsdesignersare turning increasingly to homopolar generators, which
stores energy by means of a rapidly
spinning flywheel. Currently, homopolargeneratorshave energy density storage capabilities of about 4 megajoules
per metric ton of mass, and since this is
a very young technology, rapid increases in capacity are expected in the
near future.
The above discussion covers most
of the important physics of laser engineering, and we hope that it will be not
only of interest to science-fiction fans,
but also of value to referees as well
when it comes time to generate adventures or simply describe a sciencefiction future in believable terms. There
are three other brief issues that we
would like to conclude with.
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There is a certain amount of controversy over the introduction of nuclearpumped X-ray laser missiles in Traveller: The New Era. So why did we do it?
Is it so it will make it easier to integrate
TNE with afuture 2300 AD revival? No,
although that certainly won't hurt.
The reason has very much to do with
the laser fire control solutions that we
discussed above. It no longer makes
any sense to require a missile to actually touch its target to do any damage.
Why? Because it will never get there.
Think for a moment about all of the
tremendous engineering work necessary to hit targets at a range of a lightsecond or so, and to control the beam
so that it deposits its maximum load of
energy. Then imagine how hard it would
be to hit something that is not a lightsecond away, and not maneuvering to
avoid being hit, but is rather coming
right at you, and is simply maneuvering
to occupy the same bit of space that
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you do. The missile just keeps getting
closer, making it easier and easier for
you to hit it. In fact, the fire control
solution becomes completely two-dimensional; the z-axis just drops right
out of the calculations.
Okay, fine. So what if we fire a whole
mess of missiles; he can't hit them all,
can he? Well, maybe he could, but you
no longer have that many missiles to
throw at him. Remember that TNE has
done away with the magical thruster
plates and the something-for-nothing
reactionless drive. In order to maneuver in space, allvehicles in TNE require
reaction mass, and lots of it. A missile
needs reaction mass not only to move
across tens of thousands of kilometers,
it also needs reaction mass to maneuverto match vectors with the target and
hit it. All of a sudden, missiles get big.
Really big. It's no longer a question of
throwing a lot of dumb, cheap missiles
at him, because there are no cheap
missiles anymore. As big as they are,
missiles have to be smart, and maximize their ability to damage the enemy.
This means that they shouldn't have
to get so close to the enemy that they'll
get toasted before they can do any
damage. Remember what we said earlier about the range within no ship can
avoid being hit by a laser? Well what if
you put a really good laser on your
missile and get it within that range, but
still outside of the range at which the
missile itself becomes an auto-hit from
its target? Pretty good plan, and the
way you do it is with a bundle of metallic
fibers surrounding a nuclear warhead.
Pop off the nuke, and in the milliseconds before the fibers are consumed,
they will direct powerful beams of X
rays down their lengths at the target.

LOOK WHAT ?THEY= DONE
TO MY REFLEC, WV1.
Players will discover that Traveller
The New Era does away with Reflec
armor. We did so for fairly simple reason: It probably won't work. High-energy laser reflectors are very difficult
engineering projects, and cannot easily be replicated in the field with shiny
suits or polished mirrors. Foil and mirrors can reflect part of the energy of a
laser, it's true, so why not have them
reduce the effect of the laser by the
amount of light they reflect?
Simple.Avet-y high-energy lasergenerates so much energy thatthe fraction
of energy not reflected (i.e., absorbed
by the reflective surface) almost instantly destroys the reflectivity of the
surface. In other words, a mirror capable of reflecting 60% of the energy of
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a laser does so for the first ten-thousandth of a second or so,by which time
its reflective characteristics are so degraded that it absorbs all of the rest of
the laser pulse. This is notthecase with
low-energy laboratory lasers, because
the energy absorbed is insufficient to
destroy the reflective surface; it merely
heats up the mirror. A battlefield laser
designed to punch armor, however, is
an entirely different prospect.
Besides, the old Traveller image of
thevirtually weightless, unencumbering
full-body reflec suit that could be worn
undetectably beneath clothing seems
rather too much of agood thing. With all
of the wrinkling and crumpling that the
suit would undergo, it hardly seems
likely that it would retain an adequately
reflective surface. Besides, that reflec
stuff just doesn't breathe the way good
natural cotton does.

which protect against all wavelengths.
Unfortunatefy, goggles which
wavelengthsoflightarecompletelycpaque
and prevent the soldier from seeing.
Nevertheless, opaque faceplates are
probably the answer, with televisual images projected on the inside of the faceplate substituting for the classic "Mark I
eyeball" sensors. A laser would still burn
out the electronic optic sensors, but those
can be replaced and wouM at least leave
the soldier uninjured.
The reason we don't discuss this is
that,from aroleplayingpoint of view, it's
a drag. There is something about being
blinded that is so much more horrifying
than having a hole punched in your
flesh. Notonly is it more personalsomehow, but in reality, it's much easier to
blind them than to actually kill them. So
why botherkillingthem atall?Thereare
no more angry mobs to overwhelm the
bad guys; they just blind them. Several
m
6 PERSONS GWDE thousand low-techinfantry are no longer
TO HOW NOT TO
a problem for a squad of high-tech
W ROLEPLAPnrUG
soldiers; just blindthem. And don't leave
Finally,laser damagetohu
icsis your ship without your helmet plate
worth mentioning, if only to explainwhy we down-you might go blind at any inhaven't put itinthegame.Atpresent, most stant. Imagine how much fun a game
industrializedcountries have or are on the would be when many of the player
vergeof havinganeffectiveanti-personnel characterswereperfedly healthy, aside
laser based not on cunventional tissue from being blind.
wounds but rather on blinding the target.
We hope you will forgive us for disLasers with sufficient power to damage pensing with this particular piece of
retinae and optic nerves are well within scientific accuracy in The New Era. Q
current power and reflector technologies (in fact,
many ex-Soviet tanks are
equipped with special
viewscreens that prevent
their commanders from
beingblindedbythereflections from their own laser
rangefinders), andthere is
at present no effective
counter to them.
No counter? you say.
But what aboutlaser-protectivegoggles? It istrue
that protective goggles
can guard against laser
light by not allowing
through the wavelength
of light used by the laser.
However, this isonly useful if you know in advance
what wavelengththe enemy laser is using. As we
will soon be ableto''tunen
the wavelength of a laser within certain limits,
and could in any event
deploy a system with
109b College Avenue
multiple lasers at differBlacksburg, Virginia 24060
ent wavelengths,theonly
1-800-747-8706
option would be goggles
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Because of spaceproblems, we were unable to include the Designer's Notes in the Brilliant Lances rulebook. Because
Designer's Notes are very useful in explaining why certain decisions were made, we decided to put them into Challenge.
Herewith, we present the

esi
(wlrtting on behalf of himself m d Frank Clnaduvi9;Br)
rilliant Lances is a rules), but it too proved unsatisfactory,
highly
detailed, and incidentallyprovided the answer to
highly tactical pre- the age-old question, "When is a vector
sentation of space movement game not a vector movecombat in theTraveller ment game?" So again, we had players
universe. It is intendedto be used along discarding the rules in favor of an abwith the roleplaying rules to resolvethe stract storytelling style. This became a
inevitable space combat that occurs in real problem, because we kept getting
roleplaying situations. It is clearly a adventure submissions that contained
refinement of the space combat rules scenes like this: "At this point, a small
that appeared in the Traveller: The planetoid passes by at a range of less
New Era rulebook, but adapted to two than 50,000 kilometers, and a ship that
dimensions ratherthanone dimension. had been hiding behind the planetoid
%fillsavery profound gap that has existed pops out and joins the fight."
All of which should prompt a roleplayin the Traveller line for a long time.
Original Traveller had its vector ing group to burst out with some mmbimovement combat system which was nation of the following:
"What planetoid? 1 didn't see any
played miniatures style, on a table or
floor, with rulers and protractors. While planetoid. Don't we have sensors for
this system worked well, it was time- this sort of thing?"
"How far away is 50,000 km? Imean,
consuming and afair amount of bother,
and Isuspect the vast majority of Trav- can we normally see that far? How long
eller players didn't use it very often does it take to travel 50,000 km?"
("Guys, my ship has gone under the
"So how come if we didn't see the
couch, do we want to move the couch or planetoid, did that other ship see us?
shift all of the ships a few feet?"), and And if the planetoidwas so far away that
instead resorted to a more abstract, we didn't see it coming, how come that
storytelling version: "Okay, the enemy other ship can start firing right away?"
ship comes at you until you're within
The moral to this story is that when
space combat rules are unsatisfactory,
range, start firing."
Mayday was easier to use than the people don't use them, and conseminiatures system, and had the distinct quently no one has any clear picture of
advantage that it came with a map and the "geography" of space, such as how
counters so you didn't have to cajole far apart ships and moons and planplayers over the cutting-and-pasting etoids are, and over what ranges their
hurdle of making their own ship mark- weapons and sensorscan function. Our
ers, finding rulers, etc. But since not all solution was to release the Traveller
Traveller players had Mayday, you space combat board game as the first
couldn't really use it as the official Trav- supporting product to encourage playeller space combat system.
ers to gain a sense of how things work
High Guard's combat system was in Traveller so that they can better
more abstract, and an awful lot of fun for visualize how to create adventures that
majorfleet actions. Unfortunately,it was have internal logicandconsistency,while
unsuitable for roleplaying, as the sys- also encouraging players to gain profitem was scaled for large numbers of ciency in space operations and tactics.
large ships and consequently killed PC
ships quickly and without remorse (un- Basic Concepts
The game scale was arrived at by
less your player group owned a battle
fleet of 100,000-ton battleships).
noodlingaround with hex sizes and turn
MegaTravelleragain provided itsown lengths that would yield whole numbers
space combat system (sort of High whencomputing accelerationmeasured
Guard bred through the old Traveller in whole numbersof Gs. We really liked
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hexes of '110 light-second, so the 30minute turn length was inescapable.
The next step was defining the performance of starship systems over distance, primarilythe abilityto see andfire
at the enemy at distances of tens or
hundreds of thousands of kilometers.
Old 2300 fans will notice a similarity
between Brilliant Lances and Star
Cruiser in this regard, and some have
asked if this is because we are trying to
make it more like Star Cruiser so we
can someday combine TNE with 2300.
The answer to that is no (although we
will eventually re-release 2300 as a
campaign setting using the W E rules),
the reason is that the designers felt that
sensors and fire control solutions were
the critical sine qua non (oooh, Latin!) of
space combat. Since this was also the
underlyingconcept of Star Cruiser, the
games will necessarily have similarities. The result is that the electronic
battle becomes very important in Traveller, in ways that it was not before. We
believe that this adds a great deal more
excitement and strategy to the game. It
also means that those Sensors skills
really mean something now.
Our model for sensors and weapons
performance was drawn from the most
accurate projectionof future spacecombat that we could get our hands on, the
report on the Strategic Defense Initiative to the House Armed Services and
Senate Foreign Relations Committees
which was prepared by the Congress'
M i c e of Technoiogy Assessment. (All
of which, by the way, has nothing whatever to do with the recent charges of
disinformationorcheating.)Whilesome
of the current limitations on sensor and
weapon performance can be beaten in
Traveller by advancing tech levels,
some are limited by physics itself and
will never get any better without breaking laws of physics. For example, the
passive sensors in TNE and Brilliant
Lances are actually synthetic aperture
arrays, where a set of small sensors
spread over a large area with diameter
D mimic the resolution of a single large
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sensor with the same diameter. The
ability to e!ectronically scan the synthetic array becomes better with tech
level, but the diameter of an array of
given resolution is fixed by physics, and
does not change with tech level.
Breaking L a w of Physics: Our
approach to game design at GDW is to
breakthefewest laws of physicsthat we
possibly can when creating sciencefiction games. Of course everyone
knows about jump drive, and has presumably forgiven us for breaking that
law. We conciously broke one other law
of physics in TMEand Brilliant Lances,
and we call it laser focusing.
In order to penetrate an opponent's
hull, laser energy must be focused onto
a small point on the target's surface,
measured in watts or joules of energy
per square centimeter. The equation
goes like this: I = (P+[L+D]2)+R2, where
I is power density (intensity) at the target, P is the laser output power, L is the
wavelength of light, D is the diameter of
the focusing element, and R isthe range.
For purposes of delivering laser power
to a target, you want that power to be
focused into as small a point as possible, with one square centimeter being
a good benchmark.
So how big does our focal dish need
to be? Let's go out on a limb and say 10
meters in diameter, much larger than
anything ever visualized for Traveller.
And let's set its wavelength in the ultraviolet (UV) range, better than we can
handle today, but not as good as X rays
(which we have left appearing at TL 13,
as in previous Traveller products), and
we'll set its output at 1000 megajoules.
The bad news is that its spot size at only
30,000 kilometers (one hex) is almost
70 meters in diameter, diluting the 1000
megajoulesdowntoonly 0.3 megajoules
per square centimeter.
That's no good. We were hoping for a
range of about 10 hexes with an intensity per square centimeter equal to the
output. What do we needto get a 10-hex
range? We need a divergence angle of
around 0.3 picoradians (10-'2 radians),
which we can get by using shorter wavelength light or a larger focal dish. But
since we've already decided that UV is as
short as we can go beforeTL 13,we're left
with a dish diameter of 6000 meters.
To make a long story short, we had to
come up with a system that would allow
lasers to perform pretty much as we've
beenvisualizingtheminTraveller,which
requires us to break the laws of optics.
Our solution was to introduce gravitic
focusing of the laser beam, which appears at the same time as contra-gravity technology. We create the effect of a
larger diameter dish by creating an intense point source of gravity within the
Traveller: The New E r a

focusing area to bend the light with
gravity. We justthought you shouldknow.
Detonation Lasers: Here is another
feature which is similarto Star Gruissr,
but which has its own roots, separate
from 2300. This result was driven by two
considerations.
First, the accuracy of lasers. Once
we designed lasers to be accurate
enough to hit targets that are several
tenths of a light-second away, it didn't
make a whole lot of sense to require
missiles to come into virtual physical
contact with their targets. The fire control-firing cycle lasts as long as it takes
for sensor data to move from the target
(at the speed of light) to the firing vessel,
and for the laser beam to make it back
to the target (also at the speed of light).
Atargetcanonly move so far during that
time, and the closer the target gets to
the firing ship, the less time availableto
jink out of the way of that laser fire. For
each target size, there are ranges at
which they cannot get out of the way at
all, given their G performance. And it's
worse fortargets like missiles which are
coming straight at the firing vessel, because the fire control solution becomes
a two-dimensionalproblem instead of a
three-dimensional problem. Somewhere
in the last 30,000 kilometers a missile
will get killed.
Add to this the fact that TME puts
reaction mass back into space movement (instead of the reactionlessdrives
of MegaTraveller), and we find that
missiles get bigger in order to carry
sufficient reaction mass to reach their
targets, and have preciouslittle left over
for violent evasive maneuvers. In any
case, evasion would requirea missileto
present its long axis to its target in order
to apply transverse thrust, making itsetf
a larger target.
Detonation laser missiles, allowing
the missile to damage a target from a
distance, were the only answer to this
problemfor purposes of space combat,
but numerousothertypesofnon-nuclear
missiles are availablefor planetary bombardment, etc.
Why No Neutrino Sensors: MegaTraveller players will notice the lack of
neutrino sensors in space combat. This
is because they are useless for finding
starship fission and fusion drives.
Nuclear reactions give off neutrinos as
a by-product, but the energy of these
neutrinos varies with the exact type of
nuclear reaction. The standard fusion
reaction, the proton-proton chain, produces neutrinos of rather low energy.
The ability to detect these neutrinos
varies with the material used to detect
them, but for one real-life neutrino experiment, it wascalculatedthatan Earthbound sensor would detect only about

one neutrino per day from our sun.
Given the much smaller size of a
starship's fusion plant, a neutrino sensor would detect (on average) only
7x1Wi neutrinos per second per ton of
detector per watt of the fusion plant.
This comes out to one neutrino every
50,000 years for a one-ton detector vs.
a 100 MW power plant. Even with avery
large neutrino sensor, say 1,000,000
tons, and a large power plant, say
100,000 MW, it would still take 26.3
minutes (approximately aturn) todetect
one neutrino, scarcely enough to build
up a sensor track.
Higher energy fusion reactions, the
sort that take place at the core of very
hot stars, produce more energetic neutrinos that are easierto detect, butthese
reactions requirefar more temperature
and pressure than those used in fusion
drives. For this reason, neutrino sensors are only useful as survey sensors
to obtain information about the reactions going on in the interior of stars.
Our thanks to Kris Miller for some of
these figures. Kris is perhaps the only
Traveller player who works with a real
neutrino sensor, so we're inclined to
believe him.
Jamming:Jamming inBrillbnt la
is of two types: deceptive jamming and
barrage or noise jamming. The former is
representedbytheEMSjammers, andthe
latter by the area jammers.
Deceptivejammersare subtle in their
function. First, they detect enemy active
sensor emissions, and then analyze
their function and locate their emitter.
The jammer then sends spurious "false
target" returns back to the enemy sensor, by generating its emissions so that
the enemy sensor accepts them as its
own. Thus, it can confusethe enemy as
to its location, speed, or direction of
travel. Tech level of sensors and jammers plays a major role in the success
of these comptetitions, because of the
many subtle improvements which are
incorporated into each new generation
of electronicstodefeat the countermeasures of earlier tech levels.
Area jammers, on the other hand,
simply emit large amounts of electromagnetic"noisenwhich complicatesthe
task of hearing the real signals amid all
of the more powerful emissions.
The Big Change: Players who have
already tried the starship combat system in TNE will notice that Brilliant
Lances is very similar, but they will also
notice one very big change. In VNE,
starships fire 10 times per 30-minute
turn, while in Brilliant Lances they fire
only once. When we began transforming the mapless system in TNE into a
boardgame, the first thing we noticed
was that there was not enough move-
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ment. In a mapless, counterlesssystem
like in TNE this was not a problem, but
this is a Big Problem in a boardgame.
There isan important law which some
people call Frank Chadwick's Law, but
which Frank is always careful to correctly attribute as Glenn Kidd's Law:
"You can never have too much movement." Moving and then firing 10 times
before moving again is not satisfactory,
so we cut the firing by a factor of 10 to
once per 30 minutes. Movement, hence
tactics and maneuver, are now restoredto
their primary place. My, that was easy.
What?!? We're that capricious and
thoughtless? Well, not in this case anyway. When you fire at adistant starship,
the motion of the target (note that a
speed of only one hex per turn comes
out to about 1700 centimeters each
one-thousandthofasecond)will "smearn
that precious 1 cm2 footprint and dilute
the laser intensity to the point where it
only scorches the paint, but does no
damage. Thus, the firing laser must
follow any target motionto hold that spot
steadyforthedurationof the laser pulse.
This is very hard to do over tens of
thousands of kilometers, given vibration, etc. While each laser fires 10times
each 30 minutes, and may contact the
target several times, many of those
shots will only warm the enemy hull in
this fashion. An actual hit is one which is
held steady to inflict its full damage. To
reflectthe 10 shots perturn, we allow an
Outstanding Success to score two hits.
We encourage players usingtheTNE
system to likewisecut their fire rates by
a factor of 10.

Guiding Principles
As compared to earlier Traveller
space combat systems, Brilliant
Lancesplacestremendousimportance
on the role of individual crewmembers.
Traveller has always had as its core
assumptionthe ideathat people make a
difference, and this is a key facet of the
TNE space combat system.
While the High Guard, and by extension, MegaTraveller,spacecombatsystems created combat results tablesthat
were based on installedtechnology, the
TNE system bases the success or failure of any task on the competence of
the person operating that system. Unlike High Guard, which could actually
be resolved on a purely statistical basis
(see Trillion Credit Squadron), TNE
space combat uses the installed technology to define the difficulty of task to
be attempted by its crew. And because
Brilliant Lances is intendedto be used
as part of a roleplaying adventure, this
makes space combat more of a roleplaying experience than it has been
before. Now players will understand
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why they have all of those Sensors,
Communications, Gunnery, or Screens
skills for, because they will be using
them a lot. They will also learn how best
to use their equipment and skills, and
create their own tactics.
Open-Ended System: Another aspect of the PC-centeredconcept isthe fact
open-endedsystem.It wasdesignedfrom
the bottom up to present a number of
capabilitiesthat the players learnto use
totheir best advantage, ratherthan from
the top down, where decisions were
made in advance about what tactics or
equipment work best, with the rules
written to reflect those preconceptions.
There is no right way to fight a space
battle. Instead, Brilliant Lances players will learntousecertain equipmentor
tactics to counter a certain enemy, and
will learn to build and deploy their own
ships accordingly. Unlike a top-down
design which has acertain "right wayUto
win embedded in the rules, Brilliant
Lances will be driven to a large extent
by how the players interact with the
system, and the solutions and standard
proceduresthatthey develop. The dominant tactics and weapons will not be
dictated by the designers' opinions or
assumptions. They will be discovered
and developed by the players, in their
own games and in tournament play.
The Future of Brilliant Lances: Brilliant Lances is a detailed and complex
game. Again, this is because it is to be
usedwith roleplaying adventures. Damage is detailed becauseplayers want to
know what has happened to theirship,
their pride and joy, carefully modified
and customized over the years of campaigning. Whatsystemswerehit?Which
PCs were wounded? What do we have
to repair? How bad is the damage?
There are also a number of decisions
to be made that enhance the roleplaying experience, and make the players
feel like they are really sitting on the
bridge, working out strategy with their
fellow PC crewmembers. Do we go
active? Should we launch a drone? Do
we speed up or try to evade? Which of
those bogeys should we head toward?
As a highly detailed game, Brilliant
Lances is clearly not directed toward
large fleet actions. In 1994, we will release a Brilliant Lances add-on package designed for fleet actionswith large
numbers of large ships, called Brilliant
Lances Express. It will be based on the
same principles as Brilliant Lances,
but with the level of detail scaled back a
bit. This will ensure that the new system
will be compatible with Brilliant Lances
in that the results of both systems can
be translated to the other scale.
We will also be publishing Brilliant

Lances control panel supplements.
Space considerations made it impossible to include custom control panels
for each of the 33 spacecraft includedin
Brilliant Lances, so we will be issuing
supplements which present custom^
made control panels for already existing starships, variants of existing starships, and all-new starships. These will
speed up preparation for play, and will
also allow useful tables and other data
to be printed on the control panel.
Finally, we will be supporting Brilliant Lances tournaments during the
summer convention season, for which
players can design their own ships and
try out their own tactics.
Scenarios: Brilliant Lances is intended, first and foremost, to be used in
resolving situations that arise in the
course of Traveller: The New Era campaigns. The scenarios included with the
game barely scratch the surface of the
types of engagements that are possible, but are intended to give players
ideas of the sorts of situations that can
arise. These scenarios do not use all of
the ships available in the counter mix or
in the data profiles, nor do they provide
for the use of advanced concepts, such
as drones. Think of the scenarios as
tools to discover how Traveller starship
combat works, and then add new concepts to see how they alter the outcome. If a scenario is unbalanced, see
if the addition of a few drones or a
missile-firingvessel helps out the weak
player. Try allowing one or both players
to start play with several drones already
deployed, so that players will not know
where their opponents have concentrated their forces. Try using more map
space. Although the three large maps
included with Brilliant Lances provide
considerable space, actual spa& is infinitely larger, and theoptions presented
by having to defend or attack across
greater areas will help you visualize
many of the important issues of space
combat. Larger maps can be created by
purchasing extra maps from GDW, or
by picking up blank hex mapsfrom your
localgame store. Somecompanieseven
sell large area fabric hex sheets, or
white hex grids that can be ironed onto
black sheets for large play areas.
Clarificatlon:ARhough most players
understand enough about physics to
already know this, I omitted the explanation that all missiles, drones, and
small craft launched from a spacecraft
begin play with the same vector as the
craft they were launched from. Since
the Launch Phase precedes the Plotting Phase, this allows the launched
craft to plot its new movement based on
that original vector. I apologize for the
oversight.
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DEN V O Y A a

"The Confederation of Antares was
the productof a political union between
the defunct League of Antares and the
Confederated worlds of Ot ZeN in the
tempestuous years following the death
of Regent Brzk. The confederation was
intended by its founders to keep alive
the ideals of Brzk until such a time as
the League could be re-established.
The year 1201 proved to be such a
time. But, New Era or not, there were
those who thought those ideals no
longer applied and would do anything
to prevent theirbeing put into practice."

After the PCs are familiar with their
vessel and have beenbriefedas to their
general mission of recontacting the
nearby worlds of Lisbon and Antares,
they areto besent off forthe Magellan's
shakedown cruise. They are to pilotthe
vessel into Ot Zell's outer system beyond the orbit of its farthest planet.
They are then to travel around the system and scan the area with their sensors. All of this is intended as a final
testing of the ship's main systems. If
this goes well and without any difficulties, they are then commanded to begin
their mission proper.
The PCs will not be the only
crewmembers aboard the Magellan. A
number of other NPC crewmembers
will fill out various tedious duties unfit
for the PCs. They can be created as
needed by the referee using the NPC
templates. The only significant NPC
among the crew is Cyril Ainley, the
ship's cargo master. He will introduce
himself to the PCs at some point before
the ship leaves Ot Zell. He is friendly
and expresses great hope in the mission. Hisstatscan befound on page39.
Unfortunately, not everyone feelsthe
same way about the ~ a ~ e l l a nmis's
sion. At the starport beforethe Magellan
takes off, the PCs and their superiors
are greeted by a large group of protesters. As the PCs are well aware, there
are many on Ot Zell who think that the
Confederation government should
spend its resources on safer ventures
than the voodoo teams. Others fear
that an explorationvesseltravelling "out
there" might bring the Virus back to the
Confederation government, a fate
avoided in the past. Several members
of the Confederation government,
chiefly Vice Regent Diomedes Donaldson, are known to sympathize with
such views.
Despitethe protesters, the Magellan
can be launched on schedule. There is
no need for undue alarm. Thus, the
PCs can successfully pilot the ship to
the outer system. During this time, they
are ordered to keep in periodic contact
with starport control on Ot Zell. Their
final orders depend on whether or not
the Ministry of Defense believes that
the Magellan is indeed ready to be sent
out into the Wilds of Lishun and Antares.

recently begun to build up its meager
fleet for the purpose of exploring and
recontacting the worlds of Lishun and
Antares Sector. For this purpose, the
Confederation'sMinistryof Defense has
startedtraining small groups of specialists to act as explorers and diplomats
for the Confederation while on these
recontact missions. The ministry calls
these operatives by the name "voodoo
teamn after similar groups in the old
League of Antares. Like the Star Vikings of the Old Expanses, the voodoo
teams represent trade and civilization.
They are the vanguard of growth in the
his scenario is intended Coreward regions of space likeAntares
to be the beginning of a and Lishun.
The ministry has been preparing for
new campaign set within
the pocket empire called months to launch a number of small
the Confederation of An- vessels into space. The first to be
tares. The Confederation launched will be the Magellan, the vesconsists of four worlds sel to which the PCs, as voodoo team
within the Ot Zell (L) sub- members, are to be assigned. After an
sector of Lishun Sector. Although this initial shakedown cruise in the Ot Zell
entire adventure takes place within the system, the PCs have been instructed
Ot Zellsystem, includedfor reference is by their superiors at the ministry to
a map of the entire subsector. Like explore farther afield into the surroundpocket empires throughout charted ing subsectors. Before the Collapse.
space, the Confederation is making its many of these areas sported worlds
first tentative steps toward interstellar friendly to the League of Antares and its
exploration. This map is meant as an ideals of tolerance, peace, order and
aid to the referee in setting additional good government. Perhaps now, 70
adventures in the region surrounding years later, they are ready to be recontacted and to help in rebuilding interthe Confederation.
PCs should be generated in accor- stellar society.
dance with The New Era rulesforpocket
The PCs should be given ample opempire citizens. The PCs should come portunity to familiarize themselves with
from one of the Confederation four the Magellan. It is an old, Imperial-style,
worlds. They may choose any career, 400-ton, laboratory ship. The vessel
although the nature of this scenario has been outfitted with all that could be
demands that some be skilled with op- required for an extended exploratory
erating a starship and have decent ex- anddiplomaticmission.The PCsshould
ploratory talents. Other than this, there be given a map of the Magellan and
are no restrictions on the types of PCs shown its main features. Since the PCs
O W R SYSIEM
playable in this scenario.
are likely to be aboard the ship for
The PCs arrive in the outer system
months on long recontact missions, the with little difficulty. The Magellan apConfederation wants to be certain that pears to be working well within the
VOODOO ' P E M
The Confederation of Antares has they are familiar with it.
parameters set by the ministry. The
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Lower Deck Port

MYSmRIOUS WSHTOR
only system not working as expected is
Undoubtedly, the PCs will want to
the communications system, which is
unexpectedly erratic in its operations, investigatethis mysteriousvessel from
although it still works. An examination the League of Antares. The PCs can
of the system by PCs reveals nothing successfully meet the merchant ship
unusual to anyone who does not make and dockwith it by making asuccessful
a Difficult: Electronics roll. Success re- Average: Ship's Tactics or Astrogation
veals that the system has been subtly skill roll. Failureindicatesaclosescrape
sabotaged to short out at varioustimes. with the merchant ship, causing minor
Given the age of this vessel, fixing the damage to the Magel1an:The cornmusystem will take some time. Neverthe- nications system shorts out entirely,
less, the PCs will want to repair it as adding five more hours to the repair
soon as possible. Doing so will take at time.
Once docked, the PCs may board
least five hours. Until then, the PCs will
have to cope with erratic communica- the vessel and explore it. They will find
that the entire ship is deserted and that
tions.
Soon afterward, the PCsare informed most surfaces are covered with a thick
by a sensor operator who was conduct- layer of dust particles. More careful
ing a standard sweep of the region as examination will reveal that the ship
per their instructions that he has de- possesses a numberof cold berth units.
tected something entering the system. lnfourof these units, there are still living
A pinpointscan revealsthat it is another human beings. If the PCs open low
vessel, a subsidized merchant vessel berths, the occupants will awaken in a
of old Imperial design. Its markings matter of minutes.
The occupants, three men and a
indicatethat it once operated in League
of Antares space. Furthermore, its tra- woman, wear old uniforms which indijectory suggests that it has beentravel- cate that they are members of the
ling on maneuver drives alone from the Antarean military. The leader of the
direction of Mechport (Lishun 3123). group, named Enli Haeckel, asks to
Other than this, no further information know where he is and when. When told,
he explains that he and his fellows were
can be gained.
38
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part of Project Vesta, an attempt by the
League of Antares to salvage some of
itself after the death of Regent Brzk
(see Challenge 69 for details). Unfortunately, they missed their rendezvous
with the other vessels heading for Ot
Zell. Then they were damaged by Vargr
corsairs and lost their jump capability.
Rather than give up, they elected to go
into cold sleep and head for Ot Zell on
M-drives.
Now they have succeeded in their
intention, even if it has taken them 70
years to reach Ot Zell. Haeckel and the
others will want to know the present
state of affairs throughout charted
space. They will also wish to be of help
in any way they can, offering the PCs
their services. In addition, they explain
that they have valuable cargo containing high-tech items which may be useful to the Confederation. They ask that
they be brought over to the Magellan.
They appear extremely pleasedto have
been rescued and say so to the PCs
often.
The other membersofthe Magellank
crew are pleasedto meet the remnants
from the League of Antares. The fact
that the Magellan-on her training
cruise, no less-was able to make such
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a find suggests that future endeavors
will be equally successful. Perhaps the
Confederation is correct in sending oul
voodoo teams at this time. Cyril Ainley
in particular believes this to be the
case; he spends as much time as he
can with Haeckel and the other remnants.

WHAT N W P
The PCs may now continue their
shakedowncruiseas instructed by their
superiors at the Ministry of Defense.
Further scansof the system reveal nothing more like the vessel they found.
Since the Confederation is desperately
short of working starships, Haeckel offers to give his shipto the government.
After all, if he and his ship had not been
damaged 70 years ago, their vessel
would be in the possession of the Confederation anyway. The PCs may inform the ministry of the vessel's whereabouts once they return to Ot Zell.
According to their orders, the PCs
are to pilot the Magellan back to Ot
Zell's starport to receive their final orders. These will be to head out into the
Wilds surrounding the Confederation
and begin recontacting the worlds of
Lishun and Antares. The maiden voyage of the Magellanwas intended simply as a test of the vessel's capabilities
and to familiarize the PCs with her
workings. The fact that they stumbled
across a starship full of remnants from
the Last lmperium is only an added
bonus.
The Magellan'scommunications systems are still not working properly. Now,
if this has not happened already, the
systems short out entirely. No messages to or from Ot Zell are possible.
The extent of the damage is such that
the PCs will reach Ot Zell before they
can effect adequate repairs. As was
stated earlier, the systems were carefully sabotaged. It is likely that thesabotage occurred before the Magellanwas
launched, althoughsuspiciousPCs may
well suspect members of the crew of
being in league with those who oppose
the Confederation's efforts at recontact. Whatever the case, the systems
cannot be repaired before arriving at Ot
Zell.
During the four-hour journey back to
Ot Zell, the PCs may do whatever they
wish. Since everything is going as
planned and since their genuine mission of exploration is only hours away,
they may wish to relax. They may also
wish to talk with the remnants they
picked up. They are all quite willing to
talk and will tell what they can about the
days before the Collapse. In particular,
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they speak very highly of Regent Brzk
and the League of Antares government. Referees should feel free to impart as much or as little information
about the pre-Crash lmperium as they
wish tothe PCs. It should be noted that,
during these discussions with the remnants, no more than two of them will
ever betogether inthesame place. The
others will be "busy."
The PCs may wish to examine the
cargo the remnants brought aboard the
Magellan. The cargo is contained in a
magnetically sealed crate. The remnants will claim that the cargo contains
high-techitems suchas uninfectedcomputers but that the crate can only be
opened in the presence of Confederation officials. If the PCs pressthe issue,
they will "admit" that the crate also
contains secret instructions from Regent Brzk which were made before he
was killed. That is why they must keep
the crate sealed.
Naturally, some PCs may wish to try
to open the crate while the remnants
are away from it. To do so requires a
Difficult: Intrusion roll. Failure indicates
that the PC has damaged the seal and
cannot try again due to the damage. If
the PCs are successful, they will find
inside a large collection of junk and
debris. In fact, almost nothing inside is
of any value whatsoever except as dead
weight. Among the debris is a section of
aluminum pipe whose manufacturer
stamp indicates that it was made on
Ki'qondesta (Lishun 2825) within the
past five years! Clearly, this is not the
sort of thing one would find in relic
cargo. Something is obviously wrong.

HIIjACKEDI
At some point when the remnants
are away from the PCs, they will start to
do what they have intended from all
along: hijack the Magellan. This can
occur at any time according to the
referee's wishes, although the surreptitious opening of the crate may accelerate this process.As the PCs will learn in
short order, the "remnantsVarenot what
they appear.They are mercenarieshired
by a faction within the Confederation
government headed by Diomedes Donaldson which opposes exploration and
recontact. They claim that this is because of the danger from the still-active
Virus. In truth, Donaldson and his cronies fear that the rebirth of the League
of Antares and all that it stands for will
underminetheir positions in the current
government. Such an outcome must be
prevented at all costs, even the lives of
brave explorers like the PCs.
The mercenaries have help on the

Magellan. Cyril Ainley is their contact
and will supply them with weapons.
Each of the mercenarieswill get a laser
carbine and cloth armor. They intend to
take the bridge of the Magellan. Once
they have control of the ship, they intend to simulate the erratic behavior
associated with a Virus infection, such
as opening fire on orbital installations
and the like. Then, once the people on
Ot Zell understand what has happened
to the Magellan, Haeckel, Ainley and
the otherconspiratorswillusetheship's
pinnace to escape just after they have
piloted the ship on a collision course
with Ot Zell's atmosphere, thereby destroying the ship and any witnesses.
Of course, the PCs will want to stop
them from doing this. Howthey do so is
largely upto their imaginationand ingenuity. Since it is beyond the scope of
this scenario to detail all the different
avenues open to the PCs, it will suffice
to make a few general comments.
First of all, Haeckel and Ainley will
always stay on the bridge of the ship,
looking for the PCs so as to kill. Forthe
purposes of simplicity, the other crewmembers of the ship can be assumed
to be either captured or killed by the
mercenaries, leaving only the PCs to
stop them. If the referee is preparedfor
the added complications involving the
rest of the crew, he may use them.
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Second, the PCs will have access to
weapons lockers and the weapons
there. These they may use to fight
against the mercenaries.
The mercenaries,especially Haeckel,
while bloodthirsty and ruthless, are by
no means stupid. They are well-trained
and fanatical about their mission.
They intend to stop the Magellan
from ever leaving the Ot Zell system
intact.
The referee should play the mercenaries intelligently as they stalk the
PCs throughout the ship. The PCs will
have to be equally intelligent and resourceful to defeat them. This part of
the scenario should not degenerate
into a shootout. It is meant to be a
suspenseful race to the bridge of the
ship in order to stop the mercenaries.
The mercenaries, in turn, are doing
their best to preventthe PCsfrorn doing
just that.

he intends to use as a way of gaining
some sympathy with the playercharacters. Then, he and Ainley will open fire
on the PCs, hoping to kill them.
If the PCs succeed in defeating the
last two mercenaries, the problem remains that they are headed on a collision course with Ot Zell's atmosphere
which will destroy the Magellan. To avert
this disaster, the PCs will need to make
an Average: Electronics roll so as to
jury-rig adirect link into the ship's navigational controls. Succeeding this will
allow a Difficult: Ship's Tactics or Astrogation roll in order to alter the ship's
course. Both of these rolls together will
enable the PCs to bypass all of the
alterations which the mercenaries effected while they had control of the
bridge. The Magellan will now be safe
and able to return to Ot Zell in the usual
manner.

BRIDGE

Upon returning to Ot Zell, the PCs
and the Magellanare greetedanxiously
by their superiors. Among them is
Diomedes Donaldson, who feigns concern. Since ground control lost communications with the Magellan, everyone
has beenconcerned asto its fate. Upon
learning of the attempted hijacking and
destruction of the ship, the PCs' superiors will be shocked but not surprised.

END
Whenthe PCsfinallygettothe bridge
of the ship, they will be met by Haeckel
and Ainley, who have been waiting for
them. If the PCs do not yet know why
they are doing this, Haeckelwill explain
it to them, saying, "The time is not yet
right to return to the stars. Humaniti is
not yet ready to return to true interstellar governances." Of course, this is a lie

Any sutvivors among the mercenaries
will be arrested, and tried for treason
and a host of other crimes. Donaldson
will never be formally connected with
the hijacking attempt, although many
will have their suspicions.
After a suitable period of debriefing
and repairs, the PCs will be finally commissioned to head out into the Wilds in
order to recontact worlds once part of
the League of Antares. The PCs are
expected to act as goodwill ambassadors and as explorers. Charted space
is ready to reawaken; Humaniti stands
on the threshold of a Mew Era. If this
new age is to be different form the old
one, if the mistakesof the past are to be
corrected, the player characters will
have to be daring in their endeavors.
They will have to try very hard to live up
to the details of those who have sent
them.
This is only the beginning for the
Magellan and her crew. The Confederation of Antares is intent on expanding outward once again. This is one
pocket empire which is not stagnating
and which offers many opportunitiesfor
adventure.
To that end, the referee is encouraged to use the subsector map and
dataincluded with this article as aspringboard for further adventures in this region of space. Q
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You are in a small, deserted town at
night A cold, distuhhg wind howls
tbmwh the empty streets, canyIng a
s ~ e y e l b w d u sthmrrgh
t
the& The
fine pwdergr s m e e m
s to everything, Muding your c b t b and
skin, but y w da not bmatha it
You wak wfihut vol&n down the
dusty~.Aheadka~lyingin
the street You walk up to him. He lies
on his $lorn&, his bather@&& and
jeanscoated with the yehw dust. You
turn him ove4 and you are stadad to
seethatrheMh&ofhisfaaehas been
clawed away, clear to the bm. His
ohest cad& has been hobwed outlittle m a than bone and skin are M.
An sanvebpe is in his hand. Youpi&
up and read Jt. R & addressed lo
Wder a n e , I198 Courl St,Phoenix,

AZ. S M e n k the envehp filk with
M,mdpudropIthhormr.
TAen you m t h that the wtpse,
although obvious& dead for at least a
day, is bleediw. The one mmaidng
eye f l k open, m d you try to jump
backr but his bony arm wh@ w#and
grabs your shouldsK M r e you ean
react His one-eyed gaze holds you
motionless fors%eonds that sswm like
hours. "He@ us," he rasps then fdIs
hto death and decay. As you sfand up,
you ndke at p u r shoulder is mvered with mud. Looking dose6 you
realhe that if is b h d many days old.
fhen yw awaken.

BY Dan Snuffin
Blitzville, Indiana isabout to be in big
troubte. The D& Ones are going to
open a portal to another dimenskn,
releasing horrible creaturesto victimire
the populationdtakewer.Orie night,
the PCwiththe highest Forebodingskill
has the dream related above. BIhflk
is future Demonground, and the PChas
foreseen thb disaster in hi draam,
Walter StaneissignirMInthahe istu
be the first vhim of tho skinless ones.

NOBODYS HOME IN PHOENIX
UthPCsobtainWr'sphonenumber through inkrmatbn and try to g b
him a call, there will be na answer. The
PCswlIt haveto travel to Phoenixtofind
him. (A unique and c~lorfuldesertption
of dark f uture Phoenix can be found in
Mkhael A Stadpole's novel, A W b
erlng Evtl.)

Walter lives In the crowed, dutlerd
mike-lmn of southwestemFhaenix. His
neighbrhood consists d narrow, twostory houses, almost ldentlcal In appearance, crowded wether as if to
m s e w e s p x . Nonetheless,individual
housing b a modestyel prominent symbol of &lustin aworldwhere the maprily of the popul&n istao mr to afford
such a bury.
When the PCs thaw up on Walter's
doorstep, thera will be nobody home.
That's because Walter left to visit his
brother in E l M l e the evenlng of the
dream.
There aretwowaystofindout WabPs
whereabouts.

The ndghbor across the street41
frizzy-halrd, middle-aged woman
named Remiadmows whera he went
and would be h q to tell
~ anyone who
asks polite& She will get suspicious if
the cbaracten are rudeortoo probingin
their questions.
H tho PCa are daring (or stupid), they
can break inandsee whatthey canf ind.
U n k s they are very careful, there is a
50% chancethai Bemlcs will spot them
and call the cops. Inside the Mqthe
PCs will find acalendaronthe wdl.The
day of the dream is marked 'go home"

with an anow runnlrog through the next
five days.
The r d evkleneo is on the kitchen
counter. It k an emelope--the same
envebpe from the dream! The dreaming PC wltl have no trouble r q n ' i w
B. The retorn address is Frank Stone,
866 Forsythe Road, BTtille, IN.Inside
is an invitational ta a famlty reunion at
hi brother's house scheduled to M e
plaee today.

WElCOMETO BuTzvuu
Blitzvillek aquiet lZttletown40mllea
souhestof the kdlanapolisrndmpk,
wM a population d only 3000.The only
industry thd keeps this p W on the
map Is the CX Agricatp, responsb for
tons of wheat every year.
fhe town has no airport, so the PCs
will havetofly to Indianapotls,then rent
a car and drive to get there. It is suggestedthdthePCsnotarrhoin Blihville
until earty evening, ghring them l i e
time to make themselves comfoltable
or harass the Stones. If they insiston a
tight schedule, delay their flight or give
them cat tmuble.
The people here are very uncrrmfortable with outsiders. They wlll
very
newws andcautiouswhen dealingwith
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the PCs. Drivethisresentment home by and may ask the PCs to leave, dependmaking the PCs stop for gas in town ing on how the encounter has gone up
(after all, it's a long drive), forcing them until that point, especially 1 they reto deal with the locals. If the PCs do vealed thefulldetailsof the dream. Both
anything in town, they will be constantly should remain skeptics, at any rate.
watched unless they are accompanied
Regardless of how the encounter
by a local (like Frank).
goes, soon the PCs will have to call it a
Frank Stone lives in a modest, one- night. The Roadside Inn in the middle of
story brick home on the west edge of town is as generic as its name. The
town with his wife and teenage daugh- rooms are very basic, but the price is
ter. There are a number of old cars very modest.
scattered in the overgrowth at the back
Unless the PCs do something to get
of the house, most of them pieces of themselves in trouble, nothing will hapjunk.
pen until noon the next day.
If the PCs knock on the front door,
Walter will answer. At this point, the
GUESS WHO'S
dreamer should make an Average test
COMING TO DINNER?
against Empathy. If he succeeds, he will
At noon, the Dark Ones will open a
recognize Walter as the "dead" man in gate between Earth and the alien dihis dream, and if he does not make a mension.Thisgatejust happenstoopen
Difficult test versus Willpower, he will in the field, about 50 feet away from
faint.
Frank Stone's home.
Generally, the referee will have to
About 12:15, a fine yellow dust will
rely on his judgment to handle this situ- appear in the air around town, sticking
ation, using the NPC's motivations as a and settling on most everything. The
guide. If the PCs reveal that they fol- warm breeze that carries it comes from
lowed Walter to Blitzville because of a the west. Before the PCs are able to
dream, Walter and Frank will both take investigate this phenomenon, they will
it as some sort of joke. When the two bump into a terrified Frank Stone and
realize that the PCs are serious, Walter his family in aold, darkgreenpickup. He
and Frank will both become very stern will stop with a skid, jump out and conDark Conspiracy

front the characters, logically blaming
the mysterious strangers in town.
When he realizes that the PCs don't
really knowwhat's going on, he willcalm
down a bit and tell them what happened.
"We were sittin' in the house when
boomlwe were hit by a big dust storm of
this yellow dust. We didn't know what
was goin' on.
"We were lookin' out the window,
trying to figure it all out, and we saw this
thing. It was like a man with no skin and
no eyes. And then there was another
one coming from the field headin' this
way, and we knew we had to get out of
the house, so we ran out to the truck.
"But Walterdidn't make it. Hetookthe
rifle, and shot one of the things as the
family was getting in the truck. But then
he lost hisglasses, and onecamearound
the corner and started ripping him up."
He starts to cry.
Meanwhile,the dust is accumulating.
The PCs may noticethat while the dust
coats everything, it does not get in their
eyes or choke them. It will make breathidg a little difficult, as if they were at a
high altitude. The dust will be notably
absent from any water within sight, not
even lying on the surface. Visibility will
be limited, and all ranged combat will be
conducted at one difficulty level higher,
with range limited to 30 meters.
If asked, Frank will tell the PCs that
the wind and dust were comingfrom the
field out behind his place. Hewill want to
be part of any attempt to get the things,
and the PCs should realizethatthey will
need his influence in the town if they
want any cooperation. Frank's wife will
drivethetruck away, and Frankwillwant
to get some guns, ammo and possibly
some help-if the referee feels they
need it.

WHERE WORLDS COLLIDE
Everything in sight is completely
coated with yellowdust, making Frank's
neighborhood look almost completely
unfamiliar--like an alien landscape.The
warm winds that carry the dust are
stronger here. The townspeople will be
completely stunned, their facial expressions molded in awe and horror.
As they approach Frank's home and
the gate, they will encounter 1D6 $inless ones. Another 2D6 skinless ones
will be prowling around Frank's place.
From there, the party will be able to
locate the gate by following the dimensional winds.
It is important to play up the horror of
the skinless ones. Let them maul one of
the townspeople who freaks out. Use
the limitedvisibilityto suggest that there
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are many more of the creatures just out
of sight, appearingand disappearingas
they moue in and out of view.
The gate is a rectangular "door"of
"moving* blackness seven feet high,
fourfeetwide andthree inchesdeepset
in the field. The winds howl as they are
funneled through this portal. Empathic
characters will be able to feel its energy,
aswell a t h e *residuenofthe malignant
entity that created it.
Furthermore, everyone will be forced
to fightthe skinless ones if they plan on
sticking around for any length of time.
There will be 206 creatures in the vicinity of the gate. There is a 50% chance
each combat turn that another skinless
one will came through the gate.

CLOSING THE GATE
There aretwo ways to closethe gate.
First, the characters can bloek the
Earth end of the gate, preventing anything from getting through. Unless the
blockade is sturdy, this will be a temporary solution at best,
The hard way to close the gate is to
go through it and destroy the control
m d a n i s m s on the other side. Those
who pass through the gate wlllfeel mld,
aeeompanied by a tingling sensation
and goosobumps. The whole experlencewillbeslightlydisorientingforthose
not used to dimensional travel To reflect this, all rolls will be conducted at
one difficulty level higher for one mmbat turn after they emerge on the other
side.
The aliendimension is like adesertof
yellow dust dotled with alien sand structures that resemble sandstone arches.
There wll be2D6sklnlessones present
on the other side, with a 50% chance
per combat turn that 1D&2 more will
arrive.
This side of the gate has the same
dimensions described above. The a p
pearance is much different, though.
Green veins bulge around the edges of
the dimensional slab, leading to a large
organlc generator behind It. The generator is an eight-foot-high mound of
green, slimy flesh with jagged bones
protruding from it at all angles. It pulsates like a giant heart.
Despite its enormous size and appearance, the generator is actually a
very sensitive piece of equipment, and
it will take only 10 p i n t s of damage
before it shuts down and the gate collapses. The PCs will have to figure out
howtodestroy it and still get back home.
(Tmed explosives are g reatl) If anyone
istrapped in this dimension, they are as
goad as dead unless they have a Dimension Walk skill.

CLEANING UP
If the PCs succeed in closing the
gate, the only task left Is to hunt down
the remaining skinless ones wandering
around town. The PCs will have the
gratitude of the citizens of BIiiille.

SKINLESS ONES
Strength: B
Constltutlon: 8
AgllRy: 5
Intelllgenw: 3

Edueatlon: 1
Chwkma: 10
Empathy: 1
Initlatlve: 3
Move: 2/8H 5/30
SkiIUDam.: 61206

cbuds & not redum the range of this
attack.) This form of attadc takes two
actions to c o m p l e t m n e action to createthe rocks andanothertothrowthem.
They also use this ability to form the
alien structures d their dimension.
These beings take double damage
from fire, which dries them out. However, due to the unique nature of their
"skin,"theirMies& notcatchflre.The
skinless ones have never seen fire before and are likely to ignore its effecls
until one of their number is killed by it.

FRANK STONE

Frank is 5'7: He has blond hair and
can aften be found in oil-stained clothing. He has a long, thin scar on his left
foream.
HRs: 15/30
Level: Experienced
#Appear: 106
SkllkMechanic7,SrnallArms (Rile)
The skinless ones are humanoid in
form, but have a clear, viscous fluid that 5.
Inltlatlve: 3
surrounds their bodies instead of skin.
bthratlon: Club Queen: Frank is
This makes their insides clearly visible.
Their anatomy is obviously alien. They very stubborn, and once he has made
possess no apparent muscles and dis- up his mind it is very difficult to get him
play strange organs and pulsinq veins, to change il or convince him that he is
all having a sickly rtad color.The color of wrong. Afirst impression will lastforever
the insides and the shiny fluidthat cov- in Frank's mind. Heat? 10: Frank gets
ers their bodies makes B look as if they along very well with people ifthey don?
make a bad first impression. He is well
are bleeding.
Their limbs aregaunt, andtheir hands liked in B l i i l l e .
Weapon: Marlin .3006 bolt-action
and feet end in large claws. They use
their claws to rip out the organs of hu- sporting rifle.
mans which they use to decorate their
WALTER =ONE
bodies. (They do not understand why
humans would hide such wonderful
Walter is a thin man in his 40s with
things undersuch adullcoverlng!)They wispy brown hair and a dense musalso do not understand that humans tache. He likes to dress as casually as
need their organs, and they dasln hu- circumstancesallow, andwill be injeans
mans for their organs the same way and aT-shitl duringiheadventure. He is
virtually Wind without his glasses.
humans desire minks for their hides.
Motlvatlon: Heai 5: As an InvestThe naive dimension of these crea
turesischamterizdbyafine yetbwdust ment banker, Walter must deal wRh
that dogs theairandmakes upthe ground. many people, and thus is generally
This dust stic)cs to anything ex-@ fluids, friendlyinattitude. DiamondSrOf course,
which seem to repel -it. Thus, it does not Walter also values money as much as
he values friends, which creates interstidc to the skinless ones.
Any p r t a l that is opened to this di- esiiw conflicts.
mension will be marked by the large
concentration of dust. he constant
TOWNSPEOPLE
winds of the alien dimension will carry
Four townswple will accompany
this dust through any open portal and the characters and Frank to the farm.
The first three are Nwice NPCs armed
into the air.
The skinless ones have the ability to with Marlin 30-06 bolt-action rifles. The
solidify this dust into any shape they last is Jon Dinnersleln, a war veteran
desire using unique mental facilities. and thus an Elite NPC. He wlll be carryThis solidification proms takes one ing an MI6 assault rifle and a knife. It is
rnlnuteforeverykilogramof mass of the suggested that the referee use Jon to
desired object. These objects are very bdance combat and provide support for
the PCs. (Dinnerstein will approachthe
strong and not easily broken.
When encountered, they will use this PCsafterthe adventure, offering to help
abitily to create small rock-like spheres them in their battle against the Dark
that they throw with deadly accuracy. Minions. The PCs e a n put him down ag
(Skill Level: 7, Damage: 1D6. Throw a contact, and he will be available to
Range: 32 meten. Note that the dust show up in future adventures.) f2
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alflings provide the gamemaster a chance to
rattle the cages of his more jaded players.
They also provide players a new roleplaying
challenge--acharacterwhodoesn't needthree
miles of attitude. Sometimes, the shadows
favor the small, the quiet, and the sneaky. And
remember what most cyberpunk RPGs have
forgotten: The real@dangerous ones don't
need to advertise i t 4 h e y know.
Following are optional rules on introducing Halfling characters into your campaign, along with two sample Halfling
characters.

IIIALFEWG
BACKGROUND
Halflings took a long time to come to world attention after
the Change, and many people still consider them mythical.
Most average humans will see more dragons in their lifetimesthan Halflings. Researcherstheorizethatthemetagene
for Halflings is recessive, possibly linked to rare genetic
diseases in populations unexposed to magic until 2011.
Therefore, only severely inbred populations are liable to
produce Halflings, and the unusual regional distribution
bears this out.
Halflings generally come from extremely rural areas and
tend to favorthe hilly regions near mountains. Most recorded
examples of Halfling appearance occur in North America's
Appalachian Mountains and Mississippi Bayou country,
Hokkaido and northern Honshu in Japan, the Welsh Habitable and Western Habitable Zones of Britain, the steppes of
northwest Asia, and central Germany. Rumors abound of
sightings in Tir Nan Og. There are no recorded appearances
on the SouthAmerican, African or Australian continents, and
no useful data from southern and eastern Asia.
An average Halfling stands 110 centimeters tall and
weighs 57 kilograms. While they simply do not carry the joint
leverage for great strength, their small bodies and quick
minds are naturally tough, which gives them heavy resistance to injury, disease and harmful magic. They can be
found with most of the facial features, skin tones and body
types of humanity, though a 1.4-meter-tall Halfling would be
considered a giant.
Though some old tales mention underground burrows,
Halflings actually live much as humans do, which is only
logical, as they grow up in human families. In the backwater
areas they inhabit, Halflings are rarely exposed to any
technology of post-Industrial Revolution vintage, and most
of them grow to prefer it that way. All Halflings are allergicto
petroleum products. This allergy to plastic only encourages
their distance from technological products.
Interestingly, few Halflings have the psychological problems experienced by many victims of UGE; this may be
because they are usually born into tightly knit families where
the child's appearance is of little concern. As Halflings tend
to live to 90 or 95 years old, surviving elderly on-es are
48
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generally looked upon asthe keepers of great wisdom, some
of it superstitious.
Halfling PCs will usually be different from most of their ilk,
however. Most Halflings are content with a sedentary existence, but PCs will often be affected by wanderlust. Some
may wish to experience Sprawl culture, or they may be
looking for training in the magicthat is said to have returned.
Entertainingand medicalcareers are common, and Halflings
tend to make great bartenders (though height allowances
must be made so the bartender can see his customers!). If
they take to the shadows, few Halflings are outright fighters
such as Street Samurai or Mercenaries. Some become
mages. Many take uptheshaman's destiny, as most Hatflings
feel a kinship to nature. (It's not quite as loud a kinship as
some NativeAmerican and Elven groups claim. It'sgenerally
quite matter-of-fact.) A Halfling decker is quite rare, due to
the allergies involved, though Beta cyber and "biowareUfrom
the Shadowtschsupplementmay beoptions. Suchcybeware
would usually be kept as limited as possible, however.
Halflings are powerfully sensitive to changes in their own
Essence, and avoid such changes. (This relates to the
kinship with nature mentioned earlier.)
Halfling characters must take Metahumanityas their highest priority (Priority A) in the archetype creation system.
Those wishing magic must take it next (Priority B) as usual.
Racial modifiers are as follows: -2 Strength, +I Quickness,
+I Strength, +1 Willpower. All Halflings have two dice of
Stealth over and above any bought with skill points. All
Halflings also have the allergy to plastic described on page
46 of the ShadowrunIlrules, and may choose the severity as
usual. This will give the character extra creation points or
nuyen, which the player may distribute as heseesfit. Players
determined to have no allergy must consult their gamemaster for justification and character adjustment.
Halflings relate interestingly to the other human races.
Generally, they're most comfortable around humans, who
tend to find them curious but quite acceptable. They get
along decently with Dwarves, but the high-spirited Halflings
usually consider Dwarves dour and patronizing. On average, Orcs and Trolls think of Halflings as punier humans, and
there is no love lost there; but the small race's relationship
with Elves is quite interesting. Halflings look on Elves from
afar ascreatures of wisdom and wonder; and, in return, most
Elves consider Halflings uncommonlysensible and rational.
Unfortunately, a growing number of Elves see the other
races as petty, unsophisticated"lowerorders."Halflings tend
to treat such an Elf as if he does not exist, which usually
infuriates the Elf in question. All Elves, friendly or not, seem
wary around Halflings, and no member of either race has
offered to explain why. Theories include the idea that Elves
knew of Halflings, but did not expect them to appear in the
Sixth World, that the existence of Halflings came as a
complete surprise to a race which believes itsetf to be allknowing, and that the Halflings know secrets of the Elves
which the latter would prefer to keep hidden.

crowds of the city.... Well, let'sjust say it's an interesting
place to visit, and leave it at that, okay?
/prefer the hunt where the prey and I understand each
other. When I kill something, I know it's going to feed
someone. Why some city boy would use one of those
fancy machinegunson a deerjust so he couldhang its pelt
on a wall, leaving the rest to rot-that's beyond me.
What's that? Yeah, I can take you into the woods.
Theseparanormal critters can be tricky, but I've handled
their tricks before. What do you want it for? Magic, huh?
Okay. I've got some time this weekend. Youknow, my kid
wants to be a magician. Maybeyou'dbe willing togive him
a few pointers for a little discount on my fee?
The Halfling woodsman is a little rustic, but he's no fool.
Deal straight with him, and he'llget you what you want. He
only goes into the city once in a while, but if you convince
him to join the run, he's just as good at tracking twolegged, intelligent critters as four-legged ones. And Kevlar gives little defense against hunting points.

Initiative: 5+1 D6

Halfling "Tribesman"
Medium crossbow with 20 bolts
Survival knife
Real leathers
Ordinary clothing
Armed Combat: 2

Nuisance allergy to plastic
(Bonus +2 to skills)
3 months low lifestyle prepaid
Starting Cash: 11,175Y

Shadowrun 2nd edition
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Halfling Shaman
Yes,the others insist that earth andsky are toowmplkated
forordinaly man to understand. it is--to them-bscause they
insist on seeing things that way There are better ways to
understandthe livng world, and one of the simplest ways is to
just ask 2. Sounds like nonsense to you? That'sokay, it did to
me, too, at first. But /guess if YOU couldsee the worM as I do,
you vvouMnY be wming to me for assistance, huh?
I can helpyou withyourproblem; I am the friend of much
that is still powerful in this world. But my help will cost you.
Thispuzzle will not be assembled easily, and I, too, must
eat and keep a roof over my head. I am not so friendly with
the sky spirits that rain cannot soak me to the skin.
My pike surprises you? I said the woM was simpler than
you think. i said nothing about it being less dangerous.
The Halfling shaman has even more of a naturalistic
worldviewthan his plains and urbancounterparts, but has less
of a problem integrating modern science and technology into
it. To him, all is a reflectionof the eternaltruthsthatthe universe
is buitt on. His totem can be any appropriateto his home turf.
The very concept of pollution is repulsive to him, and open
displays of such will disgust him thoroughly.

Quickness: 4

Initiative: 4+1 D6
Gybennrare: None
Metahuman Rights Activist

Medicine lodge materials (2)
Survival knife
Real leathers

Etiquette (Rural): 3
Magical Theory: 4

Totem: The Halfling shaman may select a wilderness
or urban totem, as his background dictates

Moderate allergy to plastic
(Bonus +2 to Attributes, +3 to Skills)
2 months low lifestyle prepaid
Starting Cash: 14,053Y
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spend a little more time developing them before the start of
play.
FASAgives us mountainsof information in gaming supplements and novels on the attitudes, goals and character of a
generic member of the other races; players will be playing
catch-up for a while, until the other players get used to this
new race.
Use the tendency to wander, mentioned earlier, to justify
a new entry into your campaign. Your playerscan havesome
fun with the "awed but pretending otherwise" schtick as the
Halfling adjusts to Seattle.
Alternatively, a Halfling with acorporate history may have
been transferred to Seattle recently by the corp before
abandoning it for the shadows.
Perhaps there's even a small colony of Halflings living
quietly in the Barrens somewhere, and your player has
decided to run the shadows as a way of getting out, getting
rich or getting revenge on someone. As always, imagination
is your prime tool.
Halflings are almost always more laid back than their
larger cousins, tending to think a matter through before
acting, and saying only what they mean.
A Halfling caracter who doesn't prove to have a calming
influence on his shadowrunningfriends is either an unusual
specimen or hangs around with dedicated "scream-andleap" types.

Send subscriptions to:
PAPER MAYHEM

you completely (after all, few Trolls are impressed with the
punches of a Halfling). R
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Sioux City GameCon VIII, Sept. 3-5 at
the Marina Inn, 4th and B streets, South
Sioux City Nebraska. Send a large
SASE to Kurt Lyons, 2801 Jennings,
Sioux City, IA 51104.

Gamemasler '93, "Fall ofthe Dragon,"
Oct. 2 at the Student Union Building of
Boise State University. Contact The
Gamemasters Guild, PO Box 8823,
Boise, ID 83707.

Gateway '93, Sept. 3-6 at the LAAirport Hyatt Hotel. Contact Strategicon,
PO Box 3849, Torrance, CA 905103849.

NOVAG Vlll, Oct. 2-3 at Elks Lodge
#2188, Fairfax, VA. Contact NOVAG
VIII, PO Box 729, Sterling, VA 20167.

ConFranciscoMlorldcon 51, Sept. 36 at Le Meridien and Parc55 hotels and
MosconeConvention Center, San Francisco, CA. Contact ConFrancisco, 712
Bancroft Road, Suite 1993, Walnut
Creek, CA 94598.
Summit City Con '93, Sept. 11-12 at
the Indiana National Guard Armory in
downtown Ft. Wayne. Contact Phoenix
RisingGame, Shop, 62523. Joe Road,
Ft. Wayne, IN 46835.
Kaleidoscope Science Fiction and
Fantasy Convention, Sept. 24-26 at
the Radisson Hotel on Main Street,
Lynchburg, VA. Contact the Lynchburg
Science Fiction Association, 300
Harrison St., Lynchburg, VA 24504.
DemiCon4, Sept. 24-26atthesheraton
Conference Hotel, Dulaney Valley Road
and Fairmont Avenue, Towson, MD.
Send a SASE to Harford Adventure
Society, c/o The Strategic Castle, 114
N. Toll Gate Road, Bel Air, MD 21014.
Tacticon '93, Sept. 24-26 at the
Sheraton Hotel of Lakewood, Co. Contact the Denver Gamers Association,
PO Box 440058, Aurora, CO 80044.
Kaleidoscope '93, Sept. 24-26 at the
Radisson Hotel, Lynchburg, VA. Contact Kaleidoscope, c/o Dave Davies,
300 HarrisonSt., Lynchburg, VA24504.
AndCon '93, Sept. 24-26 at the Holiday Inn in Independence, Ohio. Writeto
AndCon '93 HQ, Andon Unlimited, PO
Box 3100, Kent, OH 44240.
Game Day, Sept. 25 at the Renaissance room of Southern Illinois
University's Student Center in Carbondale, IL. Contact the Strategic
Games Society, Office of Student Development, Third Floor Student Center,
Carbondale, IL 62901-4425.
Earth '93, Sept. 25-26 at the Freizeitheim Stocken, Eichsfelderstr.lOl,
Hannover/Germany. Contact Arne
Rassek, Berliner Str.23, D-W 3005
Hemmingen 1, Germany.
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Toledo Gaming Convention XI, Oct.
2-3 at the University of Toledo, Scott
Park campus. Send a SASE to Toledo
GamingConventionX, d o Mind Games,
2115 N. Reynolds Road, Toledo, OH
43615.
Rally 'Round the Flag '93, Oct. 8-10 at
the Columbus Convention Center, 400
North High St., Columbus, OH. Contact
HMGSNT, PO Box 14272, Columbus,
OH 43214.
Rudicon 9, Oct. 15-17 at the Rochester
Institute of Technology in Rochester,
NY. Send a SASE to Rudicon 9, c/o
Student Directorate, 1 Lomb Memorial
Drive, Rochester, NY 14623.

P.E.W. WHN-U 11, Oct. 16-17 at the
Embers in Carlisle, PA. Contact M.
Fonier's Games Only Emporium, 200
Third St., New Cumberland, PA 17070.
U-Con '93, Oct. 29-31 at the University
of Michigan Union in Ann Arbor, MI.
Contact U-Con '93, PO Box 4491, Ann
Arbor, MI 48106-4491.

PentaCon IX, Nov. 13-14 at the Grand
Wayne Center, downtown Fort Wayne,
IN. Contact Steve and Linda Smith, 836
Himes, Huntington, IN 46750.
ShaunCon VII, Nov. 19-21 in Kansas
City, MO. Contact The Role-Players
Guild of Kansas Ctiy, c/o ShaunCon VII,
PO Box 7457, Kansas City, MO 64116.
RuneQuest Con, Jan 14-16, 1994, at
the Columbia Inn in Baltimore, MD.
Contact David Cheng, 313 East 85th
St., Apt. 2C, New York, MY 10028.
PrezCon, Feb. 10-13, 1994. Write to
PrezCon, PO Box5123, Charlottesville,
VA 22903.
SheVaCon 94, Feb. 18-20,1994, at the
Sheraton Inn, Harrison, VA. Contact
SheVaCon 94,120 Church St., Verona,
VA 24482.
OrcCon 17, Feb. 18-21,1994, at the LA
Airport Hyatt Hotel. Contact Strategicon,
PO Box 3849, Torrance, CA 90510-3849.
VisionCon, Feb. 24-26, 1994. Contact
VisionCon, Box 1415, Springfield, MO
65801-1415.
Egyptian Campaign '94, Feb. 25-27,
1994, at the Renaissance Room of
Southern Illinois University's Student
Center in Carbondale, IL. Send aSASE
to the Strategic Games Society, Office of
Student Development, Third Floor Student Center, Carbondale, IL 62901-4425.

LagaCon 16, Nov. 6 at the Fraternal
Order of Eagles, 116 North 8th St.,
Lebanon, PA. Contactthe LebanonArea
Gamers Association, 806 Cumberland
St., Lebanon, PA 17042.

Concentric, March 11-13,1994, at the
Ramada Hotel O'Hare in Chicago, IL.
Contact Concentric, 114Euclid, PO Box
287, Park Ridge, IL 60068.

Nuke-Con Ill, Oct. 9-10 at the St.
Bernard's School in Omaha, NE. Contact Nuke-ConIll,POBox 1561,Omaha,
NE 68005.

Madison Games Con '94, May 14-15,
1994, at Edgewood High School in
Madison, WI. Contact PegasusGames,
6640Odana Road, Madison,WI 53719.

Rudicon 9, Oct 15-17 at the Rochester
Institute of Technology in Rochester,
NY. Send a SASE to Rudicon 9, c/o
Student Directorate, 1 Lomb Memorial
Drive, Rochester, NY 14623.

Gamex '94, May 2730,1994, at the LA
Airport Hyatt Hotel. Contact Strategicon,
PO Box 3849, Torrance, CA 90510-3849.

Orktoberfest '93, Oct. 23 at Greenwood Park Mall, Greenwood, IN. Wriie
to Orktoberfest, 1251 N. US 31, Greenwood, IN 46142.

W e w a y 14, Sept. 2-5, 1994, at the LA
Airport Hyatt Hotel. Contact Strategieon,
PO Box 3849, Torrance, CA 90510-3849.

Conventionannouncements cannot be
included unless received a minimum of
four months in advance of the event.
Pocon '93, The Rematch, Nov. 12-14 Challenge is not responsible for errors
at the Holiday Inn, Bartonsville, PA. in convention announcements. Writeto
Contact Ed Dowgiallo, The Pocono Challenge Conventions,Managing EdiEncampment, PO Box 390, Effort, PA tor, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL
61702-1646 USA.
18330.
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Charlottesvil!e, VA 22982 USA
Write for a Free Catalog!
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"Soyou want me in onyourjob, huh? Can't say I'm
surprised. Seems to me you could use someone
who can do something more than kill people.
"I'm making a living. Not a great living, I grant you.
So if you want me in, better make it a good oi7er.
"Good enough. I'm in.''
The thief derides the more obvious and unsubtle
methods of the more violent archetypes, preferring
stealth and cunning to force. His motto is, "Violence
is the last refugee of the incompetent."

Anributes
Body: 3 (4)
Quickness: 5
Strength: 2
Charisma: 2
Intelligence: 5
Willpower: 5
Essence: 2.5
Magic: 0
Reaction: 5 (7)

Skills
Car: 3
Etiquette (Street): 4
Negotiation: 5
Firearms: 5
Unarmed Combat: 5
Stealth: 6
Electronics: 6
Athletics: 3
Computer: 3

Cybennrare: Datajack, low-light eyes, dermal plating (level I ) , wired reflexes (I), air filtration (6).
Gear: Voice mask, doc wagon contract (basic),
armored clothing, knife, narcojet pistol, maglock
passkey, neuro-stun grenade.
Contacts: Fixer, Decker, Undercover Cop.
Deserivion: Deliberately nondescript clothes,
immediately forgettable face. Practically impossible
to accurately describe to the police. C2

By David Perry
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he PCs have been persuaded to accompany a
scientific expedition into
the mist-shrouded backwaters of the Mylomeroean Swamp, northof the
British colony on Mars.
The leader is Dr. Clement Blogsworth,
a noted scientist, who is offering explorers £200 to join the expedition. (The
adventure "The Lurker in the Moor,"
published in GDW's More Tales From
the Ether, involves a trip into the
Mylomeroean Swamp; at the referee's
discretion, that scenario and this one
can be combined.)
Expedition Plan: There will be six
Terrans on the expedition, including Dr.
Blogsworth and the PCs (extraTerrans
will be NPC scientists). The party is
taking food and supplies sufficient for
four weeks of travel in the swamp. The
entire expedition will travel in 10 collapsible canvas canoes, with 14 Martian bearers. The group will travel north
from Syrtis Major aboard acommercial
canal-boat. The referee should encourage the players to plan what supplies to
bring, within the limits of what the bearers and the canoes can carry.
Goals: The expedition's purpose is
to explore a large section of the swamp,
gathering samples of plants and animals, mapping important terrain features, and establishing friendly relations with the swamp tribes.

WKTnIId 'WIE S W M B
The Mylomeroean Swamp is a vast
tract of land flooded by a rupture in the
Mylarkt-Meroe Canal. It is heavily overgrown, and the waterways are almost
always covered by fogs, so that aerial
mapping is impossible. No city exerts
control over the region, and the constantly shifting waterways are an ideal
hideout for bandits and outcasts.
Travel in the Swamp:Thepublished
adventure "The Lurker in the Moor"
contains an excellent mapof the swamp
and a description of travel conditions
there. Referees lacking a copy of it can
use the following simplified system to
generate terrain. For each new 10-mile
hex entered, roll on the table below for
the actual ground condition.

Space: 1889

Travel is standard for each terrain
type. A hex contains a swamp dweller
village on a roll of 6. These are mostly
small settlements of only a few dozen,
but on a second roll of 6, it is a permanent hamlet of 100 people.
Fever: For every day spent in the
swamps, each member of the expedition has a 1 in 6 chance of contracting
Martian Swamp Fever. Once infected,
the sufferer must make an Endurance
task roll each day to recover (Easy if
resting and under a doctor's care; Routine if resting or under a doctor's care;
Difficult if neither; injuries increase all
rolls by one level of difficulty). While
suffering from fever, a PC's physical
stats are all reduced by 1, and he must
make an Easy: Endurance roll to avoid
suffering hallucinations.

The pirates are all armed with cutlasses and rifle muskets, and are all
Experienced NPCs. They fight with a
discipline and tactical sense unusual
for mere bandits.
When thecharactershave beencaptured, they will be securely tied and
bundled into canoes for the trip back to
the pirate camp. A11 the precious scientific specimens will be left behind.

SECRET BASE
The boat ride seemed to last an
eternity. Theropes cut into my arms like
knives, and my wound throbbed painfully, but the worst part of the journey
was not knowing what lay at the end of
it. From the look of my captors, it probably wouldn't be anything pleasant,

As the pirate canoes round a bend in
the waterway, the PCs will be startledto
All encounters should be rolled on see two Oenotrian cloudships moored
the table on page 209 of the basic at the pirate camp. All around the ships
rulebook. All "swamp piraten and are numerous tents and temporary
"swamp pirate camp" rolls should be buildings, while teams of swamp dwellreplaced by one of the special encoun- ers labor to construct walls and deters described below.
fenses. The two cloudships are a
Suspicious Villagers: An ordinary Hullcutter and a Sky Runner class.
settlement of two dozen tribesmen, but
There are 40 swamp pirates living in
they aretremendously hostiletooutsid- tents and huts in thecenter ofthecamp,
ers. The eight warriors and braves will and 10 Oenotrian Marines are bivattack the party, first with arrows and ouacked in tents near the two ships.
then with swords. The tribe will flee if Some 60 swamp villagers have been
defeated and will not negotiate.
forced to work at the base, and they
Abandoned Village:The PCs come sleep out in the open, guarded by piupon a large swamp village that has rates and Oenotrians.
been completely abandoned. Nothing
To anyone with any military experihas been taken from the huts, and food ence, the presence of Oenotrians here
has been left out to spoil, but there are is a grave threat to the British colony.
no people anywhere around.
The two ships can raid traffic on the
Creepy Feeling: All day the mem- canal, blockading the spice trade and
bers of the expedition will have the endangering the alliance with the
feeling they are being watched. Char- Boreosyrtis League. And with much of
acters may catch aglimpseof someone the British aerial fleet patrolling to the
lurkingin the underbrush, but no amount south, the vessels could raid Parhoon
and Gorovaan.
of searching can find the culprit.
Captain Dasgaar: The PCs are
Destroyed Village: A small settlement is the scene of a terrible massa- dragged from the canoes and led
cre. Adozen bodiesare scattered about, through thecampto the big tent, where
and all the huts have been looted and Dasgaar, the Oenotrian captain, and
burned. There are no survivors.
Katooq, the pirate chief, are waiting.
"What have we here?" exclaims
Dasgaar sarcastically. "Red Men! And
P I M n AmACK
After the PCs have been exploring so very far from their little rat-hole in
for a while and have had a chance to Syrtis Major, too. You should not have
experiencethespecialencounters,their come here, Earthlings. The swamps
camp is attacked by a large band of belong to Martians, not to you. Now
swamp pirates. There should be twice who are you and what are you doing
as many pirates as there are members here?"
of the expedition. The bandits will kill
Dasgaar proceeds to grill the PCs
Martians but will try to take the Terrans about why they are in the swamps.
alive as pris0ners.A~the bearersflee in Anyone reluctant to talk will be encourpanic and the piratesclose in all around, aged by blows and kicks from the
the PCs should realizethat surrender is Oenotrian Marines guarding the captheir only option.
tain. When he is at last satisfied with the

ENCB

WS lN THE SWAlVlP

information, Dasgaar will gesture
dismissively. "Takethem away andconfine them with the hostages until dinner-time. Ithink it would be amusing to
be served by an Earthling. We can wait
until tomorrow to execute them."

PRISONERS

villager hostages is wearing a peculiar
dried root around his neck (he says it is
a charm against toothache). A Formidable: Biology roll will reveal that the
root is actually a potent hallucinogen
and soporific. (If none of the PCs can
recognizethe root, then Dr. Blogsworth
will.)
If it could be introduced into the
Oenotrianofficers'dinnerwhilethe PCs
are serving them, most of the leaders
might be incapacitated, giving the adventurers a chance to escape.

The adventurers will be held prisoner aboard the big Hullcutterclass
screw galley, along with eighttriballeaders from the swamp villages, who are
being kept as hostages. The prisoners
SLAW
are locked in the ship's brig, which is
OF TIQE S W M P PIMm
guarded by two soldiers. The room has
That night, the PCs are removed
no windows, and the heavy door is
boltedfrom theoutside. The PCs will be from the cell and taken to the big tent,
searched thoroughly, and all tools, where the Oenotrians and the pirates
weapons or valuables will be taken are feasting. Captain Dasgaar and his
10 officers arethere, along with Katooq
from them.
Hostages: The eight tribal elders and a dozen of his pirate henchmen.
will tell the PCs that they and their Four Oenotrian Marines and half a
people were rounded up by the dozen pirates are on guard, and everyOenotrians and the pirates, and forced one is armed.
The Terrans are put to work carrying
to build fortifications forthe base. If the
villagers try to resist, the Oenotrians dishes, cleaning spilled wine, and perwill execute the hostages. The elders forming humiliatingmenialtasksforthe
are all fearful and will not assist in any Martians. Dasgaar and theothers make
escape attempts, but will not betray the numerous rude jokes at the expense of
characters to the Oenotrians.
the characters, and any women will be
Discovery: A Routine: Observation coarsely harassed.
Special Ingredient: If the PCs have
skill roll will enableone of the adventurers to notice that one of the swamp the dried root in a powder, it requires a
Difficu1t:Agility roll to slip
it intothefood unnoticed.
The drug takes about 15
minutes to take effect.
The diners will start to
seem drunk, with slurred
speech ant1loss of coordination. Once the hallucinations begin, things
will get interesting. The
Martians may attack
each other or the PCs;
the guards may suspect
treachery. Both the
Oenotrians and the pirates are suspicious of
each other anyway, and
the drug could bring hidden feelings to the surface. If a brawl begins,
the adventurers might be
able to slip out of the tent
unnoticed, or else attack
one of the guards.
Other Methods: If the
adventurers are not using the drug, they may
still be able to sow dissent among theircaptors.
It is easy to see that the
pirates and Oenotrians
don't quite trust each

other. Appropriate use of Theatrics and
Eloquence could be quite effective. A
suicidally brave PC might try a show of
bravado, challenging one of the leaders to combat. Or else an attractive lady
character might distract one of the pirate guards.

BEMOrn
If the PCs get a chance to slip out of
the dining tent, they have several options. They may simply flee on foot or
try to rouse the swamp villagers in
revolt. Or players may come up with a
plan of their own.
Escape Into the Swamp: If the adventurers are all in good health and are
skilled at wilderness travel, they may
simply run off intothe swamp. Aband of
pirates will follow in pursuit a few minutes later, and the adventure becomes
a long chase through the swamp toward the main canal, several days away.
The PCs may be able to ambush their
pursuers or possibly lose them in the
marsh.
Slave Revolt: If the PCs are good
leaders and are sufficiently eloquent,
they may be able to rouse the captive
swamp villagers to fight against the
Oenotrians and the pirates. The villagers understand Parhooni, and most
speak Koline and Umbran as well. It
requires a Formidable: Eloquence or
Leadership skill roll to get them to fight.
If the adventurers have somehow been
able to liberate the hostages from the
Oenotrian ship, then the task is only
Difficult.
Forces: There are 40 Oenotrians:
32 sailors (Trained NPCs), armed with
swords, and eight marines (Experienced) armed with rifle muskets. There
are 20 Trained swamp pirates armed
with swords and 15 armed with bows,
plus five Experienced pirates armed
with rifle muskets. If the PCs have
drugged the food in the banquet tent,
then the pirates have no leader, and the
Oenotrians have only a junior officer
aboardthe Hullcuffertocommandthem.
There are 60swampvillagers,armed
with clubs and knives. They are all
Green NPCs. Initially, thevillagers have
surprise, and attackthe pirates in a wild
melee. If the PCs are leading thevillagers and can do something spectacular,
the pirates' morale will break, and they
will flee. If not, the pirates will regroup
by the Oenotrian ship and try to subdue
the villagers.
The Oenotrians'chief concern isto protect their ship, and they will make ready to
cast off at the first sign of trouble. They can
use the ship's guns with devastatingeffect
against the villagers.

OUTCOMES
If the PCs can reach the main canal
through the swamp, they can hail a
passing canal barge and get safely to
Mylark.
Oncethere, they can warn the British
military attache at the consulate, and a
squadron of gunboats will be sent to
attack the secret base.
A successful revolt of the villagers
against the Oenotrians will result in the
base being permanently abandoned.
The swamp tribes will be very friendly
toward Earthmen in the future, and can
provide scientists with a huge store of
knowledge about the flora and fauna of
the wetlands.
If the PCs fail to escape or to defeat
the Oenotrians, then Captain Dasgaar
will order them executed at dawn. Just
as the marines of the firing squad are
taking aim at the helpless adventurers,
a British gunboat appears overhead
and opensfireontheoenotrians. (Luckily for the characters, the gunboat was
passing by just as a break in the swamp
mists allowed a glimpse of the two
cloudships moored at the base.)

WumL
Dasgaar is the commander of the
Oenotrian forces in the swamp. The
idea of the hidden base was his, and he
is ~assionatelvcommitted to makina it
wdrk. If his $an succeeds, then the
Oenotrians will be that much closer to
driving the Terrans off of Mars, and
Dasgaar's prestige and power will be
greatly increased. He does not like the
swamp very much, as he prefers the
comforts of his ship and distrusts his
swamp pirate allies.

Agl: 2

Stealth 1,

End: 6

marks mans hi^ 4 [rifle\
wilderness iiavej 7 '
(foraging),
Fieldcraft 2,
Swimming 2
Observation 2

Motives: Greedy, Rage, Ruthless.
Description: Katooq is not especially big, but he moveswith thestrength
and grace of a steppe tiger. He would
be quite handsome were it not for a
jagged scar across his face. Katooq
dresses in a motley outfit of leather
armor and soiled finery, topped off by a
bloodstained British officer's coat. His
native language is Parhooni. i2

Gunnery 1 (MLC),

DR. CLEMENT BLmSWORllrP
Dr. Blogsworth is an eminent botanist and physician who has travelled
widely on Mars gathering plant specimens. He is particularly interested in
discovering new medicinal plants. The
expedition into the Mylomeroean
Swamp was his idea, but he is perfectly
willing to share command of the party
with other experienced travellers.
Attribute Skills

Agl:

1

Marksmanship 1 (rifle)

Int:

6

Observation 7.
Science 5 (bi;logy),

Soc: 4

Riding 3 (horse),
Medicine 3

Motives: Knowledge, Steady, Ambitious.
Description: Dr. Blogsworth is of
medium height, slightly built, and extremely untidy looking. His hair is
unbrushed, his clothes are ill-fitting and
carelessly mended, and his pockets
are stuffed with notes and biological
specimens. He is rather shy and quiet,
and is only really happy when digging
up a newly discovered plant.

Space: 1889

Soc: 5

Riding 4 (ruumet breehr),
Piloting 2 (cloudship),
Leadership 2

Motives: Aggressive,
Arrogant, Hatred (of
Terrans).
Description: Dasgaar is avery handsome
Martian, with an urbane
and polished manner of
speaking. He dresses in
an ornate uniform which
is always immaculate,
and goes armed with a
knife and a concealed
single-shot pistol. His
native language is
Syrtan.

KAmw
Katooq is the chief of
the swamp pirates, a position he won by being
tougher and more brutal
thananyoneelse. He has
aterribletemper, and has
been known to kill men
for trivial reasons.
Katooq doesn't trust the
Oenotrians one bit, but
is willing to cooperate
withthem as long asthey
pay him well.
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An Armor Constmctlon Table by Dan Snuffin
For those of you into 'Mech design, the following Armor ConstructionTable contains the precalculated maximum armor
values for any desired tonnage.

Mech

CT

Max Armor Per Body Part
UR

Armor
Total

Max

FF Armor
Max

Total AF represents the maximum number of armor points neededto completely armor a 'Mech of the indicatedtonnage.
Max Tons is the maximum tonnage of armor that can be purchased for a 'Mech of the indicated tonnage.
(AF) is the maximum armor factor based on Max Tons. Note that in some cases, excess points may have been shaved
from the maximum armor factor in order to stay within the maximum limits. It is suggestedthat when an armor factor lower
than the maximum is desired, the armor factor be recalculated.
Remember that 9 Armor points are always allocated to the head when using this table. L?

Fly 'ti1 You Die!
ICE
P.O. Box '1605
Charlottesville, VA 2290
1.800.325.0478
ICE is on America Online: Keyword: GCS
INTERNET ernail: TerBob@AOL.COM

Look for Silent Death" updates in

Grey Worlds:
A magazine for the games of ICE
1008 Hillwood
L e h s ~ i l k TX
, 75067
214.221.9039

Someone--or something-- unexpected
has stowed away on-board the PCs' ship.

hen PCs acquire a ship,
either their own or a
patron's, they need to
become familiar with its
characteristicsand layout.
This scenario provides
such an op~ortunit~
while
being more enjoyablethan simp& looking at photocopiesof shipdiagrams. For
the sake of convenience, deck plansfor
a Thorezclass courier are provided,
but use whatever ones are appropriate
for your campaign. Further details on
the Thorezclass can be found in Challenge 34.

11

MSSION
BRIErnG
The PCs are outbound from their last
port of call when the 3rd officer (responsible for life support and environmental
control, and usually the day-shift navigator) discoversthat oxygen consumption is high. Evidently, someons--or
something-unexpected has stowed
away on-board the ship.

REFEIPIEEMG

THE AD

RE

The players should be allowed access to the deck plans forthe PCs' ship
(after all, they live here). The PCs will
needto conduct acompartment-by-compartment search of their ship to locate
the uninvited guest.
The referee should decide on the
stowaway's hidingplace, bearing in mind
the need to stay hidden while having
easy access to food and water (on the
Thorezcourier shown, the bridge relay
access tunnel on the upper level is
recommended).
If the selected area would normally
be locked, the lock will have been broken either by accident or by the stowaway.
The PCs are boundto have paranoid
thoughts about hijackers, lethal aliens
and the like; these should be encour-

aged. However, if they think to check
the autochef, they will find that their
uninvited guest is consuming ship's rations and has not damaged the vending
machinethis should tell them that the
stowaway is intelligent and familiar with
common autochefs, and hasabiochemistry compatible with humans (as well
as some cash).
The stowaway will prove to be a
young girl running away from home
because she feels her stepmother is
cruel to her.
She is a harmless, Green NPC with
no useful skills; her family is not especially rich or influential.

the PCs legally responsiblefor any costs
incurred in returning the stowaway to
her port of origin under armed guard.
The captain is within his rights to
have her killed, but unless this is covered up, he will acquire two infamy
points, and each member of the crew
will acquire one infamy point. (This is
also true if the PCs enterthe girl's hideaway with all guns blazing.)
Covering up the incident requires a
task:

Task: Falsifyingthe ship's flight logs:
Formidable. Security Systemsoronehalf Electronics. One hour.
Referee:Any failure leaves evidence
that the flight recorders have beentamOrnOIVS
Once they've found the stowaway, pered with, which will be discovered
thecrewmembers haveseveraloptions. automatically at the ship's next overIn theory, they should return her to their haul. The penalty forthis is a heavy fine,
last port of call, assuming the captain is and repeated violations can lead to the
captain losing his master's certificate
willing.
Or they could take her with them to and therefore his right to command a
their next port of call, adopt her as a ship.
ship' s mascot, or evict her into space
without a p-suit.
AND VARIPLNTS
Turning back will delay the voyage by
If you don't like the ideaof a harmless
several days and increase the costs for
the voyage-typically by several thou- and innocent stowaway, or if you wantto
sand livres-at the referee's discretion. run the same scenario again, triggerNo one will repay the PCs for this ex- happy hijackers and cunning alien
predators also come highly recompense.
Takingthestowawaywith them makes mended. R
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The Royal Martian Geographical Society wishes to inform the
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Lock-n-Load, The Battlelords' W a r Manual: The most
powerful weapons supplement ever compiled! Some
5 1 weapons systems, cybernetics, equipment, Humpty
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character sheets with body armor representation. $3.95
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7 1 you go tokeep

your campany jab?

B y Justin Schrnid
he company is your friend--or at least that's what the recruiter told
you only a few weeks ago. You were promised all sorts of luxuries,
given expense accounts and treated as valued members of the
company. Eventhe jobs you had to do were 10times better than the
dangerous street contracts, wherein you never knew who would
betray you and when. But with the company, things were great. Until
now.
Profits are down, competitors are edging the company out of the
market, and to compete, costs have to be lowered. And, what's the first way to save
money? Cut personnel. It's come down to three teamsthey areconsidering cutting,
and, you guessed it, yours is one of them.
The next weekiscalled"comparativeevaluation,"which will be basicallyabunch
of internal affairs suits seeing which team wastes the most company money. No
sense in a fair contest-you're not about to lose your job that easily. This is 2020,
and it's war!

REIREmE'S
BACKaOUm
Being in the company is very nice. The PCs have quickly grown used to lavish
expense accounts, with credit limits of 20,000eb. They are also provided with very
nice apartments and a safe lifestyle, as opposed to that on the street. it is also very
unlikely that they will be ableto get jobsfrom the other companies. All told, the PCs
will probably want to keep their jobs at all costs.
Over the next week (five days), three evaluators will ba randomly watching over
the three teams. Also, the expenses of each team will be closely monitored.
There are many ways to sabotage the other teams, including running up
incredibletabs on their accounts, even destroyingtheir equipment (causing more
expenses for replacements).Also, since utility is being considered, making ateam
appear incompetent will increasethe chance that it will be cut. Of course, it is not
necessary to mention that each of the other teams will also be trying to sabotage
the PC group.
To make matters worse, three days into the "assessment," the company will
announcethat Woof thethree teams will be cut, sothe fighting should intensifyand
destroy any possible "team-ups" that could have developed.

CO~WW
This is a generic company which is multinational and so diversified that it is
involved in everything known to man. The company has a large division in Might
City (or whichever city your game takes place in) and is in general a very nice
corporation compared to most. It pays well, provides good services and seems
honorable. However, it is also doing badly in the market and losing money, and so
has decided to cut costs wherever possible.

SBECWL 0s
The players are assumed to be par! of the Special Ops division of the
corporation, specifically handlingfighting duties. However, thisdivisionissimply an
example, and can easily be modifiedto fit almost any type of Cyberpunkteam. Here
are some examples of different divisions that could replace the Special Ops one
described.
Notethatthe otherteams will be approximately equal intermsof ability, numbers
and skill as the PCgroup, sothey are in for an even fight. Createtheopposingteam
members by slightly modifying the players' characters.
(P Acorprate team might be inthe research department, doing allths necessary
research for the company. In this instance, the adventure would probably consist
of organizing research within the team to discredit the others and to disrupt their
research efforts as much as possible.
A band would probably have been signed on by the cornpany and would be
competing against other bands. The adventure might take a turn for running
Clha41anam 71

Team mission failed: -5
competingconcerts to demonstratetheir
Every hour missed per person: -1
popularity, and discrediting the other
Working through lunch per person: +I
bands, destroying their popularity.
Expenses (per $100): -1
e Atraumateam might be competing
in the medicaldepartment against other
IpIuRncIpmn
emergency service teams. In this case,
There are three separate teams for
the adventure could turn very dirty very
quickly, as the teams fight to be first on the adventure, all within the Special
the scene, possibly sabotaging each Ops division. One specializes in secuother's equipment.
rity (Sec Ops), another in covert operao Mercenary teams are already cov- tions (Covert Ops) and the last in asered by the adventure, as an extraction sault missions (Hard Ops). However,
team, but they could also be a group the company assumes that they are
assigned to guard top-level executives. pretty much interchangeable, so why
Inthiscase, eliminatingtheotherteam's both with three separate teams? The
executive would certainly guarantee PCs could be on any of the three teams,
success, providing their part in the as- possibly making up an entire team on
sassination is never revealed.
their own. So, all three are presented
e Gangs and nomad packs might be below, allowing players to choose. The
hired by the corporation for various du- information can be altered to suit the
ties. If the corp decides it doesn't need skills of the player characters.
as many "small time" groups, the fightSECURITU 0
ONS
ing will undoubtedlyturn ugly veryquickly
The first team is in charge of security
asthegangsor packsfightoverwho will
keep the contract with the company.
operations, particularly surveillance
o Cops will undoubtedly be in charge duties, bodyguarding and netrunning.
of security within the corporation, and in There are six members, including four
this case, sabotaging each other's ef- cops, one netrunner and one techie.
forts by destroyingeach other'ssecurity The cops typically take the beat and do
would be possible. Show which team is the bodyguarding, with the techie and
laziestor most ineff ective, and you guar- netrunner as backup and surveillance
experts. The following are sample Sec
antee that they will be let go.
Ops attacks on other teams:
@ Media teams would be the newsMax Accounts: The netrunner can
gathering teams of the company. The
fighting would not necessarily involve hack into ID6 of another team's acgunplay with this type of a team, per- counts and charge their credit accounts
haps working more on discrediting one tothe maximumwith false purchases. It
another, beating the other to the story, will take 206 days for the bank to clear
exposing the other's flaws.
this up. (25, 1 hour, netrunner.)
Change Security Codes: The Sec
LET THE
Ops team may want to change the seThe announcement comes at 9 a.m. curity codes on another team's offices.
Monday morning, with noadvancewarn- The team aff ected will need six hours of
ing-and no time to get a head start on work before they can get back into their
theotherteams. Overthe next fivedays office. ttwill alsocost 1000eb. (30,l D6+2
though, the PCscancertainly workover- hours, techie and netrunner.)
Alert the Enemy: Sec Ops can also
time or come in early for sabotage.
The evaluatorsshow upimmediately, give advance warning to one of the other
three rather snotty corporates who do team'stargets.The affectedteam will have
not look likethey enjoy minglingwith the thedifficulty of its mission increased by 10.
"lower class." They work from 9 to 5, (15, one hour, one person.)
Kidnapping: The team can attempt to
with one hour for lunch. Most work is
simply administrative stuff, filling out kidnap another team's target, to prevent
reports, etc.
the affectedteam from completing its goal.
They can probably release the target 24
Remind the players three things:
s They still have to work, and every hours later. (30,24 hours, four cops.)
Total Defensive Posture: Sec Ops
hourthey missof work, they losepoints.
(D Missedsleepcauseslessereffiiciency.
team members can lock themselves in,
watch all others by camera and not do
e Their jobs are on the line here.
anything else. This means they cannot
complete any operations outside of their
SCORING
Every day, calculate the characters' office, and it increases the difficulty of any
score from the following, starting with a attack on their offices. (20, unlimited, all.)
base 30. Remember to count up how
Mssions
much time is spent not working, and
The team will be sent a maximum of
count every penny of company money
one mission per day. Every day, roll 1D6
they spend.
Team mission completed success- on the Missions Table below to determine the nature of the mission.
fully: +5
50
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Surveillance on corporate suspected of defection. (Duration:
6D6 hours. Difficulty: 20. Sur-

4

Watch over a blackoperation, to
make sure nothing goes wrong.
Some fighting does ensue. (Duration:6 hours. Difficulty:25. Surveillance.)

The base chance of succeeding at a
mission sent on depends on who goes.
See the Chance of Success Table below. Add the point values of all going on
the mission, then add 1D10. The team
succeeds if the total exceeds the mission difficutty. Failure in a mission by 5
or more means one team member dies.
Bodyguanfing
t4 per cop
+2pert&ii

Surveillam
+2 per cop
+5perk&ie

Netrunning

+I 0 per netrunner

Typical Security Ops: INT6, REF7,
TECH 6, COOL 9, MA 4, BODY 8.
Skills:Authority +4/lnterface +4/Jury
Rig +4, Awareness +8, Handgun +6,
Aikido 4,Submachinegun +4, Stealth
+4, Electronic Security 4, Streetwise
+4, Shadow +2.
Cybernetics: Adrenal Booster,
Subdermal Armor/Neuralware Processor: Interface Plugs, Cybermodem Link.
ssions: (6)ArasakaMinarni10s
(two clips each), (6) Stemmeyer 35s,(6)
Flak Vests, (6) NylonHelmets, (6) Mastoid
Commos, (1) Cellular Phone, (1) standard
Cybermodem, (1) Tech Tool Kit.
Description: There are four cops,
one netrunner and one techie in the
group, reflecting the different special
abilities.

COVERT OPEMIIONS
The second team is in charge of
covert operations, involving alternate
weaponry, particularly covert assassinations, sabotage and high-techoperations. There are six members, including
three solos, two techies and one
medtechie. The solos typically do the
actual attacks, whereas the medtechie
and techies are the behind-the-scenes
operators, setting things up.
The following are sample Covert Ops
attacks on other teams:
Wilem:The medtechie can drug
an opponent team's food with a nausea
drug. ttcausesaiossof-4REF,and-2 INT

and nauseafor 2D6 hours thereafter, renderingthose affected unableto workor do
anythingforthattimeperiod. (15, one hour,
medtechie.)
Annoyance: The team can find another team currently on a mission and
fire Microwavers at them during the
mission.This will cause malfunctionsas
described in the Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0.
game, raising the difficulty of the mission by 5. (10, three hours, two people.)
Disarming: They can break into another team's offices and steal all their
weapons. This will mean the team affected will be unarmed for two days
before new weapons can be bought,
and the cost of the new weapons will be
added to their account. (20, two hours,
two techies.)
Hallucinations:Anotherteam'sventilation system can be rigged with a
hallucinogenic gas, so that all within will
start experiencing the effects in one
hour. It will cause hallucinationsfor 1D6
hours. (25, six hours, medtechie and
two techies.)
Black Death: As a last resort, the
team can apply Biotoxin I to the door
handles of anotherteam's offices. It will
be on the outside, so no breaking in is
required. (20, one hour, medtechie.)

Typical Covert Ops: INT 8, REF 5,
TECH 9, COOL 8, MA 5, BODY 5.
Skills: Combat Sense +4/Jury Rig
c4hfedical Tech +4, Awareness +4,
Handgun +6, Aikido +2, Submachinegun +2, Stealth +6, Electronic
Security +6, Chemistry +4, Basic Tech
+4, Pharmaceuticals 4.2.
Cybernetics: Chemical Analyzer,
Nasal Filters.
Possessions: (6) Sternmeyer 35
(two clips each), (6) Silencers, (1)
Microwaver, Nausea Drug (10 doses),
(6) Hallucinogen gas grenades, (5)
doses of Biotoxin 1, (6) Light Armor
Jackets, (6) Smartgoggles, (6) Mastoid
Commos, (1) Tech Toolkit, (1) B & E
Toolkit, (1) Electronics Toolkit, (1)
Medkit, (1) Drug Analyzer.
Description: There are three solos,
two techies and one medtechie in the
group, reflecting the different special
abilities.

APiWD 8PS

Hard Ops is in charge of head-on
assaults, overt extractions and demolitions. There are six members, all solos
trained in heavy weapons and highly
skilled in combat. One always knows
when they are involved, as they do not
hide their activities, instead using loud
explosions to mark their presence.
IVIissions
The following are sample Hard Ops
The team will be sent a maximum of
one mission perday. Every day, roll 1D6 attacks on other teams:
Threats: Bomb threats can be
on the Missions Table below to deterphoned in to an opponent's office. Normine the nature of the mission.
mally, this requires leaving the office for
1D6 hours while a bomb disposal unit
searches the offices. (10, negligible,
anyone.)
Vandals: The team can break into
2 Kill an enemy covert operative another team's off ices and vandalize it,
on thestreet usingsilencedguns. causing over 2000eb in damages. This
(Duration: 1 hour. Difficulty: 25. will be charged to the team involved.
Also, ammunition can be replaced with
blanks. If it is not discovered, add 10 to
the difficulty of completing a mission.
(20, four hours, two people.)
Attack Target: They can actually at4 Assassinate coraorate in his tempt to assassinatethe extractiontarhome. Method is' left up to the get of another team in an attempt to
team. (Duration: 6 hours. Diffi- make them fail in their rescue. (30, six
hours, All.)
culty: 20. Assassination.)
Bombing: If things are looking bad
5-6 No mission.
for the team, they can try bombing anThe base chance of succeeding at a other team's office, destroying all the
mission sent on depends on who goes. equipment inside and causing over
See the Chance of Success Table be- 10,000eb in damages. (35, four hours,
low. Add the point values of all going on four solos.)
Attack Team: An outright, head-on
the mission, then add 1D l 0. The team
succeeds if the total exceeds the mis- attack on members of anotherteam can
sion difficulty. Failure in a mission by 5 take place. (40, one hour, all.)
or more means oneteam memberdies.

faniisslons
sabotage
+5 pertehie
+3pcxsob
+2 per tedlie

Assassination D~gging
+5 per srsolo
+5 per medtechie
dpertehie +3persdo

Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0.

The team will be sent a maximum of
one mission perday. Everyday, roll 1D6
on the Missions Table below to determine the nature of the mission.

tion. Kill all in encampme& outside city limits. (Duration: 6
hours. Difficultv: 30.Assault.l

4

Attack gang which has been
harassing corporateoperatives.
(Duration: I hour. Difticultv: 25.

The base chance of succeeding at a
mission sent on depends on who goes.
See the Chance of Success Table below.
Add the point values of all going on
the mission, then add 1D l 0. The team
succeeds if the total exceeds the mission difficulty.
Failure in a mission by 5 or more
means one team member dies.
Assaults
t 3 per solo

Extractions
+4 per solo

Bombing
t 5 per solo

Typical Hard Ops: IMT 5, REF 9,
TECH 6, COOL 5, MA 7, BODY 8 (10).
Skilis: Combat Sense +6, Awareness +4, Handgun 92, Karate +4,
Submachinegun +4, Rifle +4, Heavy
Weapons +4, Stealth +4, Demolitions
+4, Weaponsmith 4-4.
Cybernetics: Grafted Muscle, Adrenal Booster.
Possessions: (1) Barret-Arasaka
Light 20mm (one clip), (3) Kalishnikov
A-90 Heavy Rifles (two clips each), (6)
Militech Ronin LightAssauIt Rifles (four
clips each), (6) Uzi Miniauto 9 (one clip
each), two kilograms of C-6, (6) timer
detonators, (6) Mastoid Commos, (1)
radio detonator, (6) FragmentationGrenades, (6) Flak vests, (6) Nylon Helmets.
Description: There are six solos in
the group, reflecting the different special abilities.

CONCLUSION
The adventure ends after the five
days are through, or when two teams
have been eliminated. Tally up the totals for all surviving teams, and award
the winning team a continued contract
with the company.
If the player characters are fired,
then they now have a black mark on
their names and will have a hard time
finding new employers, probably having lo start back with minor street samurai jobs. f
2

y playershaveinfiltratedthe
enemy's headquartersand
in an unusual bout of cleverness have decidedto set
up a phone tap. As they
listen in on the conference
betweenthe villain and his
crony, Ifind myself ata toss
for a name for this minor character-informationmy playerswill need to know ifthey
intendto interceptthe villain's fiendish plat.
Inabrainstormof creativity, Isnatchtheohso inventivemoniker Larry Bakeroutof the
air. Later, when the players corner him, I
mistakenly identify him as Larry Barnes.
Boring names and dumb mistakes
often can turn an otherwise interesting
gaming session into a tedium of contemplation and correction. To counter
this, you need only to put in a small
amount of energy and research with
which to create a name generation library. Thisone-timeinvestment will help
to avoid a lifetime of frustration.
Two main criteria must be considered
before beginnir;g to build a name generation library. First, where is the story taking
place? Second, when is the story taking
place? You will have an easier time creating the names of modernAmericans than
those of Medieval Europeans. Here are a
few suggestions which should help in
making a libraryformost any setting. Modern names are much simpler to create, so
we'll begin there.

II

HERE AND NOW
If yourstory is set inthe United States,
sources aboundfor easy reference.One

keepaboxof baseballcardshandy, and
whenever Ineed a name, Idrawtwoout.
The first name on the first card and the
last name on the second become my
character's name. This is not one of the
most reliable methods (every once in a
while, I end up with something like
Fernando Jones), but it is one of the
most fun.
Other simple techniques are to keep
an old yearbook, phone book, or Who's
Who handy, and when the situation
arises, open to a random page and use
the first name you find. One big advantage of this over baseball cards is the
ability to generate female names. If you
want to add more variety, or you just

can't handle the distraction of one of
yourclassmates'names being used in a
roleplaying session, use the same strategy asthecards. Takeone person'sfirst
name and another's last to create an
entirely new name.
However, all of these approaches still
take time and some effort, and they are
fairly bulky. Since no one wants to carry
any more booksthanabsolutely needed,
this is where the concept of a name
generation library comes in.

Now, what if my story line is set in the
heaft of downtown Rio de Janeiro? I'm
afraid most of us don't have a Brazilian
Who's Who or a copy of the Rio phone
book, so how do we come up with good
names when we don't even know what
a Brazilian name is?
Thistaskwill requirea little work. First
of all, it is always a good idea to build
your foreign name library some time
beforeyou actually need it. Readthrough
the international news in your newspaper, and when you spot aforeign name,
jot it down and notethecountryit isfrom.
THE LBRBRY gFSEEIF
A name generation library is actually Then make a generation library for that
no more than a list of first and last country listingthe first nameonone side
names which may be cross-referenced of the page (you may want to note
to immediately create a necessary whether it is masculine orfeminine)and
name. By using some of thesamemeth- the last name on the other. This way,
ods already described, or by a method overtime, you will create afairly expanof your own devising, make a list of first sive list ready whenever needed.
If, however, that list is not long enough
names (male and female) down one
side of a page. Then make a list of last when you are beginningtoprepare your
names down the other side. Whenever story, go to the library and find a (recent)
you need a name, create one by choos- history book of the country in question.
ing one off each list.
In it, you should discover a more then
Not only does this make your job that satisfactory numberof nameswithwhich
much easier, but by having apreselected to complete your library.
Another, less reliable system of genlist, characters will have much more
interesting and memorable names. eratingforeignnames istopagethrough
Once a name has been used, you may your phone book and look for them. If
want to put a mark next to it so as to you find a name which you believe is of
a specific nationality, make a note of it.
avoid overusing the same one.
Now that we have these memorable You can then list that name under the
names, how do we keep up with who heading of whatever nationality you
they connect to? The answer to that believe it to be. The primary problem
question is simple, but it is something with this method is the possibility of
which all too many gamemasters fail to misidentifyingthe name's origin, which
do. Keep a spare piece of paper around can lead to an embarrassina situation

character, make a quick note of who
they are and what significance they
have. This doesn't have to be a biography, just whatever information you may
need to recall. Typical NPC notes of
mine read similar to this: Matthew
Steephill, murder victim; Donovan
Burney, sheriff;Tanya Fulenwider,pharmacist. You can also use this space to
record any other notes about the NPC,
such as their attitudes toward the characters, a secret allegiance to the enemy, or just an odd quirk.

long as your players don't know any
better, you're safe. But don't count it.
'

W LONG m E AGO...
Up Pill now, we have been assuming
that these stories are taking place in a
modern setting. Let us noiforgetthatfor
many people the term roleplayinggame
means one thing-Medieval Europe.
The primary problem with creating ancient names lies in the origins of last
names, orsurnames. Most modern surnames are derived from descriptive
terms, used long ago to distinguish be-

NGER

HN A STRANG L m D
Okay, so much for the easy stuff.
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tween people with the same first name.
For example, if two men in the same
village were named Peter, they may
have been distinguished by their occupations (Peter the baker and Peter the
weaver), by their heritage (Peter the
son of John and Peterthe son of Jacob),
or by some other feature (Peter of the
woods and Peter the elder).
From descriptiveterms such asthese
comeourmodernsurnames(e.g., Baker,
Weaver, Johnson, Jacobson, Woods
and Elder). Eventually, somewhere
down the line, someone's childrenwould
begin to use the same surname as their
father, especially if the name was an
occupation (most children carried on in
the same occupation as their parents).
The next problem lies in the lack of
lists of common names of the period. I
don't know anyone who has any Medieval phonebooks lying about.And baseball cards from the Dark Ages are, at
best, hard to come by. So almost all
information on names is going to have
to come from history books.
You can, however, generate a fairly
comprehensive list by using some common sense.Once again, most surnames
camefromoccupation,heredityorsome
other descriptive quality. Don't be afraid
to make up afew of your own. Remember, if the description fits, it makes perfect sense to use it (sure, Helios the fat
may be unkind, but you do know which
Heliosthey're talking about). By making
a list of such items, you can come up
with an adequate generation library.
First names forthis period are somewhat trickier. Afew general facts:
Many names from this time were
biblical (John, Peter, Mary, etc.), so a
quick paging through the Gospels will
provide a healthy list
There were few nicknames (David
would not be called Dave, Alexander
would not be called Alex), so avoid their
use.
Only the wealthy had long or complicated names (the poor were mostly
illiterate, and therefore had little knowledge of fanciful names).
Once again, feel free to create your
own first names, but these will tend to be
less convincing than self-made last
names.
A good strategy to consider when
making a Medieval name library is this:
Generate a separate name list for each
broad category of careers-merchants,
warriors, priests, craftsmen, etc. This
will give you the advantage of having a
preselected list of names applicable to
each occupation. For example, a library
of surnames for warriors may contain
suchtitles as"thevictorious,""the brave,"
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"the swordsman,""the trollslayer," 8tc.A
good way to get a little more mileage out
of your lists isto usethe name again and
dropthe"the,"making anamelikeuAnton
Battleborn" instead of "Anton the
battleborn." However, I do not recommend using the same first name with it
again.
lnsofaras otherperiodsof history are
concerned: If you are playingin a period
sometime before the Middle Ages, villages and towns were so small that no
two people usually had the same name
at the same time, and surnames were
unnecessary. Sojust usethe first names
section of your list. Historicalexamples
of this include Plato, Socrates, Charlemagne and Hannibal. As you move
back to truly ancient times (as in B.C.),
the only realoptions left open inorderto
generatenames are research and imagination.
If your setting is sometime between
the MiddleAges and now, most players
won't notice if you get lazy and just use
your modern lists. But it does add flavor
to the game if names thatwere common
then, but are uncommon now, make
appearances. For example, inthe 1800s
last names such as Pinkerton, Teasdale
and Peabody, and first names such as
Schuyler and Levi, were in use much
more than today. A GM who wishes to
add color to his stories can gain a lot by
a one-time research trip to the library.
As for foreign historical names, you
can usually get away with using the
same lists you use for modern foreign
characters. If your players are both linguists and historians, I recommend using the same techniques mentioned
above, but in the required language.

...IN A OI.
FAR FAR AWAY
In case you science-fiction garners
think I'm leavingyouout,there areafew
suggestions which can help generate
names for your starfaring cultures. In a
science-fiction or futuristic setting, just
about anything goes. Who'sto say what
names are going to move toward, or
what names from an alien culture are
going to be like? There are several
options open to you.You can fall backto
the descriptive termsof the past, substituting terms that apply better to your
game universe (Skywalker and Solo
are good examples of this), or use a
continuance of modern names (such as
Ripley, Hicks, Hudson), or create your
own unique language and names (e.g.,
anything Klingon). Or you may wish to
do something else, completely different
from these. The more original and personalized you make your library, the

more entertaining it becomes.
Somegamesystemsgive you agood
head start by naming alien characters in
adventures, sourcebooks or timelines.
For example, from movies and television we knowthat all Vulcans have only
one name, which usually begins with an
S and ends with a K (Spock, Sarek,
Sybock, Saavik, etc.)
Once you decide how you want
namesofthatcuIturetosound, all that is
left is for you to create a library of first
and last names (or possibly, only first
names) and use it as described above.

LIONS AND TIGlERS r n B
ORCS, OH lvlul
The process of name library generation for races of intelligent monsters
uses muchthe same tactic as for aliens.
Create a pattern of names that you feel
sounds right. For example, when naming Orcs, I like to take into account their
harsh outlook and warlike culture. First
names such as Grak, Strag and Bronkk
precede surnames like Bonesnapper,
Axebiter and Bloodletter. These are of
my own creation, though I based them
on similar names Iread in sourcebooks.
If you like a particular name you read,
feel free to add it to your list. It can only
make it better.

mu, WWT AWUT us1
These lists do not have to be the sale
properties of NPCs, either. Many players
would be aided immensely by them in
charactercreation. GMs can givethe players access to the library when they are
naming characters and contacts. This will
help end the ageoki quanday of "I just
can't figure out what to name him."

BEFORE I 6 0
One last tip: When making your libraries, it is a good idea to avoid names
which are highly distinctive or famous.
Sure, Rambo is a legitimate last name,
but your players will probably have too
hard a time holding back a chuckle
every time they hear someone identify
himself as such. Likewise, if your story
is set during the American Revolution
and every person they meet is named
Franklin, Washington or Jefferson, the
game will quickly begin to seem silly.
Once you have created your name
generation libraries, they should be of
use to you for some time to come. A
library of only 20 first and 20 last names
allows some 400 different complete
names. Effective use should save you
just a bit of brain strain and provide a
more interesting, rewarding and realistic playing experience for your players
and yourself. Q

Brilliant LancesTM:Traveller Starship Combat
Mere it is, the game that brings science-fiction roleplaying and starship
combat into one realm. This detailed space combat system allows Traveller
players to resolve ship combat in detail never before possible, where each
action depends upon the skill of the charaaer crewmember. Is your character a
sensors wizard, a communications maestro, or an engineering marvel? In
Brilliant Lances, a ship is only as good as its crew. Technology and equipment
are the tools, but in the final analysis, it is people that make the difference.

Traveller: The New Era Referee's Screen
This referee's screen brings you the most commonly used charts and tables in an easily used format, plus handy
character generation player aids cards, and a complete TNE adventure that takes you from the heart of a courageous
pocket empire to the deadliest challenge provided by the New Era. What more do you want, a laser pistol?
Traveller: The New Era Player Forms
This book presents a collection of forms that will be useful to all Traveller players and referees, conveniently perforated
for immediate use. Character sheets and worksheets, NPC and ammo forms, ship design worksheets, hit location
worksheets, blank ship data profiles, animal encounter forms, subsector data forms and others are ail here.

Fire, Fusion, and SteeiTM:Traveller Technical Architecture
What do you want to make? Starships?Tanks? Rifles, pistols,
cannons, laser turrets? it's in there. Do you want to build customized
personal armor? Battle dress? It's in there. What about guided missiles,
fusion guns, meson guns, nuclear dampers, airplanes, satellites,
lifeboats?It's in there. How do you want to power it?Fusion plant?
Batteries, power cell, capacitors? It's in there. Other game systems
give you equipment catalogs; Traveller gives you the factory.
Deiuxe TravelBer: The New Era
Deluxe TNE gives you the Traveller: The New Era rulebook, Fire,
Fusion, and Steel, plus useful player aids cards and other resources all
in a nice biq box. And, if you've already bought the other items
separately, you don't havi to buy the& again to get the other
goodies-they will all be available separately.
Traveller coverage is Challenge magazine.
Challenge brings you nevi! Tb!E adventures,
answers to Traveller, questions, Traveller
b!ews Service reports, pius designer's notes
and articles about tile reasons and research
beh~ndthe Nev~Era.

dismissed or evicted.
If the investigator is a servant, he will
be responsiblefor serving the family at
meals, dusting, cleaning up, etc. The
keeper should decide on additional duties for the character based on gender
and the period. Servants eat in the
kitchen.
If the character is a boarder, he will
eat with the family and can, to a limited
extent, participate in the family's conversations. The character has no say in
the meal, and is limited to his bedroom,
the veranda and the dining room.

BCIAPPIDPlbJG HOUSE
The MacGillivray boarding house is
situated on Chapel Street in Boston,
both facing and flanked by establishments of similar purpose. At the southeastern end of Chapel Street lies the
stone Grace Church. The house is constructed of crumbling reddish-brown
brick and a brownish-blackgambrelroof,
offset by fresh green trim. Out front is a
dun-coloredveranda with thick wooden
railing which overlooks a cobbled front
walk and a roughly ciipped yard. In the
tiny back yard, amidst a tangle of dark
and shriveled brown and green vines, is
an ornate, lichen-encrusted fountain.
The planked, wooden fences enclosing
the back yard are rife with untended
shrubbery, and a weathered tongue of
stone pokes from one clump. An adequately maintainedpathof stone leads
from the rear entrance of the house to
the fountain, paralleled by a clothes line
which has been secured to a spur of
carved stone extended from the
fountain's top.
0ccupants:The masterof the house
is Roy Jonas MacGillivray, a 30-year
veteran of the army. He is a large and
boisterous man in his early fifties, with
several commendations to his record.
Roy is currently a warrant officer and
works as a military engineer. He is planning to retire from the service in May
and maybe begin sharpening his carpentry skills.
His wife, Millie, is the one who manages the boarders. The MacGillivrays
are placing the petty money gained
from their boarders toward Roy's retirement. Millie is not afraid to speak her
mind. She is small, a busybody, and a
bit stern and caring in a schoolmarmish
short of way.
Also living in the house are the
MacGillivrays'daughter, Mabeline, and
her fiance, Dirk Brotworth. Mabeline is
normally avery reservedgirl, but is very
talkative in the presence of her betrothed, almost condescending in her
manner. Dirk is generally pleasant, but
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a Psychology roll reveals that he is only
putting on a facade of nicety for the
MacGillivray seniors. We is rather wellto-do and somewhat arrogant, and often injects subtle sarcasms when conversing with those he dislikes.
Interior: The house's interior is done
in polished hardwood. The living room,
dining room and all bedrooms have
been wallpapered, with mahogany trim.
All the furniture inthe house isvery wellcrafted. Both the foyer and the living
room contain plush Oriental rugs. Convenient shelving is fitted in the corridors
and the rooms, providing space for
brass-framedphotographs, ornatekerosene lamps, statuettes, sculptures and
carvings, among other bric-a-brac.
The master bedroom is used by Roy
and Millie. The other four rooms serve
Mabel, Dirk and the investigator, with
the last to be tenanted by Junior when
he arrives.
Thesmallish library alsodoublesasa
study and contains a number of old
books. These include many family journals, histories, genealogies, military
accounts and military fiction, carpentry
and craft books, a 65-year-old medical
text in Latin and many Christian religious books (protestant-oriented), including a fat Lutheran Bible. The room
contains an oaken desk and two bookcases, and several family photographs
and war commendations hang on the
walls. A small glass case rests on an
ornate corner table, displaying a pair of
war medals and a monocle.
Policy: Milliewill tolerate no cussing,
no alcohol and no night visitors. Smoking is allowed after dinner, but no one
may begin smoking until Roy has lit his
afterdinner cigar. Also, no one may
read the newspaper, which is always
folded neatly on the mail table, before
Roy has. The family generally eats its
meals at 6:30 a.m., noon (sans Roy on
weekdays) and 7p.m. How serious missing a meal is depends on whether the
investigator is a boarder (minor) or servant (major).

EWWS
1:The scenario starts with the inves-

tigator overhearing a dinner conversation in which Millie mentions, "Brother
should be arriving soon, tomorrow perhaps." If questioned, Millie will answer
that the person mentioned is their son,
Junior, who has been away for quite a
while. If pressed as to the exact reason
for Junior's absence, Roy responds,
chuckling, "Oh, to get away from the
nest a bit, Isuppose, and try his hand at
somethings. Just like Mabel here will be
doing soon." The MacGillivrays are

pleasant and discuss a few courleous
inanities with their boarder.
2: Due to either an errand, work or
studies, the investigator will not notice
whether Junior has arrived or not. No
new boots, coat or other outerwear are
present in the main closet if the investigator is of the mind to look.
The keeper should secretly make a
Spot Hidden roll lor the investigator. M
successful, the investigator notices considerable dirt smeared on the Oriental rug
in the foyer. An Idea rollgives him the idea
that someone has wiped his feet on the
rather expensive hall rug. Some crumbles
of dirt are also on the stairs.
By either curiosity, cleaning duties or
chance, the investigator should notice a
weak trail of damp soil that leads up to
the only vacant guest bedroom. Knocking will elicit no answer, and a nosy
investigator will find the door locked. If
the investigatoris uncouth enoughtotry
to break down the door, the room is
unoccupied.
3: Sometime the next day, a freshly
pressed gray suit arrives. If the investigator is a servant, it is likely that he will
be the one to pick up the suit from the
tailor. Millie is rather busy, but if asked,
she will say the suit is for Junior.
4: Later in the day, the investigator
notices an unholy odorthat seems to be
permeatingthe halls of the house. The
smell is faint, but rank and putrid, with a
vague hint of sulfur mixed in.The rest of
the family appears not to notice this
smell at all, and everyone insists they
smell nothing out of the ordinary if it is
remarked upon by the investigator.
5: Another day passes, and the investigator has yet to see Junior, who is
apparently not showing up for meals.
Milliesaysthat he has some businessto
attend to and that he will be having
dinner with the family tonight at 7:30
sharp. If the investigator is a servant,
Mil!ie will announce that this is to be a
special meal, so the good silverware
and royal china are to be set out.
Withihe exceptionof the dining room
and the kitchen, the investigator will
notice that the house is getting a bit
shabbier. The family members are not
picking up after themselves, and dirt
has beentrackedthroughoutthe house.
Various ornaments are in disarray. A
servant will notice when dusting that
there are a few deep scratches on the
mahogany mail table in the foyer. Some
of the food in the icebox, including the
milk, hasgonerancid unexpectedly (Juniorhas beenthirsty).The stench noticed
earlier is more pronounced. There is a
large, filthy stain on the Victorian sofa in
the living room.
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6: When going up to his room, or
when on cleaning duty, the investigator
will overhear arguing in the spare room
(Junior's room). The only voice discernible is that of Millie. A Listen roll, if the
investigator chooses to try to eavesdrop, reveals that only Millie is speaking, apparently scolding someone inthe
room. "Look at this terrible mess," she
says. "Now, Idon't care how old you are,
I expect you washed up for supper.
Here, give me this. Can't you control
yourself? And lying in it all night? Dear
bh dear oh dear." If the investigator is a
servant, add the following, "Now move.
We can't expect poor (insert servant's
name) to clean up this filthy mess, can
we?"
Any knocking at the door or attempt
to enter will result in an angry Millie
ushering the investigator away, rather
insulted that this person would intrude
on what she calls "personal business."

CLUES
Some clues are only available at certain times, based on which events have
occurred. Such clues will have a range
listed after their title (e.g., "4-6") which
indicatesthefirst event and last event in
which the clue is available.
BackYard:The tongue of stone protruding from the shrubbery is in fact a
tombstone, which the MacGillivrayssay
has been there since they moved in.
The inscription has been removed.
Grace Church: Church records lists
thetombstone of Roy MacGillivrayJr. to
have been erected in the church cemetery in absentium.Anyone botheringto
search the cemetery will find no such
tombstone.
Public Records: Junior was listed
as missing and presumed dead over
five years ago.Atombstone was erected
in Grace Church Cemetery.
Newspaper: Any research into the
disappearance of Junior uncovers an
article dated five and a half years earlier
that details the search for the boy, who
was 15 at the time, when he failed to
come homefromschool. Hewasthought
to have run away until several articles of
his clothing were found near adrainage
ditch. He was then presumeddrowned,
and a memorial service was held at
Grace Church. Millie, who did not attend, was reported as being quietly adamant in her belief that Junior was still
alive.
MacGillivray LibrarylStudy (4-6):
Anyone looking at the display case in
thecorner will noticethat the monocle is
gone. No one will admitto have taking it,
though a Psychology roll reveals that
the investigator is the one suspected.

A Library Use roll made in here, with
the intent of researching the family or
Junior, reveals that there have been
several officially undocumented cases
of insanity in the MacGillivray line, taking place in isolated incidents, with the
exception of a single violent outburst
involvingthe entire clan about 65 years
ago.
A second Library Use roll uncovers a
journal written by Junior's grandfather
(now deceased), who beganthe compilationof family history.Thisjournalstates
that both of the MacGillivray children
(Mabel and Roy) had difficult births, and
that Millie had four stillborn children
priorto hertwo successfulpregnancies.
Cellar (4-6): Should the investigator
go into the cellar (to fetch some b t a toes for the meal, for example), he will
notice a depression in the floor. Examination reveals that someone was apparently digging here. Awooden bucket
in a corner has some fresh soil clinging
to the inside. The strange smell noticed
earlier is stronger here, even mixed with
the cellar's dank and earthy smell.
Junior's Room (5): Aservant investigator will have a legitimate reason to
enter this room, which will be unlocked
and unoccupied. The room is rather
shabby, and there is dirt tracked on the
floor. The furniture is not quite in disarray, but far from neatly arranged. Underneath its covers, the bed is coated in
damp soil, within which squirm a few
small earthworms. R emanates a terrible smell. An Idea roll yields the realization that there is no luggage, no
suitcase, no personal effects and no
clothes in the room--except for the
room's general disorder and filth, no
one appears to be living here.
Guest Washroom (6): A look at this
washroom reveals a tub with a ring of
mud and filth. The sink and toilet have
fared slightly better. One of the towels
on the rack is black with dirt. A frayed
toothbrush, sticky with baking soda and
a yellowish slime, isstucktothecounter.

DMER
Juniorfinally decides to sit down to a
meal with his family. Regardless of
whether the investigator is a boarder or
servant, he will enter the dining room
last, without seeing Roy until then. A
boarder will be sitting down to have
dinner, while a servant will enter only
when after-dinner tea is called for. A
servant eavesdropping on the dining
room conversation will hear laughing,
talking and, beneath this, a horrendous
smacking, sucking and slurping, as if
someone were eating grossly.
Withinthewell-furnisheddiningroom,
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Vielory Conditions:The attacker wins by destroying or crippling all
defendingunits.The defender wins by destroying, crippling or driving off
all attacking units.

hknder

hen Kerensky's fleet left the Inner Sphere, not all the
ships completed the journey. With such a large operation, the loss of several vessels was not unexpected.
Some of these losses werethe resultsof secondthoughts
on the parts of the military on-board the vessel. Others
were the result of catastrophic drive accidents. Some
were the result of less serious drive accidents that
resulted in vessels ending up off course.
One such accident befellthe Star Leaguejumpship Grant. The Grant
was assigned to carry several infantry and conventional armored units
and their drop ships. Unfortunately, the Grants drive system was
suffering from a minute, but serious, malfunction. The Grants initial
jump went well. It was the "landing" that was problematic. When the
Grant reentered normal space, its drive system overloaded.
Acting quickly, the bridge crew released all the drop ships and
advised them of the situation.
Mere minutes after the drop ships escaped the predicted danger
zone, the Grantexploded.Left with no alternative, the drop ships landed
on the planet below them.
Since the families of the soldiers had accompanied them and there
were several engineering units among the forces, colonization was
relatively easy. The colony thrived for decades, and things were going
very well. At least until Bandit forces stumbledonto the world and found
out that a fully functioning society with Star League-era technology
existed on the world. After that, the inhabitants of Grant (the world's
name) knew little peace.

SCEN-IThe following three scenarios depict attacks by various forces on the
city of Walker.
The first depicts a bandit incursion, the second an attack by Kurita
forces, and the third an intrusion by a Clan force. All scenarios use the
following map setup.
Map S e a p

Maps 1 and 2 are the BanieTech maps. The word "BartieTech" is to
be at the bottom of each map. Map 3 is a CityTech map. It should also
havethe word "BatNeTedJ'atthe bottomofthe map. The "concretenparl
of the map should have numerous buildings set up in it, induding three
hardened buildings representingfactories. They should be set up near
the city center. You may wish to record the setup of the city for continuity
between scenarios. All damage will be repaired between scenarios as
they are years apart.

BANDm A"BTACK, A D 3021
We had dealt with afew minor incursionsin the past, butthis was new.
Orbital Command reported at least two jump ships in orbit and multiple
dropships. Iknewsomeorthese were intendedfor us when Isaw 'mechs
dropping from the sky. No doubt vehicles would be coming in later.
Watching the 'mechs descend, I noticed that they were rather sloppy
about their operation. A doseup view with my tank's image enhancer
revealed that the 'mechs were in poor condition. Maybethings wouldn't
be quite as bad as I expected.
Setup: As above. All buildings are intact.
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The defender represents elementsofthe Grant RegularArmy and the
Walker Militia.
Regular Army Forces:
Fwr Cyrano VTOLs, Piloting 5 Gunncxy 4. Sel up anywhere on Map 3.
Two Nightskde VTOLs, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.
Two Lightnings, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
One Demon, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
TWOMagi, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
One Fury, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
Militia Forces:
Three Echidna, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3
Three Tapir, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4, carrying two platoons of jump
troops each (regulars, if infantryquality is used). Armed with SRMS. Set
up anywhere on Map 3.
Four Platoons oi machinegun armed foot infantry. Set up anywhere
on Map 3 (Regulars).
TWOPlatoonsof laser armed mechanized infantry (Regulars). Set up
anywhere on Map 3.

Amcker
The attacking forces are elements of a Bandit raiding party. Attacking
forces may be set up anywhere within five hexes of the I& side of Map 1.
Lanm One:
Warhammer, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3. Left arm PPC generates two
additional points of heat per firing. Two heat sinks do not work. Left leg
has only 11 points of internal structure.
Crusader, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Right torso LRM ammo rack only
holds seven volleys. Left arm has only 9 points of internal structure.
Rifleman, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Both medium lasers have been
replacedwith AC/5 ammunition. Right torso has only 11 points of armor
on the front.
Rifleman, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Right torso medium laser generates an
extra point of heat when fired. The AC15 a m m bay only hdds 16 shots.
Lance Two:
Cicada, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. This Cicada has the inferior heat sinks
and each one only disperse 0.6 heat points.
Stinger, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. The internal structure of both legs is
only 2 points (each).
Stinger, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. One heat sink is nonoperational.
Wasp, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. The right arm has only 2 points of armor
and 2 points of internal structure.
Demlisher, Piloting 5 Gunnefy 4. The front has only 32 paints of arm.
Vedette, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. An additional machinegun has been
added to the front, and MG ammo has been reduced to 0.5 tons.
Hetzer, Piloting6Gunnery5. The unit has afaulty enginethatreduces
Flank Speed to 5.
Four Scorpion light tanks, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.

ITA AmACK, Ad3 3029
House Kurila had made us an o f f e ~
Turn over the technical data on
your combat armor and consent to Kurita rule or be subjugated Our
leaders'response was just as I expected: W e do not recognize Kurila
as an legifimate authoriw "
The Kurita response was also what Iexpected. Once again, enemy
dropships appearedin our atmosphere. N was lime to fight again.
Stup: As above.All damage that was inflicted seven years ago will
have been repaired.
Victory Conditions:The attacker wins by destroying or crippling all
defending units.The defender wins by destroying, crippling or driving off
all attacking units.

kknder
The defender represents elements of the Grant RegulaiArmyandthe
Walker Militia.
Army Forces:
Four Ripper VTOLs , Piloting5 Gunnery 4. Sel up anywhere on Map 3.
Two Kangas, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.

&L.Lle%eh

One Demon, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
One Rhino, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
One Fury, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
Four Decades of SRM-armed CombatArmor Troops (Elite). Set up
anywhere on Map 2 or 3.
Militia Forces:
Two Echidna, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.
Two Tapirs, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4, with two platoons of SRM-armed
infantry (Veteran) each. Set up anywhere on Map 3.
Six Platoons of machinegun-armed foot infantry (regular). Set up
anywhere on Map 3.
Four Platoons of laser armed mechanized infantry (regular). Set up
anywhere on Map 3.
Four ACl5 field weapons, Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
Weapons are emplaced with 15-point walls on all sides.
One Puma, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.

Aeackea
The attacker represents Kurita forces. Attacking forces set up within
five hexes of the left-hand edge of Map 1.
CommandLance:
Marauder, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Warhammer, Piloting 4 Gunnery 4.
Grand Dragon, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Grand Dragon, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Support Lance:
Archer, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3.
Catapult, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Catapult, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Trebuchet, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Recon Lance:
Jenner, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Jenner, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Wasp, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Locust, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
4 platoons of SRM-armed mechanized infantry (Veteran).
2 platoons of SRM-armed jump infantry (Veteran),

THE CLAN, AD 3052
At first, we rejoiced when we learnedthat forces from the Exodushad
returned. After all, but for a defective drive, we wouldhavebeen among
them. Sadly, our joy soon died when we learned of their behavior.
lnsteadof waitinginjoy to be reunited with ourfamily, we dugin, awaiting
the attadc of strangers. LuckiIx when the attack came, Davion forces
were been on-world, accompanying a scientific mission.
Setup: As above.
Victory Conditions: The attacker wins if all defending units are
destroyed or crippled. The defender wins if all attacking units are
destroyed, crippled or driven off.
Notes: Given the large forces involved in this battle, it is recommendedthat there be several players on each side. If miniatures and a
large surface are available, this is a good battle to play on the larger
surface afforded by such conditions. This is a tough battle for the
defender, given the superiority of the Clan technology.

Wkndea
The defending forces represent elements of the Grant RegularArmy,
the Walker Militia and a Davion unit.
Regular Army:
VTOL Wing 4 "Skyhawks". Set up anywhere on Map 3.
4 Rippers, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
3 Cyranos, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4.
Heavy Armor Unit:
3 "Thunderers". Set up anywhere on Map 2.
1 Rhino, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3.
1 Fury, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3.
2 Burkes, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3.
Artillery Unit 2 "DeathRain":
1 Thor, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 3.
1 Chaparral, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Maps.
1 Zephyr, Piloting 4 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2 or 3.
1 Marksman, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.

BattleTech

CombatArmor Infantry Unit:
2"Lancers". Set up anywhere on Map 2 or 3.
2 Decades laser-armed Combat Armor Troops (Elite).
2 Decades SRM-armed Combat Armor Troops(E1ite).
2 Decades machinegun-armedCombat Armor Trmps(Elite).
Militia Forces:
4 Echidna, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 3.
3 Mules, Piloting 6 Gunnery 5. Set up anywhere on Map 2 or 3.
2 Medusas, Piloting 5 Gunnery 4. Set up within 20 hexes of the
remote systems they control.
3 AC15 field weapons, Gunnery 4. Set up anywhere on Map 2 or 3.
These FW are emplaced and have 15 point walls on all sides. If the
optional rules for hidden units are used, they may be hidden.
2 LRM 20 %Id weapons. Gunnery 4. Set up and em
8 SRM 6 remote weapons. Set up in emplacements (15 points, each
side) on any map. If optional rules regarding hidden units are used,
these weapons are hidden.
4 Platoons Armor 2 laser-armed foot infantry (Veteran). Set up
anywhere on Map3.
4 Platoons Armor 2 SRM-armed foot infantry (Veteran) Set up
anywhere on Map3.
2 Platoons Armor 2 SRM-armed jump infantry (Veteran). Set up
anywhere on Map 3.
Davion Forces:
Lance 1:
Axman, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
Rifleman, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.
Enforcer, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. set up anywhere on Map 2.
Enforcer, Piloting 5 Gunnery 3. Set up anywhere on Map 2.

Waackea
The attacking forces are composed of Clan BattleMechs and
BattleArmor units.The Clan is the Smoke Jaguars. Attacking forces set
up within eight hexes of the left edge of Map 1.
CommandS f x
Daisho Piloting 3 Gunnery 2
Masakari, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3
Ryoken, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3
Ryoken, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3
BattleArmor Point
support star:
Vulture, Piloting 3 Gunnery 2.
Vulture, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Ryoken, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Ryoken, Piloting 4, gunnery 3.
BattleArmor Point
Recon Stac
Ryoken, Piloting 3 gunnery 2.
Ryoken, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Koshi, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
Koshi, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
BattleArmor Point
BanfeArmor Star I :
Daishi, Piloting 3 Gunnery 3.
4 BattleArmor Points.
BattleArmor Star 2:
Masakari, Piloting 4 Gunnery 3.
4 BattleArmor Points
BattleArmor Star 3:
5 BattleArmor Points
Point 1:
Koshi, Piloting 3 Gunnery 3.
Point 2:
BattleArmor Point
Point 3:
BattleArmr Point $2
For optional field weapons and infantry type additions to FASA's
BattleTech Compendium, refer to "Infantry and Field Weapons" by
Michael C. LaBossierein Challenge 69. For new vehides designedto
carry infantry, vehides designedto fight infantry, and vehides designed
to support field weapons, see "Infantty 6: Field Weapon Vehides" by
Mchael C. LaBossiere in Challenge 70.
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the unsuspecting universe). The adAt last, someone in the gaming inventure is set, in all places, in Milwau- dustry heardmy oft-repeatedcomments
kee during GenCon (the convention is about GM screens and took heed of my
never named, but anyone who's been words! This GM screen has not one
there knows it by heart-someof us see wasted panel on it! There is no exterior
the MECCA in our nightmares). The art and only a small space devoted to
player characters have to safeguard a the graphics necessary to identify the
computer nerdfrom MilwaukeetoWash- productand provide consumer informaington D.C., through the opposition and tion and UPC codes. Every other bit of
the mayhem that is GenCon. And the bothsides of the three panels is used for
nerd looks and acts just like any of game information.
several thousand other garners attendWith a game as simple as Dream
ing the convention, right down to his Park, you'd think there would be no
ever-present bookpack! The overall ef- need for so much information space.
fect is one of pandemonium, mixed with But the sides facing the players are
a healthy dose of unreality and served lined with information on skills, weapup garnished with the paranoid, secret- ons and character classes, while the
agent corporateatmosphereof CORPS. gamemaster sides feature movement,
(CORPS should have been differently actions range, special effects, armor,
named, but the title Paranoia was al- falling, impact and wound tables--evready taken. Pity.) The adventure in- erything needed to run Dream Park.
The NPC cards cover a number of
cludes three very nice maps--downtown Milwaukee, the MECCA conven- the main gaming NPCs from the three
tion center, and the Safe House--that books written about Dream Park, inGamemaster Screen
Blacksburg Tactical ResearchGan- are completely accurate and may even cludingAlex Griiin,AcaciaGarcia, Oliver
prove usefulforthe occasional poor lost Norliss, Nigel Bishop and Chester
ter. $4.95.
soul trying to find his way around at Henderson. The cards are well done,
Wrinen by Greg Porter.
but could have been better. For exCardstock gamemaster screen for GenCon. (People like me.)
Overall, this is a nice littletreat for the ample, not one of these NPCs has any
CORPSvvith 36-page adventure.
CORPS gamemasters. The content character advantagesor disadvantages
Published in 1992.
could have been better, perhaps with listed, even though acasual read of the
Review by Craig Shmley.
CORPS is a somewhat complex more panels on the screen (four instead books will reveal several (Acacia and
game, with a lot of tables to keep track of three and larger print), but for the Alex are attractive, for instance). Perof. This is to be expected from the man price, this sort of project can't be beat! haps Will Moss couldn't see burdening
any of these characters with the cripwho brought the world the supplement
pling disadvantages that the game deGuns, Guns, Guns (easily the most
signerdemandstocounterbalance even
complex firearmssystem in allcreation).
the most trifling advantage? (The deAs with most games that depend on a
signer claims this was to prevent "sunumberof criticaltables,agamemaster
per-characters." Instead, it succeeds in
screen with those tables is welcome.
limiting the game to every character
With CORPS, this screen is doubly
being the same.) And the illustrations
necessary. Not for the tables, though;
were certainly complimentary-Gwen
some sort of screen is a necessity to
Rider was described as slightly attracshieldconfidential materialfrom the playtive and somewhat overweight, not as
ers. This screen does nicely in that role.
the buxom knock-out on the card.
The three information panels of the
The "GamemasterGuidenis just that.
screen list the essentials of the CORPS
This pack does not include a small
system. From left to right, they display
adventure, as most GM screens do.
firearms (an impressive and lethal list),
Instead, the guide goes over the tables
combat tables and skill use tables. Conof equipment, animals and NPCs that
cise, compact, complete--an excellent
usually swell most gaming rulebooks.
use of limited space. Almost too excelWeapons and armor from all times and
lent, though. In order to cram all that
culturesarerepresented, includingsome
information onto three panels, the type
that won'tbefound elsewhere(few other
got a bit onthesmall side-somepeople
games list such exotics as the Pakistani
will have trouble with this. And while the
Jezail musket, or a complete list of InuiV
D.T. Midgette art on the other side of the
Eskimo war gear!). The weapons and
Gamemaster Pack
screen is pretty good, it's all done in
vehicles are all right, butthe guide really
R. Talsorian Games. $12.00.
neon-green line on black, like seeing
shines when it hits the NPC section!
WriHen by William Moss.
graphics on green-screen. The overall
Some are identified(Cleopatra, George
Laminatedcardsto&gamemaster
effect is eerie and hard to see.
The small adventure has no art in it, screen with NPG cards and 48-page Washington,Adolf Hitler, Socrates, King
save for maps. It's short, sweet and gamemaster guide. Supplement for Arthur, etc.), and some are not but are
easy to identify (the Dashing British
twisted-Greg Porter has a flair for the Dream Park.
Secret Service Agent just happens to
Published in De~ember1992.
sadistic (this is also the man who unReview by Craig S h a a l e ~
use a Watther PPK and drive an Astonleashed Macho Women With Guns on
82
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Martin, the Galactic Dark Lord has an explored galaxy is dominated by six
energy sword and telekinetic powers, starfaring races, including humanity,with
the Dark Superhero has equipment just thousands of less advanced, planetlike a certain Warner Bros. commodity, bound species forever at the mercy of
etc.). From SneakThief through Franklin their whims. Most of the stories of the
Delano Roosevelt to High Priestesses series focus on the search for and acand Deities, the guide gives examples quisition of mysterious artifacts left beof almost every kind of NPC the Dream hind by a technological super-race, the
Parkgamemaster will ever need.
long-vanished Hidden Folk (or, in TravThis is a pretty good product. It's a bit eller, the Ancients).
more expensive than the usual GM
There the similarities end. Unlike the
screen, but it certainly gives you all it Traveller universe, where the major
can for the money. The only thing that starfarers have had a long history of
RTG could have done to make this interspecies war, the six racesof Isaac's
better would have been to reduce the Universe are far more concerned with
price or bump the price up to $15 and peacefulco-existence. There has never
include a short adventure as well as been an interstellarconflict, and everyone fears the awful consequences of
everything else.
such an event. The dominant powers
often go out of their way to avoid being
the cause of (or being blamed for) a
violent confrontation. Diplomacy and
one-upmanshipare far more important
tot he six races than military might.
The major strength of the series is in its
portrayal of its aliens. Over the course of
the three volumes, the six major races
have been extensivelydetailed, and readerswillgetagoodfeelforeachin Unnatural
Dijdumcy: Each race has its own peculiarities and strength, as well as its own
dosely guarded secrets. They range from
the near-indestructable but ultra-pacifist
Samians, who resemble giant slabs of
animated beamn, to the
Crotonites, strutting, conceitedavians whoconsider
invective just g o d manners. The other races indude the insectoid Locrians, the aquatic Cella
phonians, and the empathic Naxians. Even humanity (referred to in the
Isaac's Universe, Volume Three.
Awon Books. $4.99stories as Erthumoi) has
Edited by Martin H. Greenberg. In- changed inthe millennium
troduction b y Robert Silverberg. Sto- orso since it burst ontothe
ries by Harry Turtledove, Lawrence galactic scene. Humans
Watt-Evans, Janet Kagan, George now live for a very long
Alec Effinter, Hal Cement, Rebecca time, undergoing rejuvenationevery century orso.
Ore and Karen Haber.
258-page paperback anthology.
Humanity'sgreatest asset
Published in 1992.
lies in its ability to create
exceptional artificial inReview by Pawl Lwcas.
This is the latest in a series of an- telligences,whichtheother
thologies dedicated to a universe cre- races both cover and fear.
This book and its two
ated by the grandmaster of science
fiction, IsaacAsimov. Like its two prede- predecessors are packed
cessors (sub-titled "The Diplomacy with ideasgamerscanuse
Guide" and "Phases in Chaos"), vol- to enliven their own sciumethreecontinuesthethoughtful,high- ence-fiction campaigns.
quality fiction that has become the hall- The aliens and their respectiveculturesarethreemark of the series.
Conceptually, Isaac's Universe dimensional enough to alshares some remarkable similarities to low for their easy grafting
the universe of GDW's Traveller. The into existing game uni-

verses. The technology and science presented in the book, boththe starfarers and
the enigmatic Hidden Folk, are detailed
enough so that they can also be easily
transferred. Many of the situations presented inthestoriescanbe madeintooneor two-session adventures. Of course,
ambitious referees can also set up a carnpaign in Isaac's Universe itsetf, letting the
characters get involvedwith the affairs of
the six races first hand.

EVMBBr$mOP\I
The stories of this volume range from
the average to the exceptional, with the
majority leaningtowardthe latter. The best
are 'One Man's Meat" by LawrenceWattEvans, about avery unusual dinner guest,
and the title story, "Unnatural Dipbmacy"
by Karen Haber, about one Crotonite's
distressing vision of the future of galactic
civilization. Other tales of note include
"Breakups"by HarryTurtledove, inwhich a
deeply coveted secret of the Sarnians is
revealsd;"Fghting WordsnbyJanetKagen,
whereinoutcastCrotonitesseek refugeon
a humanworld, andGeorgeAlecEffinger's
"Water of Lie," a ratherdepressing story of
a shipwrecked Cellaphonian.
Overall, "Isaac's Universe, Volume
Three: Unnatural Diplomacy" is an enjoyable, thought-provoking read that's
guaranteed to inspire new ideas for
your science-fiction campaign. $2
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a swashbuckling scenario offlas
against the thrilling tableau of the

booming broadsides, courageoushwoes,and wnning villains set

Dear Commodore Bwana,
ijust bought and read Survival Margin. If nuhing else, Jt stands as a very good piece d fictr'
I'm wondering two hifigs since I bought THE:

Name withheld by nom du bulletin b a r d el
Those are two very good questions, w h i d bring up two fairly complex answers.
The answerto yourfirstquestiwrgoesrlghtto the heart of the philosophy behindTNE.TNEisgoingto havesecrets,hence

I

This was one of the problems with Traveller and MegaTraveller, where the mystery of the Ancients was destroyed by
explaining too much about them. Once too mudl is known about a topic, it kcornes mundane and its components can be
pigeonholedinto normal commonplacecategories.Things that awaken w r submnciousfears are mu& more powerfulthan
purely rational things. We fear bultets because we understand how they work and we know what they cando to us. But that
fsar is nothing compared to deep-seated fears of evil and magic and ihlngs that go bump in the night. Think of the scene In
the movie Rajders of the Lost A r P when the Nazism open the Ark of the Covenant and all of the ghosts come wt and melt
the Nazism. That scene is powertul bocstuse of its supernatural wdky. What would be mn frightening to a group of
Traveller players:a roughly man-sizedlizard-likecreatureracingrowardthem wreathed in billowing, swirlingclouds with fire
playing from its fingers, or Grandfather, a freak Droyne who cwldn't controf his children, using his T135 grav b&, TL 35
weather contrd backpack, and TL 35 laser gloves?
Traveller mvers an infinitay farge universe, and it is tragic to allow that huge space to becomedrab andover-rationalized.
Pfayers should peridically be put into sltuarions where %heyhave no idea what they've gotten Into,and heir imaginations
flll them with an infinite variety of namefess dreads. What is more excitlrtg, a hufking form lurklng in the shadows up to who
knows what, or a monster laid out on a welt-lit table wlth ail sorts of measuring equipment and apertsctw simple explanation
for everything that it does?
It's certainly true that referees would benefitfrom knowing more about the Black Curtain and other things In order to run
their games.The problem is that everything we writehwn will becorn common knowldgeamng Traveller players in very
short order, and that will destroy any sense of mystery and suspense.
For the time being, the Back Curtain is a figurative name like the Iron Curtain. The Black Curtain describes the frontier
beyond which nothing is known, because no expditions have rearmed. I?is black in the sense of not being illuminated by
data and expforation and simple rational analysis. One thing that:is known is that thecurtain Is characterizedby large number
a f Vampire ships. This alone can explain why no one has ever come back. But what are the Vampire ships doing there?Are
they hiding or guarding something? Dothey live within the Black Sphere, or are they &SO trying to get in?Are ?heycontrolled
by a single force, or are they fighf ng among themselves?These answers wilt be revealed only gradually, in TNS and in
publshedTNE adventures, and we will probablyteave same queHionsforeverunansweredso that referees and playerscan

a free hand in creating their own stcries. Not every-thingthat works well for an individual pmket empire campaign woutd work
in an official grand history, because a number of changes would haw to be made to mordinate all of the individuai stories
and assumptions with each other. Not only wautd that be a lot of work for Dave Nilsen, but it woutd take away gome of the
freedomand autonomy thatpcketempiieplayersdesire.However,~pocketempireplayerswanttosendintheir stuff, 1 would
like to see it, because we could incorprate bits and pieces of pocket empire histories into the larger 'official history" without
trying to weld them all together into a seamless whole. And who knows, maybe they will all fit together without any problems
and we can publish a grand history. Just don't bet your house on It.
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Feedback Results
for Challenge 67

Operation Boomerang (Twilight) ..........................
2.7
All That Glitters (Twilight)
3.4
won in sheep's ~tothirq(MegaTraveller) ...........3.8
Personal Weapons (MegaTraveller)
3.3
Outback (Megafraveller)
3.6
Old Enemles (2300 AD)
..3.5
What Goes Up (Cmrpunk) ................... ... ........ 3.7
Changelings (Referee Tips)
3.4
3.0
To Rescue A Lady Fair (Space: 1899)
Nega-Magicians (Shadowrun)
3.4
Mall Rats (Dark Conspiracy)
....3.3
Buried Treasure (Star Wars) ................................3.1
Soldier Ants (High Colonies)
3.1
Death on the Docks (Cthulhu) ...................... . 3.3
2.9
On tpe Cutting Edge (~attlefech)
Traveller News Service
.4.3
Conventions
-3.0
Reviews
..................................... 3.3
Classifieds
3.3
This issue's cover art
3.6
This Issue's interior ad .........................................
3.6
3.3
This Issue as a whole
We bok forward to receiving your feedbad for thls
issue.

Rate each article from 0 to 5. 0 means you did not
d the article. 1 indicates great dissatisfaction, and
5 indicates great satisfaction. 2,3and 4 are shades in
between. To use a separate sheet, list each a&le
number, then your rating {besureto indicate the issue
number), Send responses to:
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FREE Drawing!
Send us your feedback, and you will automatically
be entered in our drawing for a FREE one-year subscriptionto Challenge, themagazineof science-fidion
gaming.
Name

Address
City, State, Zip
ongratulationsto Matthew Noble of GranfieH,OK,
won e freeone-yewsubsc~pfbn
to Challengefor
Isending in h b feedback on issue 67.

1

Gaming-relatedclassifiedads are free and
run for at least one issue, longer as space
permits. Challenge reservesthe right to edit
or refuse any ad. Challenge will not be held
liable for errors occurringinads. Allads must
be typed. Sendads to ChclIIengeChssifis,
Managing Editor, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 61702-1646 USA. For display ads,
write for our free rate card.

VANGUARD HOBBY CLUB meets once a
month. Strategy, roleplaying and miniatures
games played. Club tournaments, newsletter and other benefits to members. Contact
K. Howe, 88 Riverfield Road, Taunton, MA
02780. (71)
THE SOCIETY OF FANTASY & SCIENCE
FICTION WARGAMERS was formed to further the science fiction and fantasy periodof
miniatures gaming within and outside our
hobby. Members receive six issues of
Ragnarok and free entry to the SFSFW
AGMIShow. Contact SFSFW, Treasurer
Simon Evans, 72 Avonleigh Road,
Bedminster, Bristol, UK BS3 3JA. (71)
PLAYERS AND GMS wanted for Shadowrun, Star Wars, Dark Conspiracy, Champions in the Tampa, FL area. Please contact
Robert Cotner, 3707 Spring Way, Apt. 103,
Tampa, FL. (70)
BATTLETECH PLAYERS: The Agents of
Fortune Mercenary Guild is looking for new
blood to fill our roster and command positions in our exciting play by mail. Contact
AFMG Recruiting, c/o Jim Domarad, 1039
W. Emerald, Mesa, AZ 85210. (70)
JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF GAMERS
meets twice monthly to play miniatures,
board, beer & pretzeland roleplayinggames.
The club also puts out a monthly newsletter.
Membership includes the use of the hall
during game day, a membershiplist and use
of the club game library. (70)
LOOKING FOR gaming group in the NYC
area, plkaying D&D, Stormbringer,
Pendragon, Call of Cthulhu. Experienced
but rusty. Contact Howie Schoenfeld, PO
Box 1525, NY, NY, 10011. (70)
PRISONEWGAMER boking for pen pals.
Also asking for any photocopied material for
any RPGs. Endosestamp. EddieStahI,#21101,
PO Box 208, Indian Springs, NV 89070. (70)
I WOULD LIKE to correspondwith any referees still runningoriginalTraveller campaigns
like myself. Write to James Shipman, RR 1,
Box 81, Flat Rock, IL 62427-9735. (70)
RPG ONLINE: Land O'Sky BBS is seeking
playersfor modem RPGs. Three games going
at most times. Log on and check us out at no
charge. 2400-8-N-1 704-254-7800. (70)
THE FRESNO INTERACTIVE gaming society is lookingfor new members in the Fresno,
CA area. All types of games are welcome.
For more information, write to FIGS. 3294 E.

Dakota 9105, Fresno, CA 93726. (70)

MYTHUS PLAYERS wanted in the San Antonio, Houston area. Please contact Jonathan
Justice, PO Biox 200582, San Antonio, TX
78220-0582.SASEensurespromptreply. (70)
ABNORMAVNONMAINSTREAM penpals.
Send SASE to Forrest Folieadeux, DEPTD,
RR9-274, Oswego, NY 13126. (70)

COMPLETE PRODUCT LINES: Traveller,
MegaTraveller, 2300 AD, Vampire,
Rolemaster, Spacemaster, Cyberspace, Silent Death/Metal Express (all miniatures, all
blister packs), Space Opera, Miccle-Earth,
Champions, Chill, Jorune. PlusvariousChallenge magazines, BattleTech (1st
Battledroidseditionalso), DarkConspiracy,
DC Heroes, miniatures, Japanimation (and
related material). Contact Ray Woy, 5396
28th Ave. N., St. Pete., FL 33710. (71)
S&T MAGAZINE issue 71-147, most
unpunched. Wargamer vol. 2 issues 1-25,
plus some Wargamer vol. 1 issues. Some
boxed games from SPI and GDW. Send
SASE for list to Gene Zuratynsky, 3202
Fernwood Ave., Alton, IL 62002. (71)

A NUMBER OF RPGs and supplements:
World of Synibarr, Renegade Legion: Legionnaire and Interceptor with lead ships,
Warhammer FRP and Warhammer Campaigns, plus lots of other games and supplements. All items are in absolute mint condition, and prices are reasonable. For a full
price list, write to Lany Moreno, 197 North
Cottage Road, Sterling, VA 20164. (70)
NEWSIX-PARTTravellsrReferee's Screen
for original Trav@ller.It contains many new
weapons and other items that the Judges
Guild referee screen didn't have. Contact
StarQuest Games, RR 1, Box 81, Flat Rock,
IL 62427-9735. (70)
LOTSOFOLD Traveller materialfrom GDW,
FASA. Gamelords. Judaes Guild and otho
items Tor Call of Cthulhu,
ers. ~ l s various
RuneQuest, Torg, AD&D, etc. Willing to trade
for certain Traveller and Runduest items.
Send a list with a SASE to Kevin Knight,
2820 Sunset Lane Lot 116, henderson, KY
42420. (70)
EXTENSIVE GAME COLLECTIONmustgol
Traveller, Civil War, WW/l-Ill, AD&.D, sci-fi,
magazines. Mintitems,collectors'items. For
list, write to Andrew Pierce, 7825 SW 57th
Ave., Apt. C, Miami, FL 33143. (70)
MEGATRAVELLER, Traveller, Twilight:
2000, AD&D and D&D sourcebooks, maga-

ATTENTION SHADOWRUNNERS: Introducing Shadow Files, a list of 20 of the
leanest and meanest NPCs on the street. All
characters come with stats, skills and everything else you need to throw them into the
thick of a campaign. For information, send a
SASE to Shadow Files, Apt. 1001, 840-9th
St. SW, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 2T1.
(70)
COMPLETE PRODUCT LINES: Travellw,
MegaTraveller, 2300 AD, Vampire, Rolemaster, Spacemaster, Cyberspace, Silent
DeatNk4etalExpress (all miniatures, all Mister
packs), Space Opra, Midae-Eatth, Champions, Chill, Jorune. Plus various Challenge
magazines, BattleTech (1st Battkxhids di
tion also, Dark Conspiracy, DC Heroes, miniatures, Japanimation (and related material).
For pricesand list, contact RayWoy, 5396 28th
Ave., N. St. Petersburg, FL 33710. (70)
LARGECOLLECTIONof Dragonmagazines
going backinto the 40s. Best offer gets each
issue. Contact J. Kinbrough, Box 520404,
Independence, MO 64052. (70)
AD&D, Forgotten Real;ms, Dragonlance,
Ravenloft, Greyhawk games, novels and
comics, plus Dragon, Dungeonand Polyhedron magazines, TSR trading cards (1 991
edition) and Star Trek trading cards. Send
SASE for list to Kevin Quashie, 2 Lamont
Court, Sickle~ille,NJ 08081. (70)
ENTIRE GARY GYGAX Dangerous Journeys (Mythus) set. Newlmint. Includes
screen. Also Entire Vampire set. lnclkudes
all books from second edition hardcover to
newest sabbat. All books never used. Contact Alex Krampis, 3845 Woodside Ave.,
Woodside, NY 11377. (70)

zines, nobels, miniatures, dice, some computer games and more. For list, please send
$1 postage to Tim Gamble, PO Box 92,
Weirton, WV 26062. (70)
FORGOTTEN REALMS and Ravenloft
AD&D campaigns. Extensive, unused collection (many still in original wraps). 100+
issues of Dragon. Sell as collection(s). Send
SASE for list tio Eric Shaw, 6427 Forward
Pass Trail, Tallahasse, FL 32308. (70)

MODERN DAY RPG adventures and
sourcebooks, particularlyfor Daredevilsand
007.1'11 pay reasonable prices for originals,
but prefer to swap photocopies from my
large collection of game stuff for all genres
and mostnon-TSRsystems. Also looking for
any data on Chinese myth and folklore,
particularly religious Taoism as seen int he
films of Sammo Hung. Tom B., 2500 E.
109th St., 2nd floor, Chicago, IL60617. (71)
SECOND EDITION D&D materials, from
encyclopedia to modules. Pendragon
~ l e b o o k Shadowrun
.
GM screen (first edition). ~ i v e
BTS, Robotech, MERP, Top
Secret and Warhammer rulebooks, and
Shadowrun GM screen (second edition).
Write to Howie Skhoenfeld, PO Box 1525,
NY, NY 10011. (70)

ISSUES 1-24 (except 20) of the Journal of
theTravellers' Aid Society, either originals
or photocopies.Senddetailsto Ryan Dooley,

1743 Goldenlake Ct., Chesterfield, MO
63017. (71)

to Edward Markle, PO Box 3324, St. Augustine, FL 32085. (70)

right. Contact TGC, PO Box 278331, Sacramento, CA 95827.

ADVENTURES for any RPG. Royalties paid
for published submissions. For more information, send a SASE to Adventure Submission, PO Box37081,2930 Lonsdale Ave., N.
Van., BC V7N 4M0. (70)

DIGEST GROUP'S MegaTraveller Journal
No. 1 (with Deneb map), 101 Robots, back
issues of Challenge magazine and any
Judges Guild Traveller aids. Please send
condition and price to Kevin Combs, 6307
Dawn Day Drive, Columbia, MD 21045. (70)

Any Star Wars related items, including miniatures, sourcebooks, adventures, etc., and
magazine articles concerning Star Wars.
Send information to Todd M. Hersey, c/o
Mary Ann Scarfpin, 47319 Pramik Road, St.
Clairsville, OH 43950. (70)

THE JOURNAL O F THE BRITANNIC
TECHNLOGICALSOCIETY, a newsletter in
supportof the Space: 1889game system, is
now available and is seeking submissions.
Forinquiriesandsubmissionguidelines, send
a SASE to TJBTS, 21W127 Tee Lane #3,
Itasca, lL 60143. (70)

LOOKING FOR any modules or supporting
material for FGU's Psi World. Will pay reasonable price for materials in good condition. Please contact L.J. Moreno, 197 North
Cottage Road, Sterling, VA 20164. (70)

LOOKING TO BUY Chaosium's Ringworld I WILL PAY photocopying and postage for
and Ringworfd Companion supplement Will the following articles from JTAS and Chalpayreasonablepriceandshippingcosts. Please lenae issues. 10: Paae 6-1 1. 15.13: 16-23.
send offer to Craig E?erendt,1715 Rochw, Apt 21:21-46.28: 22-25.9.29-52. Pleasewrite
to Per ohman, 13 RonnMrsvagen, S196
6, VSL, Quebec, Canada H4L 1W9. (70)
32 Kungsangen, Sweden. (70)
AZHANTI High Lightning TechnicalManual
(~hotocopvokay), Grenadier 25mm Travel- CO-WRITERforEgyptianPanteology. Must
i i r miniatkes (sets or individuals, preferably know all about Egyptian gods. Contact
unpainted). The sets include Adventurers, Trigee Enterprises, PO Box 388, Lake
Alien Mercenaries, Imperial Marines and Geneva, WI 53147. (70)
Alien Life Forms. Send SASE with terms to
GM Goffin, 41 Sutter St. #1643, San Fran- WE NEED your adventure ideas for any
RPG system. We will pay for any submiscisco, CA 94104. (70 only)
sions used. Formoreinformation,sendSASE
COPIES OF ANY ARTICLE to do with Steve to Adventure Guidelines, PO Box 37081,
Jackson Games' OGRE. Any article with 2930 Lonsdale Ave., North Vancouver, BC,
background fiction, scenarios, maps, etc. Canada V7N 4MO. (70)
Any from Space Gamer would be appreciated. Will pay for postage, copies, time and LOOKING FOR Come Endless Darkness,
trouble. Please send details to Edward the final Gord the Rogue novel by E. Gary
Markle, PO Biox 3324, St. Augustine, FL Gygax, putiished by New Infinities Game
Company. Write to Chris Fitzpatrick, 6119
32085-3324. (70)
Mills Road, Indianapolis, IN 46241. (70)
SEEKING ANY PROFESSIONAL or personal work, arti'cle, background, etc. dealing with Star Trek's Klingons. No facism, no
betishism, but political and social reflection.
I also practice2300 AD, MegaTravellerand
Space: 1889. I'm seeking any materials GAMERS FORUMwas Apart newsletter. It
about these RPGs. Write to Eric Morel, 5 still covers a wide range of games. Send
Place Du Commerce, 14123 Cormelles-Le- your request for a free copy. We are open for
Royal, France. (70)
articles and art submissions. Write to David
P. Kufner, 800 Emory St., Apt. B, Imperial
TRAVELLER MATERIAL: GDW: Adven- Beach, CA 91932. (71)
ture 8: Prison Planet, Supplement 12:
Forms and Charts, Adventure 12: Secret FGMP-16, a quarterly newsletter dedicated
of the Ancient, Best of JTAS 2-4 or JTAS to Traveller miniatures rules, equipment,
1-19,Alien Modules2: K'krea,4: Zhodani, battles and campaigns. Features terrain5: Droyne, 7: Hivers, 8: Darrians, Fifth building techniques, new battletanks and
Frontier War. DGP: MegaTraveller Ref- Aslan mercenary battalions. Every issuewill
eree's Gaming Kit. Willing to buy or trade contain a new vehicle or two, and 15mm
photocopies of other Traveller material. I starship deck plans. The exploits of Kelly's
have most GDWand DGP material not listed Highlanders,atankmercenary battalion,will
above. For a list, send a SASE to J. also be covered. Contact Mike Kelly, 10710
WEharton, 144-88th St., Newaygo, MI Evergreen Wayt, C-308, Everett, Washing49337. (70)
ton 98204. (71)
SEEKING DESIGNand layoutservicesfrom
and individual or company for a beginning
RPG design group. Similar to vanity publishing, except we would handle the solicitation
and printing. The layout and design would
need to be camera ready. For more specific
information, contact Michael Todd, 833 N.
San Juan, Stockton, CA 95203. (70)

DARK TIMES, a quarterly newsletter dedicated to Dark Conspiracy, features new
proto-dimensions, equipment, adventures
and darktek. The Darklordsand evil minions
will also be covered in detail. Each issue will
have a complete adventure ready for play.
Contact Mike Kelly, 10710 Evergreen Way,
C-308, Everett, Washington 98204.

COPIES OF Steve Jackson Games Shockwave and Battlesuit counters, maps and
rules. I am willing to pay for the copies and
postage, plus time and trouble. Send details

THE GAMER'S CONNECTIONR" is fast
becoming the best fanzine. With readers
from coast to coast, Canada, Australia and
Guam, we've got to be doing something

CYBERPUNKGAMINGFANZINE: Features
adventures, source material, fiction, etc.
Covers most cyberpunk game systems.
Submissions welcome. Send a SASE to
BIOSCAN, 833 N. San Juan, Stockton, CA
95203. (70)
SOUTHERNAURORA:Australia's only fanzine dedicated to comics and roleplaying
garners. Looking for subscribers and writers. Send an A4-sized SASE for a free copy
(Australia only). Non-Aussies please write
for details to Chris J. Scull, 7 Rupert Court,
Thomastown, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, 3074. (70)
SILVER GRIFFIN: A roleplaying magazine.
Now in its third year and getting better, this
publication offers game artides, game reviews, book reviews, fiction, a superhero
universe that you can submit superheroesor
supervillains to, and highly detailed pencil
half-tine covers. Contact Silver Griffin, PO
Box 1751, St. Paul, MN 55101. (70)
INQUISITOR.Warhammer 40,000 newsletter/forum for experienced players. Open forum and resource for all players. Scenarios,
Titan rules, Q&A, army calculation
worksheets, unit stat cards and morel Write
to Inquisitor, PO Box 14485, Santa Rosa,
CA 94502-6485. (70)
IMPERIAL NEWS SERVICE seeks writers
andartists. Ourfanzine is devotedentirely to
originalTraveller (not MegaTravellerorany
newversion). We publishadventures, supplements and campaign aids. Please contact
StarQuestGames, RR 1, Box81, Flat Rock,
IL 62427-9735 for subscriptions and guidelines for writers and artists. (70)
MELBOURNE TIMES: Newsletter of the
Earh Colonies DevelopmentLeague(ECDL)
provides backgroundmaterialforcompletely
new, non-lrnperiurn Traveller setting with
3D campaign area based upon system locations from 2300 AD Near Star Map. Features news service, world briefs, character
sketches, sophont descriptions, corporate
portfolios, political analysis, cultural events
and more.Subscribersandconbibutors send
SASE top Melbourne Times, c/o David
Johnson, PO Box 18956,Boulder, CO80308.
Overseas include three IRCs. (70)
MOT1VE:An Amateur Press Alliance (APA)
which covers all aspects of the RPG hobby,
is looking for new members. Members contribute to and receive a (+/-) 200-page, bimonthly APA. RPGs most often covered
indude MERP, HeroSystem,Twillght: 2000,
Call of Cthulhu and BattteTech. Write to
Jonathan Hanna, 79 Mimosa Dr.,
Watkinsville, GA 30677. (68)
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